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Abstract
The subject of gravitational thermodynamics lies at the center of numerous fields of
study, many of which may seem disconnected, yet have proven to be deeply entwined. This
thesis examines two primary facets of this subject, the study of black hole thermodynam-
ics, and the principle of bulk/boundary duality (or ‘holography’) as applied to gravitating
systems.
In Part I of this thesis we explore thermodynamic aspects of a wide variety of black hole
spacetimes. We focus on asymptotically de Sitter black holes, in an extended phase space
where the cosmological constant is interpreted as a thermodynamic pressure. We begin
with the prototypical classes, examining general relativistic Schwarzschild- and Reissner-
Nordström-de Sitter black holes. We demonstrate the consistent formulation of their ther-
modynamics in the extended phase space using a Euclidean path integral approach, and
uncover novel compact small-large black hole transitions not seen in asymptotically AdS
spacetimes. We also consider a number of extensions of Einstein-Maxwell theory: Born-
Infeld electrodynamics, conformally coupled scalar fields, and Gauss-Bonnet gravity. We
study the thermodynamic properties and phase structure of black hole solutions in these
theories, uncovering (among other things) a unique reentrant phase transition in the grand
canonical ensemble, compact reentrant phase transitions, and isolated critical points. We
also examine the analogy these systems make with ordinary fluid systems, showing that in
contrast to asymptotically anti-de Sitter black holes, de Sitter black holes have nonlinear
equations of state which forbid such an interpretation.
Part II of this thesis represents an attempt to understand the thermodynamic nature
of gravity from a broader perspective. Here, we take a ‘holographic’ approach, promoting
the gravitational screen formalism to a fully covariant mapping between bulk geometric
quantities and those of a relativistic dissipative fluid system on the (arbitrary, timelike)
boundary. We demonstrate the projection of the field equations onto the screen boundary,
derive the corresponding fluid conservation equations, and explicitly construct the dictio-
nary relating the two systems. We show how entropy production in the fluid is tied to
gravitational wave propagation in the bulk, and discuss the role of the equation of state
of the fluid in the correspondence. Finally, we explicitly construct several gravitational
screens in spherically symmetric spacetimes. We determine the properties of the resulting
holographic fluids, and use thermodynamical laws governing the fluid to assign a notion of
temperature and entropy to the bulk geometry.
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Notation and Conventions
Throughout this thesis, we adopt the following conventions. Indices are indexed beginning
with 0, with coordinate ordering such that (proper) time is always listed first, so that u0 =
uτ for example. Where appropriate, coordinate symbols (τ, r, θ, φ) are used in place of their
corresponding numerical values (0, 1, 2, 3). The Latin indices (a, b, c, d, e) are reserved for
the bulk spacetime, and run from 0 to d where d is the dimension of the manifoldM being
considered. Latin indices (i, j, k, l) are used for quantities defined on any (d−1)-dimensional
subspace of M. We typically work in natural or Planck units, where c = ~ = G = 1.
This considerably simplifies the visual clutter of many expressions, yet leaves the scale
of various quantities obscure at a glance. We restore the appropriate factors of (c, ~, G)
where connections to physical scales are to be made, or the presence of quantum effects is
being highlighted. Following Wald, MTW, and many others, we adopt the ‘mostly plus’
convention (−,+,+,+) for the metric signature, endowing spacelike hypersurfaces with a
positive-definite metric. Partial derivatives with respect to a given index (or coordinate
variable) are denoted ∂a (or ∂τ ) while the covariant derivative is likewise denoted by ∇a.
One can always assume the dimension of the spacetime is d = 4 unless otherwise noted.
Of course, the Einstein summation convention for repeated indices is assumed throughout.
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The Structure of this Thesis
In presenting a large body of work such as this thesis, one must carefully balance how
reflective the work is of the research journey against the quality of the reading experience
for others. I have erred on the side of the reader, presenting the work not necessarily in
chronological order, but rather in a way that is pedagogically ideal and allows concepts to
be built naturally from one chapter to the next. The progress of theoretical research often
possesses no such continuity!
I assume familiarity with classical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics, special rel-
ativity and basic aspects of quantum field theory. I further assume a working knowledge
of general relativity. For the most part, the language of the relativists is used, though the
languages of differential forms and symplectic geometry are occasionally employed when
making connections between these subjects and the present work. In an effort to make this
thesis relatively self-contained, I also give a brief review of some fundamentals of general
relativity, path integral methods, and the most important aspects of black hole thermo-
dynamics. Throughout, the reader is referred to the canonical texts (or other sources) for
further details. With this, I hope that one who has never studied gravitational thermody-
namics before can still appreciate the work and find inspiration for their own research (or
learning).
The reader who is familiar with general relativity, but unfamiliar with the subject of
black hole thermodynamics, is encouraged to start their journey in Section 1.3. Chapters 2-
5 are largely self-contained, as is Part II of the thesis, though minor allusions to themes from







Humanity’s journey towards a scientific understanding of the fundamental nature of reality
spans some six thousand years, culminating dramatically in our present day ability to
reach out to the edges of the universe from a tiny rock in an endless void1. Along this
journey, breakthroughs in our understanding of physics at all scales have precipitated
countless advancements in technology, which have largely elevated humankind to a realm
beyond that which evolution has brought any other species. Today, this understanding
is encapsulated by the two pillars of modern theoretical physics: the Standard Model of
particle physics, and the general theory of relativity. What remains elusive however is
a unified, consistent merging of these two theories, due in part to difficulties intrinsic to
quantizing the gravitational field. This ‘problem of quantum gravity’ represents perhaps
the biggest open problem in theoretical physics today, requiring knowledge of gravity’s
behaviour at the microscopic scale, deep within the regime where quantum mechanics
operates. Though the correct approach to this problem is often contested, what cannot be
argued is the unique status the gravitational field has as the very architecture of reality,
being a manifestation of the geometry of space and time itself. Of course, our motivations
for studying the gravitational interaction extend beyond the theoretical realm. The fact
that gravity underlies and connects all other processes in the universe has cemented its
observation as a powerful lens through which we may come to understand astrophysical
phenomena, physics beyond the standard model, and the evolution of the cosmos.
Understanding gravity is therefore essential if we are to discern Nature at the most fun-
damental level. Fortunately, a window into the microscopic structure of gravity is provided
through its thermodynamic properties. For every system we know of in the universe, un-
derlying its thermodynamic description is the statistical mechanics of its (fundamentally
quantum) constituents. The remarkable discoveries of the early 1970’s that black holes
radiate and possess entropy demonstrate that gravity is no different [1,2]. This has ignited
an entire field of research into the thermodynamic properties of black holes, objects which
live at the intersection of the infrared and the UV. Undoubtedly, the study of black hole
thermodynamics has provided deep insights into aspects of not only quantum field theory
in curved spacetime, but also string theory, information theory, and even condensed matter
physics [3–6]. Concepts like the universality of black hole entropy, the Unruh and Hawking
effects, soft charges and asymptotic symmetries, etc. have all played a role in shedding
1Tracing back to Mesopotamia and Ancient Egypt, though we necessarily loosen our definition of
‘science’ significantly as we reach further into the past.
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light on gravity’s thermodynamic nature [7–10], and though its microscopic degrees of free-
dom remain poorly understood, this thermodynamic nature continues to guide our efforts
towards developing a quantum theory of gravity.
Like traditional thermodynamic systems, variations between equilibrium black hole
configurations are captured by the first law of thermodynamics [11]. This similarity with
ordinary substances extends beyond the first law, with analogues of the second and third
laws of thermodynamics being readily available for black holes, and processes like evapora-
tion occurring naturally. One of the most striking features of black holes arising from their
thermodynamic properties is that they, like ordinary systems, can undergo phase transi-
tions. This phenomenon, first discovered by Hawking and Page for anti-de Sitter (AdS)
black holes [12], has since been shown to occur generically in a wide variety of black hole
spacetimes, in higher dimensions, and in theories beyond Einstein-Hilbert gravity [13–16].
Much of the motivation for studying these ‘Hawking-Page’ transitions is rooted in the
anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence, which provides a map
between a d-dimensional gravitational theory in bulk AdS to a (d − 1)-dimensional CFT
on its boundary [4]. The Hawking-Page transition has a natural interpretation in this
context, where the transition between a black hole and thermal radiation in the bulk is
dual to a deconfinement transition in the boundary CFT. This bulk/boundary duality has
proven to be an extremely powerful theoretical tool, allowing us to study strongly coupled
systems where perturbation theory fails, address issues related to information loss in black
hole evaporation, and compute the fine-grained entropy of a black hole [17–21]. Moreover,
modifications to the description of gravity in the bulk necessarily leads to corresponding
modifications of the boundary theory. As a result, all of the aforementioned generaliza-
tions of the Hawking-Page transition, along with the more exotic transitions that have
been discovered, are expected to have non-trivial interpretations in terms of the boundary
CFT (though decidedly less attention has been given to this connection compared to the
phase structure of the bulk).
The last decade has seen a resurgence of interest in the thermodynamics—and espe-
cially the phase structure—of black holes in the presence of a cosmological constant. This
interest is due in large part to the observations of Kastor, Ray, and Traschen [22] that a
new thermodynamic potential, the thermodynamic volume, enters into the derivation of
the Smarr formula for non-zero Λ. The thermodynamic volume can be understood as the
quantity conjugate to the cosmological constant, interpreted in this context as a pressure,
and appears as such in the first law of thermodynamics when variations of Λ are included.
There has since been considerable development of these ideas, including a proposed bound
on the black hole entropy in terms of the thermodynamic volume [23], the notion of holo-
graphic heat engines [24], extensions to include acceleration, going beyond black holes to
spacetimes with non-trivial topology [25–27], and connections with holography [27–30].
Perhaps most actively investigated has been the subject of black hole phase transitions,
where examples of Van der Waals behaviour, triple points (like that of water), re-entrant
phase transitions (like those occurring in certain gels), and even lambda transitions (like
those marking the onset of superfluidity) have been observed [16, 31–33]. We refer the
reader to the review [34] where a number of these developments are summarized.
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Whereas a wealth of interesting phenomena in AdS spacetimes have been discovered
thus far, the domain of asymptotically de Sitter (dS) spacetimes remains largely unexplored
[34, 35]. This is despite recent measurements from a variety of sources indicating that we
live in a de Sitter-like universe [36–38], giving significant astrophysical relevance to de Sitter
black holes compared to their AdS counterparts. There have also been developments in the
formulation of a de Sitter/conformal field theory (dS/CFT) correspondence [39], leading
one to naturally wonder what the dual interpretation of dS phase transitions might be.
More pragmatically, it is of interest to understand how generic the phase structure of anti-
de Sitter black holes is: do the same types of phase transitions manifest for de Sitter black
holes, or are there new examples? This is the focus of Part I of this thesis: an examination
of the thermodynamics and phase structure of asymptotically de Sitter black holes.
With strong motivations available, the historic lack of progress concerning de Sitter
black hole thermodynamics may be surprising. The reason however is simple: de Sitter
black holes present unique challenges that their AdS counterparts do not possess. Perhaps
the most salient is the presence of the cosmological horizon. With a temperate generally
different from that of the black hole, the system is manifestly out of equilibrium. This
is in stark contrast to anti-de Sitter space, which acts as a natural box that confines2
radiation and allows equilibrium to be expressly achieved. Another issue with de Sitter is
a lack of globally timelike Killing vector field with which to associate the mass, rendering
the construction of conserved charges difficult [40–42]. The notion of a vacuum state is
also problematic since the spacetime is essentially non-stationary [43–45], and there is
no natural analogue of the Bondi news to characterize gravitational radiation in the full
non-linear context [46].
Various approaches have been developed to circumvent these problems, each with their
own issues and limitations. One is the effective temperature approach, where a single
temperature (which depends on both the cosmological and event horizon) is assigned to the
entire spacetime [47,48]. Such a temperature however lacks a clear physical interpretation,
and the system still appears out of equilibrium to a local observer. Another approach
considers subsets of the parameter space where the two horizon temperatures are equal,
allowing for a notion of equilibrium, but severely limiting the number of situations that
can be explored [49]. In this thesis, we will adopt a Euclidean path integral approach,
developed first by Gibbons and Hawking [50] and extended by York [51,52] to allow for the
definition of the canonical (and later, grand canonical) ensemble. In this approach, one
considers an ensemble where the temperature is specified at a finite boundary, effectively
enclosing the black hole in an isothermal ‘cavity’. As a result, equilibrium is manifest and
the meaning of the temperature is clear. This approach has seen some limited application,
with Brown and collaborators [52] demonstrating the stability of such an ensemble, and
later by Carlip and Vaidya, who found a Hawking-Page-like phase transition in both the
asymptotically flat and de Sitter cases [53]. These investigations were rather limited in
scope however, and did not consider the extended phase space in which we operate here.
2Asymptotically AdS spacetimes have a timelike boundary at infinity that radiation can reach in a
finite time, as well as an attractive gravitational potential.
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Part I of this thesis represents a dramatic extension of the themes explored in those
cursory works. We will find that many new and interesting phenomena emerge, including
‘swallowtubes’ (compact regions in phase space outside of which transitions cannot occur),
analogues of the familiar Hawking-Page, small-large, and reentrant phase transitions ex-
hibited by AdS black holes, metastable reentrant transitions, and more. Throughout, we
will develop techniques which can be applied to a wide variety of extensions of the present
work, and discuss promising avenues for future research. The organization is as follows:
In Chapter 1, we provide a brief review of some essential aspects of general relativity, the
action principle, and the relationship between the path integral and partition function. We
also provide a detailed account of the most important aspects of black hole thermodynam-
ics, including the first law, Hawking radiation, phase transitions, and the issues that arise
in asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes.
In Chapter 2, we discuss the application of path integral methods to de Sitter spacetimes,
demonstrating explicitly how thermodynamic quantities are derived from the Euclidean
action. We study Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes, examining
the extended first law of thermodynamics and deriving expressions for various thermody-
namic potentials that enter into the description. We further construct the free energy in
the canonical ensemble, and study the phase structure of these black holes, finding ana-
logues of the small-large transitions present in AdS black holes, though a lack of the Van
der Waals-like transitions which occur generically in those systems.
In Chapter 3, we consider Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes with
a non-linear extension of the U(1) sector á la Born-Infeld electrodynamics. We again discuss
the extended first law, where a new potential appears through the Born-Infeld vacuum
polarization. We study the behaviour of the metric function and vacuum polarization, and
determine the relevant thermodynamic variables entering into the free energy. We consider
ensembles where both the charge and electric potential are fixed, finding in the latter case
the first known example of a reentrant radiation-black hole-radiation transition.
In Chapter 4, we consider a particular class of exact solutions to Einstein-Hilbert gravity
with a conformally coupled scalar field, motivated to understand how matter coupling
alters the thermodynamic description. We discuss subtleties involved in extending the first
law to systems with secondary hair, and how to account for the properties of the scalar field
in the thermodynamic analysis. We study the phase structure in the canonical ensemble,
finding Hawking-Page-like transitions throughout the parameter space, though with the
addition of a particular cosmic censorship bound arising from the scalar field profile.
In Chapter 5, we examine higher dimensional black holes in the context of Gauss-Bonnet
gravity, a commonly studied higher curvature modification of general relativity. We dis-
cuss the construction of the Euclidean action and its corresponding reduction, and derive
various thermodynamic potentials which enter into the description. We again study the
free energy, finding the typical Hawking-Page and small-large black hole transitions. We
also demonstrate a notable absence of the exotic triple points and reentrant transitions
that occur in the 6-dimensional anti-de Sitter case.
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Chapter 1
Aspects of General Relativity and
Black Hole Thermodynamics
Having recently celebrated its 100 year anniversary, Einstein’s general theory of relativity
has enjoyed over a century of success in describing the universe around us. The insight
that both gravitation, and our perception of time are manifestations of the very geometry
of our reality has fundamentally changed how we view the world, and opened doors to a
staggering number of advances both theoretical and practical. To date, general relativity
has survived every conceived experimental test of its validity, and remains the only viable
candidate metric theory of gravity in four dimensions1. Of course, many alternative theories
of gravity have been developed over the decades, either to account for otherwise mysterious
phenomena (such as dark matter, inflation, etc.) or for purely theoretical interest. There
is indeed good motivation to study such theories, yet despite the wealth of alternatives
available, none have measured close to general relativity in its combined observational
successes and theoretical beauty.
In this chapter, we will review some fundamentals of the theory and provide some
details regarding the various mathematical machinery that will be employed throughout
the rest of this thesis. This includes a discussion about thermodynamic aspects of gravity,
de Sitter space, and path integral methods. We refer the reader to a number of classic
texts that provide significantly more detail than is given here. The book of Shutz [55]
provides a differential-geometric view of relativity. Wald [56] and Weinberg [57] offer
nice mathematical exposition from a physicist’s perspective. Carrol [58] and Poisson [59]
contain a large number of useful examples, the latter having also a nice review of the
3+1 formulation of general relativity. The book by Frolov [60] is specific to black hole
physics, containing numerous astrophysically relevant examples, semi-classical aspects, and
advanced topics such as quasinormal modes. The book by Will [61] provides a detailed
overview of experimental and observational aspects of general relativity, while his book
with Poisson [62] covers many applications of weak-field general relativity. One is left
hardly devoid of evening reading material.
1The recently proposed 4D Gauss-Bonnet gravity may be a contender [54].
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General relativity is distinguished from a wide variety of alternative theories of gravi-
tation (which have been studied almost as long as general relativity itself) in that it is the
unique theory in four spacetime dimensions that satisfies the following conditions:
1. It is a metric theory, with g being the only dynamical variable.
2. There are two degrees of freedom
3. Spacetime diffeomorphism invariance is explicit
4. The field equations are at most second-order
Relaxations of the conditions (1) − (4) lead to various extensions or alternative theories,
some of which are considered in later chapters. Numerous astrophysical observations,
cosmological considerations, and technical difficulties have to various degrees constrained
(sometimes severely) the extent to which these alternative theories can deviate from the
dynamics of general relativity, firmly placing GR as the ‘standard model’ of gravitational
physics and the ideal starting point for any investigation into gravitational phenomena.
1.1 Manifolds, Metrics, and Curvature
The basis of general relativity is the assumption that spacetime can be represented by a
d-dimensional differentiable (C∞) manifoldM. Such a manifold alone possesses insufficient
structure to model gravitation as a geometric phenomenon. One must construct a tangent
bundle onM, endow it with an inner product structure, and then define a notion of parallel
transport which can be used to define curvature.
Beginning with the tangent bundle, one constructs at each point p ∈ M a tangent
space TpM with dimension d. The tangent bundle TM =
⋃
p∈M TpM is the disjoint union
of all tangent spaces on M. The manifold is then equipped with an everywhere non-
degenerate symmetric rank-two tensor called the metric g. The metric acts as a bilinear
form that maps two vectors u, v ∈ TpM at p to a real number, thus defining an inner
product structure on TM. The object g is the (only) fundamental variable of the theory,
and satisfies:
1. g : TpM× TpM→ R
2. g(u, v) = g(v, u)
3. g(Au+ v, z) = Ag(u, z) + g(v, z) for a ∈ R
4. ∀u, v ∈ TpM, @u /∈ ∅ | g(u, v) = 0
The second condition represents symmetry of g, the third represents bilinearity, and the
final is nondegeneracy. The metric thus serves to endow the tangent space at each point
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in the manifold with an inner product. In a coordinate basis, the metric can be expanded
in terms of its components as
g = ds2 = gabdx
a ⊗ dxb (1.1)
where the metric g is often represented as ds2 and referred to as the line element. It is
standard practice to omit the tensor product symbol above. The metric defines a notion
of distance within each tangent space, but does not suffice to meaningfully describe the
geometry or curvature of M, which requires that vectors at different points (elements of
different tangent spaces) to be compared. This is accomplished by the covariant derivative,
which can be used to determine how vectors are parallel-transported between tangent
spaces. A notion of curvature can then be defined by the failure of a vector to return to
its initial value when parallel transported around a closed curve in M.
To define parallel transport of tensor fields on M, one must first define a covariant
derivative ∇. ∇ is a connection on the tangent bundle and generalizes the usual derivative
operator to tensor fields. For an arbitrary tensor T of rank (r, s), its covariant derivative
in a given coordinate basis is given by





b1...bs + · · ·+ ΓardcT a1...ar−1db1...bs (1.3)
− Γdb1cT a1...ardb2...bs − · · · − ΓdbscT a1...ar b1...bs−1d. (1.4)
In general relativity the connection ∇ is taken to be torsion-free, namely we have that
∇a∇bf = ∇b∇af . (1.5)
This is equivalent to demanding that the torsion tensor defined by ∇a∇bf − ∇b∇af =
−T cab∇cf vanishes. Note that while in differential geometry ∇ itself is referred to as the
connection, in relativity the name ‘connection’ is often reserved for the pseudotensor Γ
instead. As it stands, there are many possible choices of derivative operator on M owing
to the large freedom in the components of Γ. One may worry that different definitions
of derivative operator on the manifold may lead to inequivalent curvatures for the same
manifold, and this is indeed the case, as the ordinary derivative operator is coordinate
dependent and therefore cannot be associated with the manifold structure. Fortunately, a
natural (and unique) choice of derivative operator can be selected by imposing the metric
compatibility condition, ∇egab = 0. This condition arises from the natural demand that the
inner product of two vectors remain unchanged when parallel transported around a curve.




ged (gda,b + gdb,a − gab,d) . (1.6)
This is the Levi-Civita connection, and is the unique torsion-free connection that satisfies
the metric compatibility condition.
With the connection in hand, we can finally define the curvature of a manifold through
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the path-dependence of parallel transport. We consider the parallel transport of a dual
vector ωa around a closed curve inM, and compare the difference between the final value
when transporting in opposing directions around the curve. An intrinsic notion of curvature
is given by the failure of ωa to return to its original value when parallel transported around
a loop, and is captured fully by the Riemann tensor Rabdc, defined as a (1, 3) tensor field
acting on ωa as
R(u, v)w = ∇u∇vw −∇v∇uw −∇[u,v]w . (1.7)
In a coordinate basis the Riemann tensor is given by
Rabc
dωd = ∇a∇bωc −∇b∇aωc (1.8)
as the final term in (1.7) vanishes if (u, v) are coordinate vector fields. The Riemann tensor
encodes not only the failure of dual vectors to parallel transport back to their initial values
along closed loops, but also captures other innate properties one associates with curved
manifolds, such as the failure of initially parallel lines to remain parallel. The Riemann
tensor possesses d2(d2 − 1)/12 independent components by virtue of its skew symmetry,
interchange symmetry, and Bianchi identities:
1. Rabcd = −Rabdc = −Rbacd
2. Rabcd = Rcdab
3. Ra[bcd] = Rabcd +Racdb +Radbc = 0
4. ∇[e|Rab|cd] = ∇eRabcd +∇cRabde +∇dRabec = 0
The form of the Bianchi identities above assumes a torsion-free connection. Contraction




which in three dimensions or less contains all of the information encoded in the Riemann
tensor (though not when d > 3). The trace of the Ricci tensor is called the Ricci scalar,




The Ricci scalar is a curvature invariant which measures the deviation in volume of a
geodesic ball in curved space relative to Euclidean space. With these minimal ingredients
one can understand the meaning of the field equations presented in the next section.
1.2 Einstein’s Equations and the Action Principle
General relativity is much more than a prescription for defining the curvature of manifolds.
It is a statement of the origin of that curvature, and provides a model for how a manifold’s
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curvature interacts with the fields that live on it (and vice versa). The fundamental insight
made by Einstein is that the presence of matter (as described by quantum field theory
through the Standard Model) curves the spacetime in which the matter lives. In turn, the
curvature of spacetime dictates how matter moves throughout spacetime. Schematically
this is represented as
matter moves↔ space curves (1.11)
or colloquially, “matter tells space how to curve; space tells matter how to move”. This
matter/curvature relationship is precisely captured by the Einstein field equations (EFEs).
One can heuristically derive their form by attempting to generalize the Poisson equation
for the Newtonian gravitational field
∇2Φ = 4πGρ , (1.12)
where Φ is the Newtonian gravitational potential and ρ is the mass density of the matter
producing the gravitational field. The object that naturally generalizes mass density to
the relativistic case is the energy-momentum (or stress-energy) tensor Tab. Constrained by
index rules, the simplest generalization of (1.12) is
Gab = κTab (1.13)
Following the assumption that the gravitational field (and thus potential) is encoded in the
curvature, one attempts to build the tensor Gab out of suitable combinations/contractions
of the Riemann tensor. Due to the equivalence principle2, the simplest possible choice
turns out to be
Rab − 12Rgab︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gab
= κTab (1.14)
One can show that this equation exactly reduces to Newtonian gravity in the weak-field,
slow moving, time-independent limit. From the Newtonian limit one can further establish
that κ = 8πG. Equation (1.14) is the original equation proposed by Einstein that expresses
the link between matter and the geometry of spacetime. It is a system of ten second-order
partial differential equations that determine the evolution of the metric gab in the presence
of stress-energy (matter). This equation can be generalized by including a constant Λ on
the left-hand side:
Gab + Λgab = 8πGTab . (1.15)
Λ is known as the cosmological constant, and its presence has wide-reaching implications in
general relativity and our understanding of the universe. Originally introduced by Einstein
to allow for static cosmological solutions in the presence of matter, it was soon rejected due
to the discovery of Edwin Hubble that the universe is expanding3. In the coming decades,
2The equivalence principle dictates that ∇aTab = 0. Due to the Bianchi identity, choosing Gab = Rab
would imply that T = const. everywhere in spacetime regardless of matter content, which is highly
implausible.
3Einstein later deeply regretted the introduction of Λ into his field equations. According to Archibald
Wheeler, he was heard lamenting that “[it] was my biggest blunder of my life.” in the Institute for Advanced
Study’s Fuld Hall.
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our understanding of quantum field theory would eventually see Einstein vindicated as it
became clear that the vacuum itself possesses an energy density, which can be interpreted
as the cosmological constant appearing in the field equations. By 1998, the accelerating
expansion of the universe would be observed by the Supernova Cosmology Project and the
High-z SN Search in perhaps the most important discovery of modern cosmology [63, 64],
an observation whose accuracy has been significantly improved upon since then [65, 66].
However, the discrepancy between its predicted value from quantum field theory and the
observed value of Λ is anywhere from 60 to 120 orders of magnitude depending on the
model used, representing one of the biggest unresolved mysteries in physics (see [67] for
a detailed discussion of these developments and issues). Despite its tangled history, the
cosmological constant is now a cornerstone of the current ΛCDM model of the universe,
and will take on a central role in our work.
More rigorously, one can derive the Einstein equations from an action principle, as one
does in classical mechanics to arrive at Newton’s laws. The principle of stationary action
states that a system evolves from an initial state q1 at time t1 to a final state q2 at t2 along
a path (in the configuration space of the generalized coordinates qi) for which the action
I[q] is stationary to first-order, namely δS = 0. The action itself is defined as the integral
over time of the Lagrangian L ≡
∫
L d3x of the system, or (equivalently) the integral of
the Lagrangian density L over the spacetime
I[q(τ), q̇(τ)] =
∫
L(q(τ), q̇(τ)) dτ (1.16)
The Lagrangian itself is a function of the generalized coordinates of the system and their
time-derivatives, and contains all information about the dynamics of the system. In the
non-relativistic case, the Lagrangian simply represents the difference between the kinetic
and potential energy of the system. Varying the action with respect to the fields/coordi-
nates and requiring that the variation vanishes (δI = 0) then gives the equations of motion













Here, g is the determinant of the metric tensor giving the natural volume form on the mani-
fold, R is the Ricci scalar, and Λ is the cosmological constant. This action is supplemented
by a contribution from the matter content of the system, so that4 Itot = IEH + IMatter.





























































The total derivative term becomes a pure boundary term by Stokes’ theorem, vanishing
when M is closed (compact with no boundary). Combining the results above, and not-
ing that the variation of Smatter with respect to the matter fields gives a stress-energy


















where it is clear that for any such variation to vanish, we must have
Gab + Λgab = 8πGTab
which are the Einstein field equations derived above. The above prescription for arriving at
the field equations generalizes to arbitrary actions that have Lagrangians as functions of the
generalized coordinates. This gives a powerful framework for studying many different can-
didate theories of gravity, since all of the kinematic and dynamical information is contained
in the theory’s action and general covariance is manifest. Note that in cases whereM has
a boundary ∂M, the action (1.17) must be supplemented by the Gibbons-Hawking-York









Here, h is the determinant of the induced metric hab on the boundary, and H is the trace
of the extrinsic curvature of ∂M.
1.3 Path Integrals
Though not without its technical issues, the path integral has proven to be an extremely
useful tool in understanding gravity beyond the classical realm [68,69]. Aside from formally
defining a quantum theory of gravity, the path integral further provides us with a powerful
way to study gravitational thermodynamics when the spacetime under consideration does
not admit a straightforward definition of temperature (this application is discussed in depth
in Chapter 2). In this application, one exploits the fundamental relationship between the
classical Euclidean action IE and the quantum mechanical partition function Z,
F = −T logZ ≈ TIE (1.20)
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where F is the free energy of the system and T is the temperature. The above relation
holds in the semi-classical approximation and comes directly from the path integral. As the
path integral underlies the ‘cavity’ approach we will use to study the thermodynamics of
various spacetimes within this work, we provide here a review of its construction. Starting
in Chapter 2, we will see explicitly how the path integral can be applied to asymptotically
de Sitter spacetimes to formulate a thermodynamic description.
In quantum theory, the amplitude for a system to evolve from an initial state |qi, ti〉 to
a final state |qf , tf〉 can be written in terms of the path integral as
〈qf , tf |qi, ti〉 = 〈qf | e−iH(tf−ti)/~ |qi〉 =
∫ q(tf )=qf
q(ti)=qi
D[q] e−I[q]/~ . (1.21)
This is an integral over all field configurations that take on values qi at ti and qf at tf .
Eventually, we will interpret this as the amplitude for a spacetime to transition from one
state to another. The field q may be any quantum field: a scalar, Dirac field, spinor
field, etc. A probabilistic interpretation requires that we move to the Euclidean sector of
the theory under consideration, by analytically continuing t to imaginary values (sending
t → −iτ). The signature of the metric then becomes Euclidean (instead of Lorentzian)
which renders the kernel K = 〈qf | e−Hτ/~ |qi〉 of the evolution operator positive, allowing
for its interpretation as a probability density. The amplitude then becomes
〈qf | e−iH(tf−ti)/~ |qi〉 → 〈qf | e−Hτ/~ |qi〉 . (1.22)
Recall now that the partition function for a thermal state in quantum theory can be written
Z = Tr (exp−βH) , (1.23)
where β ≡ T−1 is the inverse temperature of the state. For a continuous spectrum of
states, the trace can be expanded as
Tr (exp−βH) =
∫
dq 〈q| e−βH |q〉 . (1.24)
Notice now that if we integrate only over paths that are periodic with periodicity τ in (1.21),
then q(0) = q(τ) =⇒ qi = qf , and the path integral becomes
〈q| e−Hτ/~ |q〉 =
∫ q(τ)
q(0)
D[q] e−IE [q]/~ . (1.25)
Comparing (1.24) and (1.25) we see that a path integral, when restricted to the Euclidean
sector of the theory and to states periodic in imaginary time, is equal to the partition
function of a thermal state in the theory, provided that we identify the periodicity with
the inverse temperature β = τ/~. We thus have
Z = Tr (exp−βH) =
∫ q(τ)
q(0)
D[q] e−IE [q]/~ , (1.26)
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where the integral over dq has been absorbed into the integration measure D̃[q].
In gravity, we are concerned with the interaction of (quantum) matter fields with the
(presumably quantum) gravitational field. The path integral measure should thus include
the metric g along with the fields q. However, to leading order in mp
M
the matter fields
do not contribute to the path integral, so the measure is simply D(g), where topologically
distinct metrics may contribute. With this, the partition function can be approximated by
Z =
∫
metrics periodic with τ
D[g] e−IE [g]/~ . (1.27)
We can further approximate this quantity by considering only the leading contribution
to the integral, which comes from metrics that are classical solutions to the equations of
motion, namely those for which δIE[gcl] = 0. This is the saddle point approximation, in
which ∫
D[g] e−IE [g]/~ ≈ e−IE [gcl]/~ , (1.28)
where we denote by gcl said classical metrics. Therefore we have that
Z ≈ e−IE [gcl]/~ → F ≈ TIE . (1.29)
This can be regarded as the zero-loop approximation to the full partition function, which
only includes the (dominant) contribution from the gravitational fields. The partition




, S = β
∂IE
∂β
− IE . (1.30)
Some care must be taken in the application of these formulas. It is really a variation of the
action that is being done with certain parameters being held fixed, something we clarify
further in Section 2.3. Loosely speaking then, determining the thermodynamic properties
of quantum fields in a given spacetime (in a semi-classical setting) amounts to evaluating
the on-shell Euclidean action IE. Such path integral methods have been used as early as
1977 by Gibbons and Hawking [70] to compute the entropy and temperature associated
with a black hole.
1.4 Black Hole Thermodynamics
To what extent can a black hole (and indeed, gravity itself) be understood as a thermody-
namic system? This question has long been the subject of intense research, and is the basis
for the studies at hand. Central to the discussion is the first law of thermodynamics, which
expresses the relationship between equilibrium states of a system in terms of quasistatic
variations of the extensive parameters xi which characterize that system. In terms of the
temperature T , entropy S, pressure P , volume V , and other thermodynamic potentials Xi
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(these may be the charge, chemical potential, etc.), the first law states that the change in
internal energy of the system U is given by




The far-reaching consequences of this law are difficult to overstate. Arising from a coarse-
graining of the fundamental microscopic description of matter, the laws of thermodynamics
underlie the entirety of the modern world, being responsible for heat engines, transporta-
tion, our understanding of weather and the global climate, agriculture, and more. Given
the power of the thermodynamic description, and its statistical mechanical underpinnings,
one would be remiss to not attempt to describe gravity in the very same way. In this
section, we describe how our understanding of black holes as thermodynamic objects has
crystallized over the decades, along with the subtleties involved in applying (1.31) to grav-
itational systems. We also remark on the inclusion of the cosmological constant in the first
law of thermodynamics for black holes, and define the extended phase space in which we
will operate.
1.4.1 The First Law
Beginning in 1972 with the famous area theorem by Hawking [71], which states that the
horizon area of a classical black hole can never decrease, it quickly became clear that many
analogies could be drawn between black holes and ordinary thermodynamic systems. With
the striking similarity between the area theorem and the second law of thermodynamics,
Hawking, Bardeen and Carter [11] soon formulated the “four laws of black hole mechanics”,
which state that for an asymptotically flat, uncharged, stationary, axisymmetric black hole:
1. The surface gravity κ is constant over the event horizon of a black hole.




dAh + ΩhdJ (1.32)
where Ωh is the angular velocity of the black hole.
3. The area of any individual event horizon cannot decrease, dAh ≥ 0.
4. No finite sequence of physical processes can reduce the surface gravity κ of a black
hole to zero.
These neatly parallel the laws of thermodynamics for ‘ordinary’ systems, with the surface
gravity κ playing the role of temperature, the horizon radius rh appearing in place of the
system’s entropy, and the mass M being interpreted as the internal energy U . At the
classical level the similarities between (1.31) and (1.32) are merely a coincidence, because
the temperature of a black hole is identically zero and there is no mechanism by which two
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black holes might exchange heat in order achieve thermal equilibrium. Various thought
experiments by Bekenstein in 1972 led him to a convincing connection between black hole




Just three years later, in one of the most significant theoretical papers ever written [1],
Stephen Hawking would use arguments from quantum field theory in curved spacetime to






That black holes radiate has profound and far-reaching consequences for our understanding
of gravity and quantum mechanics. For one, the existence of Hawking radiation cements
black holes as true thermodynamic systems, by providing an equilibration mechanism and






giving an explicit relationship between the horizon area and black hole entropy. This re-
lation has deep implications for information theory, providing a theoretical bound on the
amount of information that can be contained in a region of spacetime. These discoveries
also make clear the holographic nature of gravity, with the entropy scaling as the area of
the bounded region rather than its volume (as it does for traditional systems). Most im-
portantly, that gravity apparently possesses thermodynamic properties provides a window
into its microscopic structure, as for every system we know of in the universe, coarse-
grained thermodynamic properties arise from the underlying statistical mechanics of the
constituent degrees of freedom.
Of course, while the origin of the black hole’s apparent temperature is well understood,
the nature of the entropy remains much more mysterious. Below, we see how a modern
derivation of the first law hints at the origin of black hole entropy, but it should be noted
that the relationship (1.35) has been calculated using a half-dozen or so completely dis-
parate approaches [73–78], each of which provide a unique perspective on the state-counting
interpretation of S = Ah/4. The universality of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, and lack
of a complete quantum theory of gravity, make the origin of S one of the biggest open
problems in theoretical physics today.
A historic derivation
As the first law is central to the study of black hole thermodynamics, we begin by
outlining the original derivation of (1.32) by Bardeen and collaborators (for explicit de-
tails, see [11]). To arrive at the differential mass formula above, one uses the fact that a
stationary, asymptotically flat spacetime possesses a unique timelike Killing vector field ka
which satisfies
∇a∇bkb = −Rabkb . (1.36)
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In the axisymmetric case, there is also a unique rotational Killing vector k̃a satisfying the
same constraint. One can integrate (1.36) over a spacelike hypersurface S and rewrite the
left side as an integral over the boundary ∂S, giving∫
∂S




bka dΣb . (1.37)
By choosing S to intersect the event horizon, the boundary ∂S is made to contain the
event horizon ∂B and a 2-surface at infinity. The integral at infinity is related to the ADM














where T = Ta
a. A similar integration can be performed for k̃a, giving the angular momen-











Expressing the null vector tangent to the horizon generators as la = ka + Ωhk̃
a, and using














where Jh is the horizon contribution of (1.39). The final term ∇bladΣab can be rewritten
in terms of the surface gravity and horizon area element as κdA. Then, using the fact that












For vacuum spacetimes, Tab = 0. The first-order variation of (1.41) gives the differential




dAh + ΩhdJh . (1.42)
A modern derivation
Here we sketch out a modern derivation of the first law using the Iyer-Wald-Zoupas
symplectic formalism, which has the advantage of being more broadly applicable and also
reveals the origin of the black hole entropy S as the Noether charge associated with diffeo-
morphism invariance (for explicit details see [11]). Beginning with a generic Lagrangian
L = L(φ, dφ), its first-order variation with respect to the fields φ can be written as
δL = Eδφ+ dθ . (1.43)
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Here, the equations of motion (Euler-Lagrange equations) are E = 0 and dθ is a boundary
term written as the differential of the symplectic potential θ. The (symmetry) variation of
the field φ associated with a diffeomorphism-generating vector field ξa is given by5
δξφ = Lξφ , (1.44)
where Lξ is the Lie derivative along ξ. If there are no background fields, then the variation
of L can be written in terms of the symmetry variations of φ, giving
δL = LξL = [i, d]L = iξ(dL) + d(iξL) = d iξL , (1.45)
where d is the exterior derivative6 and i is the interior product7. Subtracting (1.43) from
(1.45) implies the existence of a current j that is conserved on-shell:
Eδφ+ dθ − d iξL = 0 → d(θ − iξL︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
) = −Eδφ . (1.46)
If E = 0, the current j is closed and can be written in terms of a 2-form Qξ such that
j = dQξ , which when integrated over a spatial hypersurface gives the Noether charge. The
variation of the Hamiltonian Hξ generating the flow in phase space that corresponds to the




Ω(φ, δφ,Lξφ) ↔ iXHω + dH = 0 , (1.47)
where Σ is a Cauchy surface and Ω ≡ δθ(φ,Lξ) − Lξθ(φ, δφ) is the symplectic current.




δθ − Lξθ =
∫
∂Σ
δQξ − iξθ = 0 , (1.48)
where the last equality holds if ξ is a symmetry. Suppose we further consider an asymp-
totically flat black hole spacetime. If the boundaries of the hypersurface Σ are chosen to





δQξ − iξθ , (1.49)
where the surface normals are taken to be outward pointing. Defining a Killing vector field
ξa = ta + Ωhψ
a which vanishes on ∂B, and defining the canonical energy (the ADM mass








5Since generally, δsφ = [φ,C
a]εa for a gauge symmetry.
6dω = ∂a∂xi dx
i ∧ dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxik for a k-form ω = a dxi1 ∧ dxi2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxik
7The interior product relates the Lie and exterior derivatives of a form through the Cartan magic
formula: LXω = d (iXω) + iXdω.
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δQξ + ΩhδJ . (1.51)
It remains to show that the integral term can be written in terms of the surface gravity
and horizon area (or entropy). To proceed, one must recognize that Qξ is an algebraic
function of ξ and its derivatives and use the relation ∇aξb = κσab (with σab being the
normal 2-form to ∂B). With this, Qξ can be rewritten entirely in terms of the surface
gravity κ and horizon binormal σ, with no explicit reference to the killing field ξ. Defining








where explicit integration of the entropy term gives the horizon area A (in the case of
Einstein gravity). This derivation is much more powerful than the previous one in that it
holds for any diffeomorphism invariant Lagrangian theory of gravity and for nonstationary
perturbations of black hole spacetimes as well [79]. It is also more insightful, as the horizon
entropy S can be clearly traced back to the Noether charge Qξ of the diffeomorphism ξ.
1.4.2 Hawking Radiation and Black Hole Temperature
As we have seen, underlying the concrete interpretation of (1.32) as the first law for a true
thermodynamic system is the existence of Hawking radiation, which is absent in the purely
classical description of the black hole geometry. Lacking this, we have only a formal analogy
between black hole spacetimes and ordinary thermodynamic systems. As the concept of
a black hole’s temperature is central to the study at hand, we sketch out one of many
derivations of Hawking radiation here, and also demonstrate the important connection
between the surface gravity of a horizon and the temperature its associated radiation.
To understand Hawking radiation at a fundamental level, a quantum description of both
matter and gravity would be required. Fortunately, it suffices to consider the behaviour
of quantum fields on a fixed classical black hole background, which amounts to taking the







≈ 10−38 , (1.53)
while for a supermassive black hole the value is many orders of magnitude smaller. For
this reason, the behaviour of quantum fields in curved spacetimes can be understood in a
semi-classical approximation in all but the most extreme scenarios, and the back-reaction
of the fields on the geometry can be safely neglected.
Hawking radiation is rooted in the fact that in curved spacetimes, there is in general
no unique definition of the vacuum state |0〉. As a result, and especially in time-dependent
spacetimes, the vacuum state in at some early time |0i〉 may not be equivalent to the
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vacuum state at a later time |0f〉. This can be interpreted as particle production resulting
from the time-dependence of the gravitational field. To see this, consider a 4d massless
scalar field φ with conjugate momentum πa which satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation and
equal time canonical commutation relation
φ = 0 , [φ(xi), π(yj)] = iδ
(3)(xi − yj) (1.54)














|p|2 +m2. The creation and annihilation operators ap and a†q satisfy [ap, a†q] =
(2π)3δ(3)(p− q), and the vacuum state |0〉 is defined as the state for which
ap |0〉 = 0 (1.56)
for all p. In the above, plane-wave solutions were chosen for the field expansion, but we
could in principle use any other orthonormal basis {fp, f ∗p} as well. In the asymptotic












where fp = 0. The {fp} are chosen to contain only positive frequency solutions with
respect to some preferred time coordinate, and are orthogonal with respect to the Klein-
Gordon inner product








na d3x = δij , (1.58)
where Σ is a Cauchy surface and na is its normal. For the case of Hawking radiation, we are
concerned with the Penrose diagram shown on the left side of Figure 1.1, which represents
the formation of a black hole from collapsing matter. In the asymptotic past, one can define
particle states (on the blue line) by choosing a set {fp} which satisfy (1.58) on c = I−,
such that the solutions have positive frequency with respect to the null generators of I−
and can be written as in (1.57). ap and a
†
p are then the creation and annihilation operators
associated with the ingoing particle states, and since I− is a Cauchy surface, the field can
be written as (1.57) everywhere.
However, an observer in the distant future (at I+) does not have access to the entire
spacetime, owing to the presence of the event horizon. While the red line H∪I+ in Figure
1.1 is a Cauchy surface, I+ itself is not. Particle states for observers outside the black hole




















Figure 1.1: Penrose diagram of collapsing matter forming a black hole. Left: A classical
black hole which forms through collapse but does not evaporate. Red and blue dashed
lines represent (respectively) past and future Cauchy surfaces on which mode functions
can be constructed. Right: A semi-classical black hole, which forms and later evaporates.
The orange arrow represents the evaporation event, which appears instantaneous due to
the conformal transformation.
The solutions {gp} are purely ingoing having support only on H, while the {kp} are the
outgoing modes with support on I+. Both sets of solutions independently satisfy (1.57)
on their respective hypersurfaces. Finally, choosing {kp} to be positive frequency with
respect to the generators on I+ allows for the interpretation of {cp, c†p} as creation and
annihilation operators for particle states in the asymptotic future. Since I− is a Cauchy
surface, one can express the solutions on I+ as a linear combination of the {fp, f ∗p}, and
the corresponding creation and annihilation operators as linear combinations of the ap and












Since in general βij 6= 0, an initial vacuum state defined by ap |0〉 = 0 will not appear to
be a vacuum state at I+. Using (1.60) one can write the expectation value for the number
operator defined in the asymptotic future, where this becomes plain to see:




Global analytic solutions to the wave equation for φ do not exist in the Schwarzschild
spacetime, preventing an explicit calculation of βpq. However, one can determine the
asymptotic form of βpq by recasting the Klein-Gordon equation as a 1-D scattering problem
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with an effective potential due to the presence of the black hole (see [1] for explicit details).
The result is that






where Γp is the classical absorption coefficient for the scattering of the field off the black





Evidently there is a flux of energy escaping to infinity from the black hole, which one
can show necessarily causes the mass of the black hole to decrease. This is evaporation via
Hawking radiation. Though we only considered the presence of a massless scalar field here,
similar calculations can be performed for fermions, linearized metric perturbations, and
charged fields. All are found to have a blackbody spectrum as in (1.62). These results also
hold for rotating black holes despite the initial stationarity assumption. For massive fields
the frequency ωp contains the rest mass of the corresponding particle, and so the black hole
will only radiate such particles in an appreciable amount when T > m. Therefore, for the
majority of the lifetime of a typical black hole the Hawking radiation consists of photons
and gravitons.
The dramatic implications of the above extend beyond simply allowing for the interpre-
tation of a black hole as a thermodynamic object. As the black hole evaporates, its mass
will decrease until (presumably) the entire rest mass of the black hole escapes in the form
of radiation, leaving again an asymptotically flat space as illustrated on the right side of
Figure 1.1. The issue that arises here touches at the foundations of quantum mechanics.
Evidently Σi is a Cauchy surface while Σf is not, the implication being that unitarity is
violated by black hole evaporation, since the final state of the fields present is a thermal
state and thus contains no information about the state of the matter which formed the
black hole (or anything else which may have fallen into it during its lifetime). This is the
famous black hole information paradox. Though no complete answer to the problem of
information loss in black hole evaporation exists today, its attempted resolution has served
as the inspiration for a great number of theoretical advances in physics [80].
The temperature in more general settings
As it happens, the relationship (1.63) between the temperature of Hawking radiation
and the surface gravity of the event horizon is quite general. In the previous section we
considered a static, spherically symmetric spacetime representing a Schwarzschild black
hole. In fact, that the temperature of the thermal state in the asymptotic region of a
black hole spacetime is proportional to the surface gravity of the event horizon is true for a
wide class of black hole spacetimes, including charged Reissner-Nordström black holes and
spinning Kerr black holes. Moreover, Gibbons and Hawking showed that similar arguments
apply to other horizons as well, in particular the cosmological horizon associated with Λ > 0
(de Sitter) solutions to Einstein’s equations [81]. They showed that an observer in de Sitter
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This temperature enters into a thermodynamic description of the cosmological horizon
through the first law (1.32) the same way that the horizon temperature would, except the
area A is now the proper area of the cosmological horizon. The entropy S can thus be
regarded as a measure of the lack of knowledge about the universe beyond the cosmolog-
ical horizon. The general relation (1.63) allows one to determine easily the temperature
associated with a given horizon. Consider a general static, spherically symmetric metric
of the form
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + g(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (1.65)
with the event horizon being located at r = rh. Recall that the surface gravity for a Killing








The normalized time translation Killing vector associated with the metric above metric is





















where the prime indicates a derivative with respect to the argument, and the result is
evaluated at r = rh. For the asymptotically flat Schwarzschild black hole, this gives the
well-known result of Th = (8πM)
−1. One could just as well apply (1.68) to the cosmological
horizon (if it exists) to determine its temperature instead.
1.4.3 The Hawking-Page Transition
Having previously alluded to the Hawking-Page transition and remarked on its theoretical
importance, we should be precise about what the transition represents and how it fits into
the larger theoretical context. The Hawking-Page transition represents a phase transition
from radiation to a ‘large’ black hole in asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes (ones
in which Λ < 0). Unlike flat space the (conformal) boundary of AdS is timelike, allowing
massless particles to reach the boundary in finite proper time. Almost universally, reflecting
boundary conditions are imposed at this boundary so that AdS can be treated as a closed
system. As a result, massless particles are reflected back towards the center upon reaching
r = ∞. Outgoing massive particles return to the center in similar fashion, owing to
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the attractive nature of the potential when Λ < 0. This peculiar feature of AdS leads
immediately to an interesting observation: while a small black hole may evaporate quickly
(before any radiation reaches the boundary), a sufficiently large black hole may achieve a
state where the rate of outgoing radiation matches that of the ingoing reflected radiation,
rendering the black hole stable.
The two situations described above represent equilibrium states, with the entire space-
time being described by a single temperature T (either that of the radiation or of the
large black hole). It should be clear that if one had a mechanism by which to vary the
temperature of the spacetime, at some point a phase transition will occur between pure
radiation (often called empty AdS) and a large black hole. This idea can be made precise
by considering the contributions of both the radiation and large black hole to the parti-
tion function Z. Using (1.29), one can evaluate the contribution to the partition function
from both the AdS geometry and the black hole geometry. In Chapter 2 we will see the
details of how such a calculation is performed. For now, we merely quote the result for the
4-dimensional case:






















Here, rh is the horizon radius, β = 1/T is the inverse temperature, and rc is some large
but finite cutoff radius at which various subtraction terms should be matched to remove
any divergences. It is clear from (1.70) that when rh > 1, the dominant contribution to
the partition function is IE[gsch], while for rh < 1 it is IE[gads]. At rh = 1, the quantity
IE [gsch] − IE [gads] changes sign, and a transition occurs between the radiation and large
black hole phases. This is the Hawking-Page transition.
In classical thermodynamic terms, this behaviour is typically captured by the free
energy of the system. For an isolated system at constant temperature, the thermodynamic
potential of interest is the Helmholtz free energy
F = E − TS . (1.71)
The free energy is a useful quantity since the equilibrium state of a system at a given tem-
perature always corresponds othe global minimum of F . Another way to see the Hawking-
Page transition is to simply evaluate F given the appropriate definitions of E, T , and S
for the AdS black hole, and compare it to the free energy of the radiation phase (which is
always taken to be F = 0). Where the free energy of the black hole becomes lower than
that of the radiation phase, the Hawking-Page transition occurs. This is shown in Figure
1.2.
As we have noted, there is extensive theoretical interest in the Hawking-Page transition.
In the context of AdS/CFT, contributions from the bulk geometric states to the partition
function have a clear interpretation in terms of boundary CFT states. In fact, the bulk
partition function for the geometries exactly maps to the thermal partition function for
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Figure 1.2: The free energy F of the Schwarzschild black hole, demonstrating the presence
of a Hawking-Page transition. Left: F as a function of temperature T . When T < Tc,
empty space is thermodynamically preferred. When T > Tc, the large black hole phase
minimizes F instead. Right: F as a function of horizon radius rh. The free energy (and
thus the action) changes sign when the black hole becomes large enough.
the boundary CFT, the most well-known example being the map between type IIb string
theory on AdS5 × S5 and N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory on the boundary of AdS5 [4].
The bulk IE[gads] contribution represents a low temperature confining phase in the CFT,
while the IE[gsch] contribution represents a high temperature deconfined free gas phase.
This is the often cited AdS/CFT interpretation of the bulk Hawking-Page transition as a
boundary deconfinement transition (as occurs in a quark-gluon plasma for example).
The Hawking-Page transition provides a partial resolution to the black hole information
paradox, as the transition between the black hole and radiation phase (which appears to
not be unitary, at least without a quantum theory of gravity) has an expressly unitary
description in terms of the boundary CFT. As a result, it is clear that information is
preserved during the evaporation process.8
The theoretical power of the AdS/CFT correspondence has motivated a very large
number of investigations into the phase structure of bulk gravitational theories, as any
modifications to the description of the bulk transition (be it from the inclusion of charge,
angular momentum, higher curvatures, etc.) will necessarily correspond to a modification
of the boundary CFT description. More exotic phenomena beyond the simple radiation-
black hole Hawking-Page transition are possible as well, each having a unique interpretation
on the CFT side. The hope is that a complete understanding of the bulk phase structure
of black holes in Einstein gravity and its extensions will allow for insights into strongly
coupled CFT physics, and this has indeed proven to be the case [83].
These motivations extend to the asymptotically de Sitter cases we study here, owing
to recent developments of the dS/CFT correspondence [39]. Though dS/CFT is still in its
8Computing exactly what happens at the transition remains an open problem, namely, the Page curve
cannot be constructed in this way [82]. In this sense the issue is only partially resolved.
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infancy compared to its anti-de Sitter counterpart, we expect that our understanding of
the phase structure of asymptotically dS black holes will be widely applicable to the study
of those boundary CFTs as well (once we have achieved a sufficient technical maturity
concerning dS/CFT).
1.4.4 The Extended Phase Space and Variable Λ
In discussing the analogy between the first law of thermodynamics for traditional systems
(1.31) and the first law of black hole thermodynamics (1.32), there is a notable absence of
a pressure-volume term on the gravity side. In the asymptotically flat case considered in
the early work of Bardeen and collaborators, there is indeed no variable in the black hole
description that has a natural interpretation as a thermodynamic pressure, and so on the
surface the absence of a pressure-volume term is perhaps expected.
This expectation changes when one considers solutions with non-zero cosmological con-
stant, as Λ itself can be seen to act as a kind of pressure. Consider moving the contribution
from the cosmological constant to the matter side of the field equations:
Gab + Λgab = 8πGTab → Gab = 8πG(Tab − 18πGΛgab︸ ︷︷ ︸
TΛab
) . (1.72)
What kind of stress energy tensor is this reminiscent of? A perfect fluid with energy density
d and isotropic pressure p has a stress-energy tensor
Tab = diag[ρ, p, p, p] . (1.73)




, pΛ = −ρΛ . (1.74)
Motivated by the parallels between a non-zero cosmological constant and a universal fluid,
it is natural to ask how Λ might enter into the first law. This occurs naturally when
one considers variations of Λ, an idea that has been explored at least as early as 1985 by
Teitelboim [84]. Since then there has been extensive study of this idea, notably in [22] where
various scaling arguments were used to construct an extended first law for AdS black holes
which accounts for variations in Λ. Previous work suggested that a pressure-volume term
could be incorporated into the first law through explicit calculation of various quantities
for a given spacetime [85–87], while the results of Kastor and collaborators showed that
this can be achieved in the general case, without reference to a particular solution. In
that work, a Hamiltonian perturbation analysis was used to show that variations in the
























where ωab is the Killing potential (satisfying ξb = ∇aωab) and ∂Σ is the codimension-2
surface representing the boundary of a suitably chosen hypersurface Σ, with volume element
dΣab. The quantity ω
ab
AdS serves to renormalize the Killing potential which formally diverges
in AdS. The Killing vector ka is chosen to be the horizon generator, which approaches ∂/∂t
in the asymptotic region given an appropriate choice of coordinates. Σ is taken to extend
from the bifurcation surface ∂ΣH to a boundary at infinity ∂Σ∞, whose unit normal vector










which is just the negative of the volume of the surface Σ between the horizon and infinity.
The second integral can be written in a similar way, giving
−Θ = VAdS − Vbh ≡ V (1.78)
so the potential Θ entering in the first law has the interpretation of the (negative of the)
volume excluded from the spacetime by the presence of the black hole. We saw previously
that Λ could further be interpreted as a fluid with pressure given by
P = − Λ
8πG
(in d = 4) . (1.79)
Therefore, ΘδΛ/8πG = V δP , and (1.75) becomes the extended first law of thermodynamics
δM = TδS + V δP , (1.80)








An important distinction between this law and the first law without variable Λ is that the
right hand side now represents the variation of the enthalpy H = U + PV of the system.
We therefore identify the mass M with H rather than the internal energy U as is the case
in (1.32). The relation (1.80) can be suitably generalized to include charge and angular
momentum, which enter in the same way here as they do in the regular phase space. In the
case of asymptotically de Sitter (Λ > 0) spacetimes, the Killing field ka becomes spacelike
outside of the cosmological horizon, and so the conserved charge one would construct at
infinity cannot have the interpretation as a mass as it is now ‘conserved in space’ rather
than in time. Of course if one does not integrate past the cosmological horizon, no such
issue arises, a fact that will be useful later in this work.
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The remainder of our work will take place in this extended phase space, where in general
the cosmological constant is related to the thermodynamic pressure through
P = − Λ
8π
= −(d− 1)(d− 2)
16πl2
, (1.82)
where l is the de Sitter length scale (see Section 1.5). In de Sitter space, the cosmological
constant is positive, so the variable P is better thought of as a tension rather than a pres-
sure. The extended phase space is the natural context in which to study the phase structure
of black hole spacetimes with non-zero Λ, where many interesting thermodynamic phenom-
ena have been uncovered including triple points, re-entrant phase transitions, superfluid
transitions, and more [16, 33, 88]. These phenomena are not only interesting in their own
right, drawing parallels between some of the most exotic objects that appear in our uni-
verse and everyday thermodynamic processes like the liquid-gas phase transition of ordinary
water, but also have implications for gauge theories through gauge/gravity duality, each
example having a non-trivial dual description in terms of the boundary CFT [28,30,89].
One common feature in the extended phase space is a striking analogy between the
liquid-gas transition of a Van der Waals fluid and a small-large black hole phase transition
in AdS spacetimes. A Van der Waals fluid is characterized by an equation of state






where a accounts for the attractive forces between constituent particles and b accounts for
their finite size. This equation of state accurately models the behaviour of fluids above their
critical temperature and also captures the behaviour of fluids at the liquid-gas transition.
Interestingly, the equation of state for AdS black holes in the extended phase space displays
similar qualitative behaviour. For a 4D charged AdS black hole one has [90]
















= 0 . (1.85)
For the black hole equation of state, the critical ratio PcTc/vc = 3/8 is identical to that of
the Van der Waals fluid, as are the associated critical exponents which govern the scaling
behaviour of various quantities near this point. This remarkable similarity between fluid
phases and black hole phases extends to many other cases [91]. We will see a departure from
this behaviour for asymptotically de Sitter black holes, where the presence of the isothermal
cavity leads to an equation of state that is nonlinear in T and does not support Van der
Waals-like transitions. These de Sitter transitions are thus of a decidedly different character
than their AdS counterparts, at least as far as this ‘universal’ behaviour is concerned.
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1.5 de Sitter and its Problems
Much of the studies herein concern asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes for the motiva-
tions discussed in the introduction. In this section we define de Sitter spacetimes and
their asymptotically related variants, describe some of their properties, and discuss the
difficulties associated with providing a thermodynamic description of these spaces.
The d-dimensional de Sitter space, denoted dSd, is a maximally symmetric solution to
Einstein’s equations with positive cosmological constant (Λ > 0). It can be understood
as a hyperbolic submanifold of d + 1 dimensional Minkowski space M1,d satisfying the
constraint
− x20 + x21 + · · ·+ x2d = l2 . (1.86)
Here, xi are coordinates onM1,d and l is the de Sitter length scale. Through the Einstein
equations (1.15) the de Sitter length can be related to the cosmological constant Λ and








from which we see that dSd is a constant curvature space. If desired, l can always be set
to unity by a Weyl rescaling. De Sitter space has a cylindrical topology R × Sd−1, and
inherits its symmetry group SO(1, d) from its embedding space (a Lorentzian manifold of













dr2 + r2dΩ2d−2 , (1.88)
where dΩ2d−2 is the metric on the unit (d−2) sphere. It is clear from (1.88) that the vacuum
spacetime possesses a horizon at r = l, the cosmological horizon. In Figure 1.3 we show
two convenient representations of dSd, using static coordinates and Kruskal coordinates.
It should be clear from the Penrose diagram in Figure 1.3 that the causal structure
of dSd does not allow any single observer to access the entire spacetime. This is contrary
to the experience of observers in Minkowski space, whose past lightcones will eventually
contain the entire spacetime. In de Sitter, an observer sitting at the north pole lives in a
causal patch defined by O+ ∩ O− whose diagonal boundaries represent the cosmological
horizon. Furthermore, while there exists a well-defined future directed timelike killing
vector field ∂/∂t in the left causal patch, this vector field becomes spacelike in the upper
and lower patches, and is past-directed in the right patch. As a result, Hamiltonian time
evolution cannot be properly defined for the entire spacetime, and we have issues defining
thermodynamic quantities like energy or mass even before considering the presence of a
black hole.
Further difficulties arise when we generalize to asymptotically de Sitter black hole
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Figure 1.3: Representations of de Sitter space dSd. Left: The hyperboloid defined by
(1.86) embedded inM1,d with (d−1) coordinates suppressed. Static coordinates only cover
the shaded region inside the de Sitter horizon (represented by the curved lines). Right:
Penrose diagram of dSd. Points in the interior are S
d−2, with future (past) timelike infinity
represented by I+ (I−). The yellow region O+ represents the causal future of an observer
sitting at the north pole, while their causal past O− is represented by the blue region.

















dr2 + r2dΩ2d−2 , (1.89)
This metric represents a static, uncharged black hole in de Sitter space. The study of
the thermodynamic properties of such a spacetime faces an immediate problem due to the
presence of the cosmological horizon: with a temperature generically different from the
black hole horizon, the system is manifestly out of equilibrium. To see this, consider the
definition of temperature given by (1.63). For the metric (1.89), the temperature associated













where κh is the surface gravity of the bifurcate horizon, rh is the location of the event
horizon (given by the smallest positive real root of f(r) = 0), and the relation (1.87) has
been used. For Λ → 0, this gives the Hawking temperature of a Schwarzchild black hole
as observed from infinity. Of course, no such observer exists in SdSd due to the presence
of the cosmological horizon. Rather, one should consider an observer situated between
both horizons, rh < r < rcosmo. As we have noted however, such an observer will observe














which is in general different from the temperature of the black hole (1.90). Therefore, and
observer in the region between the two horizons will never see an equilibrium state, as
there will always be an apparent heat flux from one horizon to the other (except for in the
Nariai limit, where rh = rcosmo). Furthermore, there is no single coordinate system that
can be analytically extended from one horizon to the other. These are perhaps the most
salient difficulties associated with applying the usual techniques for understanding AdS
black hole thermodynamics—how can one achieve equilibrium?
A number of approaches have been pursued over the years which avoid the issues raised
here in various ways, though each with their own difficulties or limitations.9 One method is
to assign a single equilibrium temperature to the system which accounts for both the event
and cosmological horizon temperatures. This ‘effective temperature’ approach relies on
enforcing the first law to hold for the system, and then defining the effective temperature
to be the coefficient of the entropy variation dS [47,48]. The issue with this is twofold: for
one, the resulting effective temperature Teff is in general not the temperature experienced
by any observer in the spacetime (and can sometimes be negative). For two, while indeed
a single temperature has been assigned to the spacetime, no mechanism has actually been
employed to keep the system at equilibrium, and one is forced to question the application
of equilibrium thermodynamics to the situation.
Another method involves fixing certain parameters of the system to set the two horizon
temperatures to be equal, as was done in [49]. In that example, 5-dimensional charged
Gauss-Bonnet black holes in asymptotically de Sitter space are considered, which are con-
formally coupled to a scalar field. We omit the details of the theory, noting only that the
metric function for that class of black hole solutions takes the form











where H is a parameter associated with the scalar field. As it happens, there is enough
freedom in the choice of parameters in (1.92) to make the temperature associated with
the event horizon (1.90) equal to that of the cosmological horizon (1.91) for certain values
of {m, q,H,Λ}, so that there is no heat flux in the region between the two. While the
advantage here compared to the effective temperature approach is that equilibrium is
expressly achieved, one is limited to studying choices of parameters for which the horizon
temperatures coincide, which is often not possible in a given theory if there are insufficient
degrees of freedom to work with.
In order to make progress in the largely unexplored realm of de Sitter black hole ther-
modynamics, we will use a Euclidean path integral approach that surmounts the difficulties
presented above. As described in Section 1.3, the thermal partition function Z for a system
at temperature T = ~/kbβ can be related to a functional integral over the Euclidean sec-
tion of the theory. When applied to gravitating systems, a series of approximations allows
one to evaluate the contribution of a given classical metric to the full partition function,
and various thermodynamic quantities associated with the metric can be readily extracted.
9See also [92,93] for other recent developments on this subject.
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This approach was first used by Gibbons and Hawking [50] to compute the entropy of a
Schwarzschild black hole from a statistical mechanical description of the gravitational field.
The advantages of the Euclidean approach over those previously mentioned are nu-
merous. First, a clear semi-classical description of the origin of black hole entropy is
available, with the added advantage that we know exactly what the equilibrium tempera-
ture T means. Second, our analysis is rooted in a much more fundamental description of
the gravitational field, as the Euclidean path integral formally defines a quantum theory
of gravity [94]. Third (and perhaps most relevant for our purposes) is that one is free
to fix boundary-value data as appropriate for the problem at hand. Physically, this will
be interpreted as a mechanism by which thermal equilibrium is ensured. In the following
chapter, we will describe the application of Euclidean path integral methods to the prob-




De Sitter Black Holes in Cavities
Having laid the groundwork for the explorations to come, we now move into the main body
of this thesis: the study of the thermodynamic properties of a variety of asymptotically de
sitter black hole spacetimes. In this chapter we present an analysis of the simplest examples,
namely the Schwarzschild-de Sitter and Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes. We
use a Euclidean action (or ‘cavity’) approach, where boundary value data is fixed on a
finite radius cavity around the black hole. This imposes a condition for thermodynamic
equilibrium for these otherwise out of equilibrium systems. Using similar methods, a
cursory exploration of de Sitter black holes was done by Carlip and Vaidya [53], representing
at the time the only known attempt at understanding de Sitter black hole thermodynamics
in this way (aside from the seminal work of Brown and collaborators [52, 95]). However,
these early attempts suffer from a number of issues, including a counter-intuitive choice
of reference spacetime for the energy, and the lack of an explicit check of the first law.
Furthermore, variations of Λ are not taken into account (indeed, the work in [52] considers
only asymptotically flat black holes), adn attention is not given to the construction of
a Smarr-like relation. In this chapter, we will resolve many of these issues, and explore
to a much greater extent the phase structure of these black holes. We demonstrate new
thermodynamic features not previously seen in this realm, discuss the extent to which the
analogy between black holes and Van der Waals fluids persists in the de Sitter case, and
examine the impact the presence of a cosmological horizon has on the thermodynamics.
We work in the extended phase space outlined in Section 1.4.4 for the reasons men-
tioned there, and also to make contact with a wealth of previous work in asymptotically
AdS spacetimes. In AdS black holes, an extended phase space analysis reveals interesting
connections between black hole phase transitions and those of ordinary fluid systems. We
will find that de Sitter black holes exhibit behaviour in many ways analogous to that of
their AdS counterparts, with a Hawking-Page phase transition appearing for uncharged
black holes, and a small/large black hole phase transition appearing in the charged case.
Despite this similarity, we show that the equation of state for these black holes has a non-
linear temperature dependence and therefore cannot support behaviour characteristic of
a Van der Waals fluid the way that AdS black holes do. Finally, we find a new type of
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compact first-order phase transition in charged de Sitter black holes, which exists within
a finite pressure range and is unlike any phase transition seen thus far in asymptotically
AdS black holes. This manifests as a ‘swallowtube’ in the phase diagram, whose character
differs dramatically from the swallowtails seen in AdS due to the cosmological horizon.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, we introduce the ‘cavity’ approach,
outlining the general procedure we will use throughout this work to study the critical
phenomena of asymptotically de Sitter black holes. We further comment on how the
issues raised in Section 1.5 are resolved by this method. In Section 2.2, we show explicitly
how the Euclidean path integral is evaluated. In Section 2.4 we examine in detail the
Schwarzschild-de Sitter (uncharged) case, finding that black holes undergo a standard
Hawking-Page phase transition despite the inclusion of the pressure-volume term in the
first law. In Section 2.5 we examine Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter (charged) black holes,
finding a number of new phenomena including a small to large black hole phase transition
analogous to those found in AdS spacetimes, and a pressure-dependent compact phase
transition.
2.1 Thermodynamics of Black Holes in a Cavity
Our treatment of black hole thermodynamics is inspired by methods used by Braden,
Brown, Whiting, and York [52], where equilibrium is achieved by fixing boundary value
data on a finite-radius surface within the spacetime (the cavity). By imposing reflecting
boundary conditions on the surface of the cavity, equilibrium is guaranteed. There is also
a flexibility in the choice of ensemble, which simply depends on which data is chosen at the
cavity. We work in the canonical ensemble, where the temperature and charge are fixed on
the boundary. In de Sitter spacetime, the backreaction of radiation near the event horizon
will tend to lower the temperature of the spacetime [96]. We ignore such backreaction
effects in the present analysis, assuming that the evaporation timescale is small compared
to the typical timescale of the phase transitions in the system. Unlike previous work in
this area, we will also interpret the cosmological constant as a thermodynamic pressure
according to the discussion in Section 1.4.4, using the relation
P = − Λ
8π
(2.1)
where P < 0 when Λ is positive. As noted previously, although the physical interpretation
of negative P is a tension, we shall continue to refer to it as pressure for the sake of clarity.
The identification above will allow us to study the equation of state of these black holes
in the extended phase space, where the analogy between the first law of thermodynamics
and black hole thermodynamics is complete [34].
Let us first outline the general procedure for studying the thermodynamic properties
and phase structure of a given spacetime/theory using the cavity approach. The steps
involved are as follows:
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1. Evaluate the (on-shell) Euclidean action IE for the given theory/spacetime, with
suitable choice of boundary conditions at finite radius.
2. Using IE, determine the thermodynamic quantities relevant to the chosen ensemble
(such as the mass M , entropy S, temperature T , or energy E).
3. Construct the free energy appropriate to the ensemble (Gibbs or Helmholtz). This
quantity will be minimized by the thermodynamically preferred state and can thus
be used to study the phase structure.
The above represents a minimal procedure for studying the phase structure of a given
theory or spacetime. One may be interested in more than just the presence of phase
transitions within a given system, and though many of our discussions will center around
phase structure, indeed we will consider other thermodynamic properties as well. For
example, one can study the (extended) first law and Smarr relation for these systems, and
use them to determine other thermodynamic potentials involved in the description such
as the volume V , surface tension λ, or electric potential Φ. One can also determine the
equation of state P (T, V ) for a given spacetime and examine the extent to which the phase
transitions are analogous to the Van der Waals phase transitions that occur in everyday
fluids (as seen in asymptotically AdS examples). We will do all of the above. In the next
section, we will give an explicit demonstration of step 1 for the simplest possible spacetime
where this cavity approach is applicable, the asymptotically flat Schwarzschild black hole.
2.2 Evaluating the Euclidean Action
As described in Section 1.3, various thermodynamic quantities of interest for a given space-
time can be obtained through the Euclidean path integral. Here, we wish to clarify the
technical details involved in the explicit computation of the Euclidean action, a proce-
dure we will use repeatedly in the investigations to come. The example here will be for
an asymptotically flat Schwarzschild black hole. The Euclidean action ITotal for the black
hole with boundary ∂M is given by the Einstein-Hilbert action with the Gibbons-Hawking
boundary term:














kK − I0 (2.2)
The definitions follow those of Section 1.2, where g is the bulk (Euclideanized) metric, R
is the Ricci scalar, K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the boundary ∂M, k is
the boundary metric, and we have set G = 1. I0 is a subtraction term that is chosen to
properly normalize the action. One way to understand how this subtraction term arises is
the following. Recall from Section 1.3 that in the semiclassical approximation the partition
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where the second equality follows from the saddle-point approximation and IE is given
by (2.2). In the present case, the classical metrics gcl that contribute to IE are the
Schwarzschild and Minkowski metrics, gsch and gflat. What we would like to do is isolate
the contribution to the partition function Z coming from just the black hole. However,
merely evaluating the contribution to Z coming from IE[gsch] does not accomplish this, as
the Euclidean action for the Schwarzschild metric also contains a large flat space contri-
bution1. By subtracting from IE[gsch] the same action evaluated for the Minkowski metric
IE[gflat] (with the metrics matched at the boundary), we are effectively removing the ‘non-
black hole’ part of the Schwarzschild metric’s contribution to the partition function. With































, f(r) = 1− rh
r
(2.4)
where R0 and K0 are the Ricci scalar and boundary extrinsic curvature in the reference
spacetime, and ds2 is the metric for both spacetimes (the horizon radius rh is simply zero
for Minkowski space). We specify boundary value data at a finite radius r = rc, effectively
surrounding the black hole in an isothermal cavity, so the boundary terms should be
evaluated at this radius rather than spatial infinity. For the Schwarzschild and Minkowski



































The two integrals are done in different spacetimes, so care must be taken that the time
coordinates and their periodicities are chosen appropriately so that the metrics match at












dτ = dτ0 (2.6)
1The Schwarzschild geometry contains large contributions to the partition function coming from ther-





































where βh is the periodicity in imaginary time τ in the Schwarzschild spacetime. This
periodicity should be chosen to eliminate the conical singularity in the τ − r plane at the








dε2 + r2dΩ2 (2.8)








Making the substitutions ρ = 2
√





2dχ2 + dρ2 (2.10)
which resembles polar coordinates (ds2 = r2dφ2 +dr2) but χ is not necessarily 2π-periodic,
so in general this metric is that of a cone2. The singularity at ρ = 0 is a true metric
singularity and not just the coordinate singularity at r = 0 in polar coordinates. To
eliminate the conical singularity we impose that the period of χ is indeed 2π. Then τ has
period 4πrh, which is the inverse Hawking temperature for the Schwarzschild black hole.










where κ is the surface gravity3. This is what is meant by choosing the periodicity in
imaginary time to eliminate the conical singularity. The whole spacetime is foliated by
leaves of topology S1 × S2, and βh gives the periodicity required at the horizon so that
the proper length of the S1 shrinks smoothly to zero at r = rh. At the boundary r = rc,
the periodicity in the local time t is β = βh
√
f(rc). The periodicity in the global time τ
is βh in the whole spacetime. Quantum fields in the spacetime inherit this periodicity and




Returning to the evaluation of (2.7), we construct the extrinsic curvature and bound-
ary metric by choosing an inward pointing spacelike unit vector to the boundary, sa =
2This is only true of the Euclidean section. In the Lorentzian section the near-horizon metric has the
same form but with (−,+) signature, and is actually the Rindler metric written in obscure coordinates.
3One can see this explicitly by using the general near-horizon expansion r = rh + ε for any metric of
the form (2.4) and following the same procedure, choosing the coordinate transformations for ρ and χ such
that the metric is forced into the form (2.10).
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k = f(r) r2 sin(θ) (2.12)
For the reference spacetime, we choose flat empty space, where f(r) = 1, so that the


















By direct substitution of the relation between periodicities β = βh
√
f(r) one can show








− πr2h . (2.15)
The procedure described above can be followed almost identically to determine the Eu-
clidean action for a large class of theories and/or black hole metrics, and is used in the
remainder of this work to evaluate such actions. We refer to Ir as the reduced action to
differentiate it from the corresponding general form (before any integration is done). We
emphasize however that the integrations required may be highly non-trivial. In this ex-
ample the bulk action vanishes for both the Schwarzschild and flat space metrics, so no
radial integration is required in (2.7). This will not be the case in general. Alternatively,
one could have arrived at the same result through repeated use of integration by parts and
product rule to recast (2.4) as a total derivative (as was originally done in [52]). In this
way the integration becomes trivial and one can immediate arrive at (2.15). However, in
more complicated theories/spacetimes it may be difficult or impossible to rewrite the bulk
action as a total derivative, necessitating the direct integration of the action as was done
here.
2.3 Thermodynamic Quantities and the First Law
In this section we summarize how the relevant various thermodynamic quantities will be
determined for the Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes, and discuss
where generalizations of the results in Section 1.4 are required. Recall from Section 1.3
that determining the relevant thermodynamic quantities becomes relatively straightforward
once the (reduced) Euclidean action Ir has been determined. Varying the reduced action
with respect to the physical degrees of freedom at the stationary points gives the energy
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The variations above are performed with all other parameters held fixed, possibly necessi-
tating the inclusion of extra terms to account for the dependency of β on those parameters4.
The energy as defined is the mean thermal energy of the black hole with respect to the
empty de Sitter spacetime, which can be related (at least in the AdS and flat case) to the
ADM mass of the spacetime after accounting for the gravitational and electrostatic binding
energy5.
We have established that fixing boundary value data on a finite radius reflecting cavity
allows the black hole to be in equilibrium, but what is the associated temperature? In the
path integral, the periodicity β corresponds to the inverse of the equilibrium temperature,
T = 1/β. To determine β, one can simply extremize the reduced action with respect to
rh and solve for β. The expression will in general depend on the other physical degrees of
freedom present:
∂Ir(β, rh, rc, q,Λ)
∂rh
= 0 → β(rh, rc, q,Λ) =⇒ T (rh, rc, q,Λ) (2.17)
E, T , and S will enter the thermodynamic description through the extended first law
described in Section 1.4.4, which for the case at hand reads
dE = TdS − λdAc + V dP + φdQ (2.18)
where κ is the surface gravity of the black hole, A is the horizon area, J is the angular
momentum, Ω is the angular velocity, φ is the electrostatic potential, and Q is the electric
charge. λdAc is a work term arising from the presence of the cavity, where Ac = 4πr
2
c is the
cavity surface area and λ is the surface tension/pressure. For asymptotically AdS black
holes in the extended phase space, one usually identifies the mass variation of the black
hole dM with a variation of the enthalpy H = E + PV rather than the internal energy
U . In the case of these de Sitter black holes a similar statement holds true: the variation
of the mean thermal energy dE is analogous to a variation of an ordinary thermodynamic
enthalpy H.
The action allows us to directly determine the temperature T , entropy S, and energy E
of the system. To determine the thermodynamic volume and surface tension, we evaluate
the differentials dE, dS, dAc, and dP , and enforce that (2.18) holds. The resulting ther-
4This is necessary if, for example, β = β(rh), since this imposes a constraint that does not allow the
action to vary with respect to rh while keeping β fixed.











. In asymptotically AdS and flat spacetime M is the ADM mass.
In de Sitter it has a different interpretation since it is not conserved in time.
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modynamic volume will in general be different from the geometric volume V = 4
3
πr3h (that
appears for charged AdS black holes [31]) as we will see. Since we have included pressure
in the thermodynamic ensemble, we will also be able to study the equation of state P (T, v)
of our system. Once the thermodynamic volume V has been determined from the first law,
the equation of state follows by inverting the temperature for Λ and substituting into (2.1).
The expression to be solved is generally quadratic in Λ, leading to two possible equations
of state, though only one is physical in our case. The construction of the equation of state
will allow us to determine the extent to which various analogies between black holes and
fluid systems (common in AdS spacetimes) extend to the de Sitter case.
The inclusion of Λ and the isothermal cavity in the thermodynamic description also
leads to a modified Smarr relation which in four dimensions is
E = 2(TS − λAc − PV ) + ΦQ (2.19)
and can be derived from various scaling arguments [97]. In the absence of the isothermal
cavity, the λdAc term vanishes and we recover the usual form of the Smarr relation. This
relation has played an important role in black hole thermodynamics both as a consistency
check and through its broad applicability, as it holds for both asymptotically AdS and dS
spacetimes, is valid in any dimension, and is satisfied by more exotic objects like black
rings and black branes [22].
Finally, we wish to examine the phase structure of the Schwarzschild-de Sitter and
Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black hole. In the discussion of phase transitions, the ther-
modynamic potential of interest is the Helmholtz free energy F , which is globally mini-
mized when a thermodynamic system reaches equilibrium at constant temperature. In the
canonical ensemble, F is defined by F = E − TS and can therefore be deduced directly
from (2.16) and (2.17). Plotting F (T ) with the appropriate parameters held fixed (as de-
termined by the chosen ensemble) can then reveal the character of any phase transitions
present.
2.4 Schwarzschild-de Sitter Black Holes

























k F abnaAb − I0 (2.20)
where we have added an electromagnetic boundary term for the charged case, with na
being normal to the cavity and the electromagnetic field strength tensor defined in terms
of the potential as Fab = ∂aAb−∂bAa. We shall choose a subtraction term I0 for the action
such that ITotal = 0 when the mass of the black hole vanishes. This will just be the action
for the empty de Sitter spacetime whose metric is matched to the black hole spacetime
on the boundary. In this way, we are using empty de Sitter space as the reference point
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from which energy is measured, as opposed to the topologically distinct Minkowski space.
This is in contrast to the early work of Carlip and Vaidya [53], where the latter choice for
reference spacetime was chosen, so that their action vanishes for flat space. Each choice
results in different values for most thermodynamic quantities and changes the location of
the critical points, but we will find that they produce the same qualitative behaviour. We
emphasize however that ours is the intuitively correct choice, as one should not be altering
the asymptotic structure of the spacetime when comparing its energy in the presence of a
black hole vs. radiation. We take a spherically symmetric ansatz for the metric,
ds2 = f(y)dτ 2 + α(y)dy2 + r(y)2dΩ2 (2.21)
where y ∈ [0, 1] is a compactified radial coordinate with y = 0 corresponding to the black
hole horizon (r(0) = rh) and y = 1 corresponding to the cavity wall (r(1) = rc). The
boundary at y = 1 has topology S1×S2 with S2 having area 4πr2c . Heat flux through
the cavity wall is chosen such that its temperature T = β−1 remains fixed. The inverse
temperature β is related to the proper length of the boundary S1 by β = 2πf(1), where
the periodicity in imaginary time τ is 2π.
Thermodynamic quantities can be derived from the action (2.20) after the integrations
are carried out and the various constraints imposed to arrive at the reduced action Ir. For
the case at hand, one proceeds by solving the Hamiltonian constraint to determine the
metric function,






The horizons are located at the real and positive roots of f(r) = 0, of which there are
two for the parameter range 0 < 9Λm2 < 1. The smaller root rh gives the location of the
event horizon, while the larger root rcosmo is the cosmological horizon. The limit where the
horizons coincide is known as the Nariai limit, where 9Λm2 → 1 and thus rh → rcosmo.
One can proceed in two equivalent ways, either by following the procedure detailed in
Section 2.2 to explicitly evaluate the action using (2.22), or by inserting the ansatz (2.21)
into the action and rewriting the integrand as a total derivative (thus bypassing the need
for explicit radial integration). This alternative method is demonstrated in Appendix A



























































− Ir = πr2h (2.26)























2.4.1 The First Law
With the energy E, temperature T , and entropy S as defined above, we can determine the
thermodynamic volume V and surface tension λ from the first law (2.18). Direct evaluation
reveals that the surface tension is given by
λ =
(4Λr3c − 6rc) (X − Y ) + rh(Λr2h − 3)Y
48πr2cXY
, (2.28)




r3c (Y −X)− r3hY
XY
, (2.29)
where we have defined the quantities



















With these definitions it is straightforward to verify that
dE = TdS − λdAc + V dP , (2.31)
Unlike V (which should be positive to retain its interpretation as a physical volume) the
sign of λ is free to be negative since this simply corresponds to a surface pressure. Figure 2.1
shows regions in parameter space where V and λ are positive, in terms of the dimensionless
ratio x ≡ rh/rc ∈ [0, 1].
There are two limits of interest here. The first is the asymptotically flat limit Λ → 0.
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Figure 2.1: Regions of positivity (blue) for thermodynamic potentials associated with the
Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole as a function of x = rh/rc and Λ, with fixed rc =
√
3.
Left: The thermodynamic volume V . Right: The surface tension λ.
In this case we have X →
√




























which agrees with the results of [52]. Note that in this limit, V > 0 provided that rh <
0.84837rc, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Since there is no longer a cosmological horizon
in this limit, we can further take the large cavity limit rc → ∞, which results in λ → 0
and V →∞, as expected.
We can also take the small black hole limit rh → 0, where λ → 0 and V → 0. In this

















Both the thermodynamic volume and surface tension vanish in the small black hole limit
for fixed cavity size. Of course, we cannot take the large cavity limit here because the
cavity size is bounded by the cosmological horizon.
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2.4.2 Helmholtz Free Energy and Phase Transitions
We can now examine the phase structure of the uncharged Schwarzschild-de Sitter black
hole. To do so, we consider the Helmholtz free energy (F = E−TS) whose global minimum
corresponds to the equilibrium state of the system at fixed temperature. A plot of F as a
function of T and P for fixed rc reveals the presence of any phase transitions in the system.
Using (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27) we have













where F and T are understood to be functions of P through the definitions (2.30) of X
and Y and the identification Λ = −8πP . We plot F (T ) parametrically for fixed P and
rc using rh as the parameter. This is shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, which reveal
the presence of a standard Hawking-Page phase transition from pure radiation to a black
hole, whose size increases with increasing temperature. The F = 0 line corresponds to
the radiation phase, with the transition to a black hole occurring at the temperature Tc
where the blue line crosses F = 0. Above this critical temperature the black hole phase has
lower free energy and is thermodynamically preferred. The value of Tc is the solution to a
fifth-degree polynomial and therefore must be found numerically. The kink in the F − T
curve corresponds to Tmin, the lowest temperature at which a locally stable (supercooled)
small black hole can exist at the given pressure and cavity size. This point occurs where
∂F/∂T becomes undefined, and can be found analytically. The expression for Tmin is long
and without much insight, so we omit it.
Figure 2.2: Helmholtz free energy of the Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole. Left: F (T )
for fixed cavity size (rc = 1) and varying pressure. Right: F (T ) for fixed pressure (P =
−0.1) and varying cavity size. The critical temperature Tc is indicated with a red dot.
One can also verify that the heat capacity Cv = −β(∂S/∂β) is positive above the tran-
sition temperature, demonstrating the stability of the black hole phase. Varying either
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Figure 2.3: Helmholtz free energy of the Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole as a function
of temperature and pressure for fixed cavity radius (rc = 0.5). The F = 0 plane is indicated
in blue. Hawking-Page transitions occur along the line of intersection.
the cosmological constant Λ or the cavity size rc simply moves the location of the critical
temperature, but does not qualitatively change the behaviour of the phase transition. This
agrees with the results of Carlip and Vaidya [53]; the flat-background choice of normaliza-
tion for the action simply moves the location of the critical point but does not introduce
new thermodynamic features.
As outlined in Section 1.4.4, working in the extended phase space allows us to examine
the equation of state for these uncharged de Sitter black holes. The equation of state can
be cast as a relationship between the pressure P , temperature T , and volume V , which
we take to be the thermodynamic volume divided by the number of degrees of freedom
associated with the horizon [34]. In AdS space the volume V ∼ r3h and the specific volume
(the volume per horizon degrees of freedom) v ∼ rh [31]. However in dS space, (2.35) means
that the pressure is a non-linear function of (T, rh), and (2.32) in turn implies that rh is
a highly non-linear function of V . As a result, the equation of state cannot be expressed
in closed form. Implicitly plotting P (V ) at fixed T reveals an absence of the oscillations
characteristic of the Van der Waals fluid. We omit the plot here for lack of insight.
2.5 Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter Black Holes
We now turn to the (charged) Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black hole. In AdS, the pres-
ence of charge allows for small-to-large black hole phase transitions in the canonical en-
semble [31]. Some of the thermodynamic properties of charged de Sitter black holes in a
cavity have already been investigated by Carlip and Vaidya [53]. Here we explore their
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phase structure further, working in the extended phase space, and examine more closely
the nature of the phase transitions present.
As before, the Hamiltonian constraint determines the metric function for the 4-dimensional
charged de Sitter black hole:































− πr2h . (2.37)
The expression (2.36) for r2f is now a quartic polynomial in r, and we must restrict
ourselves to regions where f(r) > 0 for the path integral to be well defined. An analysis
of these allowed regions can be found in [53].












































− Ir = πr2h (2.39)


























2.5.1 The First Law
As in Section 2.4, we use the first law to find the thermodynamic volume V and surface
tension/pressure λ. The first law must be supplemented by an additional term ΦdQ to














































With these definitions we have that both the first law,
dE = TdS − λdAc + V dP + ΦdQ. (2.44)
and Smarr relation,
E = 2(TS − λAc − PV ) + ΦQ (2.45)
are satisfied. We again depict the regions of positivity for V and λ in Figure 2.4. Note
that as charge increases the region of positivity shrinks.
Figure 2.4: Regions of positivity (colored) for thermodynamic potentials associated with
the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black hole as a function of x = rh/rc and Λ, with fixed
cavity radius rc =
√
3. Left: The thermodynamic volume V . Right: The surface tension
λ.
2.5.2 Helmholtz Free Energy and Phase Transitions
We turn once again to the Helmholtz free energy to examine the phase structure of the
system. Using (2.38), (2.39) and (2.40) we have














which is identical to the uncharged case aside from the extra q-dependent term appearing
in X̃. We plot F (T ) parametrically for fixed P and rc using rh as the parameter. This is
shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Helmholtz free energy of the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black hole as a
function of temperature. Left: Various pressures (P = −0.08,−0.07,−0.01) with fixed
charge (q = 0.08) and cavity size (rc = 1), showing clearly the formation of a swallowtail
below the critical pressure, in this case Pc ≈ −0.82. Right: Various cavity sizes (rc =
0.6, 0.8, 0.9) with fixed charge charge (q = 0.08) and pressure (P = −0.08). The red dots
indicate the location of the small-to-large black hole phase transition.
Though the free energy is largely similar to that of (2.34), the presence of charge
significantly alters the phase structure. Below a certain critical pressure Pc, the free energy
develops a kink which in the F−T−P space forms a swallowtail. The swallowtail indicates
the presence of a first-order phase transition from a small black hole to a large black hole,
which occurs at the crossing where the critical temperature Tc is reached. The horizon
radius rh increases along the near-horizontal line at the left (in the direction indicated by
the arrow), which is the same as the direction of increasing temperature. Eventually a
crossover point (where T = Tc) is reached, beyond which the free energy is minimized by
moving downward along the steeper line instead of forward along the near-horizontal line.
At T = Tc there is a discontinuity in the horizon radius rh. Note that for charged black
holes, the F = 0 line is inaccessible to the system, as we have chosen an ensemble where
q is fixed. To leading order in small-Λ, analyticity of f(r) requires that m2 > q2, which
cannot be satisfied by a black hole with fixed charge that evaporates to pure radiation.
This swallowtail behaviour appears also in charged and rotating AdS black holes,
though we note a significant departure from the behaviour of previously studied exam-
ples in our case. Normally, as the magnitude of the pressure increases, the swallowtail
grows without bound, indicating the presence of a phase transition for all pressures above
the critical pressure Pc where the swallowtail first forms. In our case however, the swal-
lowtail closes past a certain maximum pressure Pmax, creating the swallowtube shown in
Figure 2.6. The phase transition from a small to large black hole is then compact in the
sense that it exists only in a finite domain in P . For sufficiently large rc or small q, the
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swallowtube intersects the P = 0 plane and is cut off (since we are in de Sitter space, P
must be negative), though it still closes off at Pmax. This is qualitatively different from the
reentrant phase transitions found in, for example, higher dimensional rotating AdS black
holes, where lowering the temperature of the black hole results in a small-large-small phase
transition [32].
Figure 2.6: Helmholtz free energy of the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black hole as a
function of temperature and pressure for fixed charge (q = 0.08), showing slices of constant
pressure, and demonstrating the compact nature of the phase transition.
It is also interesting to examine the coexistence curve for this system, which we show in
Figure 2.7. Here also we see a departure from the behaviour of AdS black holes, where the
coexistence line increases monotonically and terminates at one end at a second order phase
transition. Instead, the compact region that comprises the swallowtube is represented by
a line segment in P − T space along which the small and large black hole phase coexist,
terminating at either end with a second order phase transition at the two critical pressures
where the two ends of the swallowtube first form.
The two distinctly different branches correspond to two regimes where a separation of
scales occurs. In the upper branch, the cosmological horizon is always farther from the
black hole than the cavity is, namely max(rc − rh) < max(rcosmo − rc). The influence of
the cosmological horizon on the thermodynamic features is largely screened, and the upper
portion of the coexistence line can be seen to resemble the case of the charged AdS black
hole. For the lower branch, the cosmological horizon is always closer to the cavity than the
event horizon, and so the thermodynamic behaviour deviates sharply from the AdS case.
The transition region is marked by the bend in the coexistence line, which occurs when
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Figure 2.7: Left: Coexistence line for the charged dS black hole, along which the small
and large black hole phases coexist. The line terminates at two ends where a second order
phase transition occurs, indicated by a black dot. Right: Coexistence line for the charged
AdS black hole.
the Nariai limit is achieved at exactly the cavity radius rNariai = rc.
To close this section, we remark on the equation of state of the system. Finding the
pressure P (T, V ) by eliminating rh now requires solving T = T (P, rh, rc, q), which is now
a ninth-degree polynomial in rh. Again, one must proceed by plotting P and T implicitly
using rh as the parameter. As in the uncharged case, implicitly plotting P (V ) for fixed T
reveals an absence of the oscillations characteristic of the Van der Waals fluid.
2.6 Summary
The extended phase space thermodynamics of de Sitter black holes in an isothermal cavity
is simultaneously quite similar and strikingly different from that of asymptotically flat
and AdS black holes. Of immediate note is the fact that there is no simple equation of
state relating the pressure to the thermodynamic volume. This is because in both the
uncharged and charged cases the presence of a cavity necessarily introduces a complicated
non-linear relationship between these quantities, and the presence of standard Van der
Waals oscillations is no longer present. Despite this, the free energy indicates clear and
interesting phase behaviour for both cases.
For the uncharged case, the identification of the cosmological constant with the ther-
modynamic pressure does not change the phase structure considerably; we still note a
first-order Hawking-Page phase transition from hot gas to a black hole, with a locally sta-
ble supercooled region. This is not surprising since the extended phase space Helmholtz
free energy is identical to the ‘regular’ phase space free energy. We also considered the
analogy that these phase transitions make with Van der Waals systems, and concluded that
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the equation of state does not support any liquid-gas type phase transition. Distinct from
the usual AdS case however is the fact that that the equation of state is highly non-linear
in T .
The charged de Sitter black hole presents novel features. We find a small-to-large
black hole phase transition which occurs for pressures more negative than a certain critical
pressure and above a certain critical charge. This structure is similar to the type seen in
asymptotically AdS black holes. However this phase transition is compact in the sense that
there is a second, more negative critical pressure Pmax below which the phase transition
disappears. This is in stark contrast to what occurs in AdS black holes, where above the
(positive) critical pressure the phase transition is always absent, and below this pressure
the phase transition is always present. For a large enough choice of cavity size, the phase
transition is present even when P → 0, but there is always a maximum pressure |Pmax|
beyond which the small-large transition disappears, regardless of the choice of q and rc.
This swallowtube phenomenon results from the presence of the cosmological horizon and
is unique to de Sitter, rather than arising from the presence of the cavity (swallowtubes
do not exist for asymptotically flat or AdS black holes in cavities).
As a final remark we note that that the results we obtain and the existence of black
hole phase transitions in general is largely dependent on the scaling properties of the basic
thermodynamic variables in (2.19). These differ from the situation in standard thermo-
dynamics, where the entropy is a homogeneous function of degree 1 of the total energy
E, the volume V , and particle number N [98]. Whether or not such a requirement can
be self-consistently imposed in black hole thermodynamics is not clear. There are many
avenues to explore beyond the work presented here. It will be particularly interesting to
see if the reentrant phase transitions and triple points typical of higher dimensional AdS
black holes manifest themselves in the presence of an isothermal cavity for other types of de
Sitter black holes. In the next few chapters, we will explore these questions by considering
various extensions of the 4D Einstein-Maxwell black holes considered here.
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Chapter 3
Born-Infeld-de Sitter Black Holes
In Chapter 2 we demonstrated the utility of the Euclidean path integral (or ‘cavity’)
approach when considering spacetimes where no obvious notion of thermodynamic equilib-
rium is available. In the remaining chapters, we will show that this approach enjoys broad
applicability not only to a wide variety of asymptotically de Sitter black hole spacetimes,
but also to extensions of the traditional Einstein-Maxwell theory considered in Chapter 2.
Our purpose in Chapter 3 will be to demonstrate this, by extending the U(1) sector in our
study of Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black holes to Born-Infeld electrodynamics.
Named after its progenitors Max and Leopold, Born-Infeld theory is a nonlinear (still
abelian) extension of Maxwell electrodynamics, proposed in 1934 to address the electron’s
self-energy divergence [99]. At the time, our understanding of quantum electrodynamics
was still in its infancy, and two opposing views on the fundamental nature of particles per-
sisted: the dualistic and unitarian standpoints. The dualistic view, which was prevailing at
the time, supposed that matter and fields are fundamentally distinct entities. This implies
in the electromagnetic case that electrons are entirely separate from the electromagnetic
field (E,H); they source and are influenced by (E,H) yet are not part of them. The
unitarian view on the other hand, was that particles such as the electron do not exist as
entities separate from fields but are rather manifestations of (in the classical setting) sin-
gularities of the fields themselves, consistent with the divergence of (E,H) in the classical
field theory description of the electron.
Adopting the unitarian point of view, Born and Infeld sought to write down a theory
of classical electromagnetism that allowed for solutions that could have particle interpreta-
tions yet be divergence-free, the inspiration being drawn from the development of special
relativity, where a finite bound on the speed of light proved to be an essential ingredient.
Their idea was a nonlinear modification to the classical action of the electromagnetic field
that would allow for soliton solutions to the field equations. These solitons would have
finite self-energy and be able to persist on their own, providing an intriguing model for
the electron as an electromagnetic field configuration, which is also free from the issues
plaguing the Maxwellian description of an electron as a point particle. Born-Infeld theory
also enjoys a unique status among nonlinear electromagnetic theories in that it alone is
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absent of vacuum birefringence [100]. This effect appears generically in nonlinear electro-
magnetic theories, but is severely constrained by observational tests and also manifests
in a pathological way as deformities in the lightcone structure of spacetime [101]. That
Born-Infeld theory is free of these issues makes it an intriguing extension to study.
Decades after its introduction, interest in Born-Infeld theory would see a resurgence ow-
ing to the discovery of Fradkin and Tseytlin that the effective Lagrangian for abelian gauge
fields coupled to open strings is given exactly by the Born-Infeld Lagrangian (3.2) [102],
which extends to the supersymmetric case as well [103]. The parallels drawn by Born and
Infeld between the finite electric field and speed of light would also see themselves vali-
dated by the discovery that the maximal electric field strength arises directly from the fact
that brane propagation cannot exceed c [104]. For these reasons, there is great theoretical
interest in Born-Infeld theory as an alternative to traditional Maxwellian electrodynamics.
In the context of black hole thermodynamics, we are naturally led to ask what implications
this type of modification to Einstein-Maxwell gravity might have for their thermodynamic
properties, and in particular their phase transitions. That these phase transitions are also
studied extensively in the context of string theory neatly ties the theoretical origins of
Born-Infeld theory back to the present investigation.















Here, Fab is the usual field strength tensor and b is the Born-Infeld parameter, with the
limit b → ∞ corresponding to Maxwell electrodynamics. b can also be related to the
string tension α = (2πb)−1 in string theory, in which stretched open strings are created
dynamically to suppress the electric field to a maximal value [105]. One can show that
soliton solutions exist in this theory, and that the maximal allowed value of the electric
field is finite and determined by the parameter b. Given the experimental constraints on
the electron ‘size’ at the time, the original theory predicted a maximal value for the electric
field (given by the Born-Infeld parameter) of
EMax = 1.187× 1020 V/m (3.3)
Today, this value is lower-bounded by hydrogen ionization experiments and γγ-scattering
at the LHC such that EMax ≥ 1028 V/m, corresponding to a lower bound on the brane–
mass scale of M & 100 GeV [106, 107]. In anti-de Sitter spacetimes, it is known that this
non-linearity introduces interesting new features beyond the Einstein-Maxwell case [108]:
the Gibbs free energy becomes discontinuous in a certain temperature range, indicating a
new kind of phase transition between small and intermediate sized black holes.
In this Chapter, we will demonstrate that a similar type of phase transition occurs in
de Sitter space, finding also a reentrant small→large→small black hole phase transition
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previously unseen in Born-Infeld black holes. We find that the character of these phase
transitions depends critically on the value of the maximal electric field strength in the
Born-Infeld theory. We also examine the free energy in an ensemble where the potential is
fixed, and find not only metastable reentrant phase transitions (where the radiation phase
globally minimizes the free energy), but also a reentrant radiation→black hole→radiation
transition, the first time such a phase transition has been observed to our knowledge.
This chapter is organized as follows: In the next section, we discuss what modifications
one should make to the thermodynamic description for a proper treatment of Born-Infeld
black holes. In Section 3.2 we examine the thermodynamic properties of Born-Infeld-de
Sitter black holes, including a discussion of the first law, the phase structure that arises,
and an analysis of the vacuum polarization and metric function. Finally, in Section 4 we
examine the free energy of charged de Sitter black holes both in the Maxwell and Born-
Infeld theories in an ensemble where the potential is fixed, and discuss the phase behaviour
present there.
3.1 Thermodynamic Quantities and the First Law
With the appearance of a new coupling constant b in the Born-Infeld Lagrangian, we must
suitably generalize the extended first law for Born-Infeld black holes, as the mass parameter








known as the ‘Born-Infeld vacuum polarization’. This quantity has units of an electric
polarization and is required for consistency of the first law and associated Smarr relation
[108]. With this new potential the first law becomes
dE = TdS + V dP − λdAc + φdQ+ B db . (3.5)
As before, λ is the surface tension associated with the cavity, Ac is the cavity area, φ
is the electrostatic potential, and Q is the electric charge. The identification (2.1) of the
thermodynamic pressure with the cosmological constant persists from before. We can again
determine the temperature T , entropy S, and energy E of the system from the Euclidean
action, while the thermodynamic volume, surface tension, and vacuum polarization are
determined from the first law (3.5).
We also have a modified Smarr relation for Born-Infeld black holes, which in four
dimensions reads
E = 2(TS − λAc − PV ) + ΦQ− Bb . (3.6)
As (a version of) the Smarr relation appears to hold for every known black hole system
and can be derived using very general arguments, it serves as an important consistency
check for our thermodynamic description.
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3.2 Born-Infeld-de Sitter Black Holes
In this chapter, we focus our attention on asymptotically de Sitter solutions in Einstein-
Born-Infeld theory. We follow the same general procedure as before, evaluating the on-shell
Euclidean action, using the result to determine the energy, temperature, and entropy of
the spacetime, then constructing the free energy to examing the phase structure. Einstein-
























R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the cosmological constant (positive for de Sitter space), K is the
trace of the extrinsic curvature of the boundary, and LBI is the Born-Infeld Lagrangian
given by (3.2).
Like before, we choose the subtraction term K0 such that the action is normalized to
I = 0 when the mass (and therefore charge) of the black hole vanishes, making ‘empty’
(actually radiation filled) de Sitter space the reference point for the energy. As in the
Einstein-Maxwell case examined in Chapter 1, this choice does not change the qualitative
behaviour of the critical phenomena, only the numerical values of various quantities and
critical points. Nonetheless it is still the more natural choice of reference since empty de
Sitter space has the same asymptotics and topology near the boundary as the corresponding
black hole spacetime.
In Schwarzschild coordinates, the metric function takes the form




where f(r) is determined by the Hamiltonian constraint and is given by

















The boundary will be placed between the two largest real (positive) roots of f(r) = 0, so


























where 2F1(a, b, c, z) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function. The ‘integral’ form of the
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metric function (3.9) is valid for all Λ, b, q and r > 0. It can also be written in terms of
2F1 as

































where the series expansion of 2F1(a, b, c, z) is convergent for |z| > 1, i.e. r >
√
q/b.
The reduced action for this spacetime can then be determined explicitly using methods




















































The temperature is found by extremizing the action with respect to rh and solving for β,
giving




1 + r2h (2b
































































































and taking further the limits Λ → 0, q → 0, and rc → ∞ gives the familiar result




− Ir = πr2h (3.18)
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One can check that in the limit b → ∞ these quantities also reduce to those obtained in
Chapter 2.
3.2.1 The First Law
With the energy E, temperature T , and entropy S as defined above, we can determine
the thermodynamic volume V , surface tension λ, and vacuum polarization B from the first





























































































With these definitions it is straightforward to verify that
dE = TdS − λdAc + V dP + φdQ+ Bdb . (3.24)
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As an important check, direct substitution of the above quantities also reveals that the
modified Smarr relation (3.6) is also satisfied.
Figure 3.1 shows regions in parameter space where V is positive, in terms of the dimen-
sionless ratio x ≡ rh/rc ∈ [0, 1] and the cosmological constant (i.e. pressure) Λ. We have
implicitly restricted our analysis to regions where rh < rc < rcosmo. Outside the shaded
regions one cannot interpret (3.21) as a volume in the traditional sense. One can see on
the right side of Figure 3.1 that as b becomes large, the volume behaves as it does in the
Maxwell case depicted in Figure 2.4, as expected.
Figure 3.1: Regions of positivity (colored) for the thermodynamic volume V as a function
of x = rh/rc and Λ, with fixed cavity radius rc =
√
3. Left: Varying charge with b = 0.1.
Right: Varying b with q = 0.5.
Figure 3.2 depicts regions where the cavity tension λ is positive. Outside of the shaded
regions (some of which overlap with V > 0 regions) λ is negative and should be thought of
as a surface pressure. Within the shaded regions λ can be regarded as a surface tension.
There is therefore a critical line along which λ = 0 where the work required to create the
cavity vanishes.
3.2.2 Vacuum Polarization and Metric
Born-Infeld theory has the feature that two distinct types of black hole solutions exist,
depending on the values of b and q. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.3, where we plot
the metric function (3.12) for fixed mass and varying b, as well as fixed b and varying
mass. There is a marginal case (indicated in green) separating the two types of solutions,
which occurs when f(r) attains a finite value at the origin. At this point, the black hole is













Figure 3.2: Regions of positivity for the surface tension λ as a function of x and Λ with
fixed cavity radius rc =
√
3. Shaded regions indicate positivity, where λ should be regarded
as a surface pressure. Left: Varying charge with b = 0.1. Right: Varying b with q = 0.7.
Spacetimes with m > mm are Schwarzschild-de Sitter-like, having a singularity at r = 0,
a black hole horizon at r = rh, and a cosmological horizon at r = rcosmo (beyond the
cavity radius rc). Spacetimes with m < mm are Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter-like (and
approach this solution as b→∞), with up to three distinct horizons: the inner horizon at
r = ri, the outer black hole horizon at r = rh, and the cosmological horizon at r = rcosmo.
The small-r behaviour is similar to that of the Born-Infeld-AdS case examined in [108].
However the positive cosmological constant changes the large-r behaviour; even though
the cosmological horizon is ‘hidden’ behind the cavity, spacetime is still de Sitter-like up
to the cavity radius.
Figure 3.3: The metric function f(r) as a function of r for q = 0.1, Λ = 1, and rc = 0.6;
the cavity radius is indicated by the red dashed line. Left: Fixed vacuum polarization
(b = 10.22) and varying mass parameter m. Right: Fixed mass (m = 0.18) and varying
b. In both figures the marginal case appears in green.
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Figure 3.4: Behaviour of the vacuum polarization for q = 0.1, Λ = 1, and rc = 0.6; the
cavity radius is indicated by the red dashed line. Left: B as a function of x ≡ rf/rc for
various b. The red dots indicate the marginal mass along each line. Right: B as a function
of b for fixed T = 0.5 (B − b isotherms), with two branches.
The conjugate B to the maximal electric field strength b in the first law has units of
polarization per unit volume, and is referred to as the Born-Infeld vacuum polarization.
Its behaviour is shown in Figure 3.4. On the left, we see that for any r < rc, the vacuum
polarization approaches zero as b increases (corresponding to the Maxwell limit), and
appears to reach a finite value at the origin. However we cannot draw conclusions about
the small-r behaviour since (3.12) restricts us to working in regions where r >
√
q/b. The
red dots on each line mark where the marginal mass (3.25) is achieved; to the left of this
dot the solution is Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter-like and to the right it is Schwarzschild-de
Sitter-like.
Also of note is the fact that B vanishes at rc for any value of b, implying that the cavity
itself does not support a vacuum polarization. Looking at the right diagram in Figure 3.4,
we see that there are two branches of B− b isotherms. The upper branch corresponds to a
negative thermodynamic volume V , while the lower branch has V > 0, so we take the lower
branch to be the ‘physical’ one. In both branches the vacuum polarization approaches zero
as we approach the Maxwell limit b→∞.
3.2.3 Helmholtz Free Energy and Phase Transitions
We now turn to the phase structure of the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole. The quantity of
interest is the Helmholtz free energy, F = E − TS, which is minimized by the equilibrium
state of the system. Plotting F as a function of T for fixed P (or Λ) will reveal the presence
of any phase transitions in the system, generally indicated by discontinuities in the free
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energy. Using (5.34), (3.18), and (3.19) we have




















where F is understood to also depend on q, b, and rc, which are fixed. In Figure 3.5, Figure
3.6, and Figure 3.7, we plot F (T ) parametrically using rh as the parameter.




















Figure 3.5: Helmholtz free energy of the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole for fixed cavity
size (rc = 0.6), pressure (P = −0.0025), and charge (q = 0.1). Left: b = 4. Right:
b = 4.42.
There are a total of 4 distinct critical values of b marking points where qualitative
differences in the phase behaviour occur. We refer to these as {bc1, bc2, bc3, bc4} and note
that the exact values depend on q, rc, and Λ and must be found numerically. On the left
of Figure 3.5, we see that for ‘small’ values of the maximal electric field strength (b < bc1),
the free energy resembles that of an uncharged AdS black hole, where a Hawking-Page
phase transition normally occurs. In this case however, we have chosen an ensemble where
the charge is fixed, so there can be no transition from a black hole to empty space, and
only a large black hole exists above the minimum temperature where the leftmost cusp
is. To see a possible phase transition, we must plot the free energy at fixed potential,
G = M − TS − Φq, which we do in Section 4. Above the critical value bc1 (in this case
bc1 ≈ 4.38) a kink forms in the free energy, which traces out an inverted swallowtail in
F−T−P space, similar to the one observed in [108]. This is shown in the right-hand figure
in Figure 3.5. However, for values of b in the range (bc1, bc2) this kink does not intersect
the lower large black hole branch, which still minimizes the free energy, and therefore does
not indicate the presence of a phase transition.
In Figure 3.6, we see that when b exceeds the second critical value (b > bc2), a ‘star’
pattern characteristic of a reentrant phase transition forms. Examining the figure on
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Figure 3.6: Helmholtz free energy of the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole for fixed cavity
size (rc = 0.6), pressure (P = −0.0025), and charge (q = 0.1). On the left we have
b = 4.57565 and on the right b = 4.65. The red dashed lines mark the temperature at
which phase transitions occur.
the left, as the temperature increases the first dashed line corresponds to a zeroth-order
large→small black hole phase transition, whereas the second dashed line corresponds to
the usual first-order small→large transition. When b > bc3 (as in the right side of Figure
3.6), the small black hole branch always has lower free energy than the upper large black
hole branch, so the first phase transition is washed out and only the small→large black
hole transition at the second dashed line remains. Finally, when b is above the fourth
critical value b > bc4, the phase structure of a charged Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole
emerges, as expected since the limit b → ∞ corresponds to the usual Einstein-Maxwell
action. Indeed in this limit we recover all of the phenomena and qualitative behaviour
seen in the previous chapter, with only small quantitative changes to the various critical
values when b is very large but finite. To summarize, there are five regions separated by
four critical values of b:
0 < b < bc1 : No phase transitions. Large black hole phase globally minimizes F .
bc1 < b < bc2 : No phase transitions. Unstable inverted swallowtail region forms.
bc2 < b < bc3 : Reentrant phase transition from large → small → large black hole.
bc3 < b < bc4 : Small → large transition with a minimum temperature.
bc4 < b <∞ : Small → large transition with no minimum temperature.
In the Maxwell case examined in Chapter 2, we demonstrated the presence of a unique
‘swallowtube’ structure in phase space which results from the presence of the isothermal
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cavity. This tube represented a compact region in phase space where a small/large black
hole phase transition occurs, the pressure being bounded by an upper and lower critical
value P ∈ {Pmin, Pmax} outside of which the phase transition disappears. A similar, albeit
more complicated structure appears when Born-Infeld electrodynamics is introduced. For
large values of b we recover the swallowtube seen in the Maxwell case, with a slightly
modified shape (the identical shape being achieved in the limit b → ∞). However once
b falls below a critical value, the shape of this tube qualitatively changes, such that each
constant-pressure slice resembles one of the two cases shown in Figure 3.5. Depending
on the exact choice of parameters, these slices may contain a reentrant phase transition
(as in the left side), or a regular small→large transition (as in the right side), and always
have the property that there are no black holes with T ≈ 0, unlike in the Maxwell case
where black holes exist down to T = 0. This difference is shown in Figure 3.7, with the
tube structure being represented as a series of constant pressure slices in F −T −P space.
Furthermore, for any choice of q, rc, and b where a reentrant phase transition is present in
one of the slices, the tube terminates at P = 0. If there is no reentrant phase transition,
one can always choose parameters such that the tube pinches off at a non-zero pressure as
it does in the Maxwell case. Note finally that if b is small enough, then for no choice of q,
rc, and Λ is the swallowtube present.
Figure 3.7: Helmholtz free energy of the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole for q = 0.105,
rc = 0.6, showing slices of fixed P . The red dots mark the small→large phase transition
on each slice. The red line is the coexistence curve. Left: b = 4.6. A reentrant phase
transition is present on the slices indicated with the black arrows. These slices resemble
the left of Figure 3.6. The remaining slices resemble the right of Figure 3.6. Right: b = 5.
There are no reentrant phase transitions present. Note the difference in small-T behaviour
between the two figures: on the left, there is a minimum temperature at which the black
hole phase exists, while on the right there is no minimum temperature (the lines extend to
T = 0).
Working in the extended phase space also allows us to determine the equation of state
for these Born-Infeld-de Sitter black holes. This is a relationship between the pressure
P , temperature T , and volume V (the thermodynamic volume divided by the number of
degrees of horizon degrees of freedom) [34]. In AdS space the volume V ∼ r3h and the
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specific volume (the volume per horizon degrees of freedom) v ∼ rh [31]. However in dS
space, (5.34) means that the pressure is a non-linear function of (T, rh), and (3.21) in turn
implies that rh is a highly non-linear function of V . As a result, the equation of state
cannot be expressed in closed form. We can plot P (V ) at fixed T numerically; however
doing so shows an absence of the oscillations characteristic of the van der Waals fluid. We
omit the plot here for lack of insight. These oscillations are present in the Born-Infeld-
AdS case examined in [108]; it remains to be determined whether the analogy with van
der Waals fluids in the extended phase space breaks down because of the presence of the
cavity, or due to the fact that we are working in asymptotically de Sitter spacetime.
3.3 Free Energy at Fixed Potential
As noted above, we should not expect to see a Hawking-Page-like phase transition when
examining the free energy as defined by (3.26). This is because the ensemble considered
there is one where the total charge q is fixed. However, a black hole cannot dissolve into
pure radiation and conserve charge at the same time. Instead, one must consider what
happens when the potential is fixed at the cavity while the charge is allowed to vary. With
these boundary conditions the free energy becomes G = M − TS − Φq. We examine first
the Maxwell limit b =∞, followed by the Born-Infeld case.
3.3.1 Maxwell Theory
In the Maxwell limit, the free energy at fixed potential is:






























rc(rc − rh) (rcrh (Λ (r2c + rcrh + r2h)− 3) + 3q2)
(3.27)
We plot (3.27) as a function of temperature T for fixed φ, rc, b, and Λ in Figure 3.8,
along with the free energy of the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole for large b. Examining
the figure on the left, as one follows the branches from T = ∞ (where they overlap) the
black hole increases in size towards the maximal value rc, which is achieved at the red dots.
The yellow line in Figure 3.8 represents a reentrant phase transition, with a small→large
transition occurring at the leftmost red line, followed by a large→small transition at the
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Figure 3.8: Free energy at fixed potential, with rc = 1.5, Λ = 0.001. The temperatures at
which phase transitions occur are indicated by the red dashed lines. The cavity radius rc is
indicated by a red dot. Left: The Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter black hole, with varying
φ. Right: The Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole with b = 10 for φ = 0.141.
second line. For values of φ above a certain critical value φc, the branches no longer
intersect (as in the green case), and the small black hole globally minimizes the free energy
for all temperatures. This value depends on the choice of rc, b, and Λ and must be found
numerically. Below φc (as in the blue curve) there is only a small→large transition, as
the free energy terminates at rc before intersecting the small black hole branch again.
Critically, these transitions are all metastable, as the free energy is in all cases above the
G = 0 line corresponding to the radiation phase.
3.3.2 Born-Infeld Theory
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Figure 3.9 displays the free energy (3.28) of the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole at
fixed potential. On the left, we plot G for fixed b and varying φ. Just like in the Maxwell
case, there is a critical value of φ for which the large black hole branch begins to in-
tersect the small branch (as in the blue line) and gives rise to a (metastable) reentrant
small→large→small phase transition. The exact value of φ at which this occurs again
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Figure 3.9: Free energy of the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole at fixed potential. The
three lines overlap where they merge together in both figures. Left: b = 0.5, rc = 1.5,
and varying φ. The temperatures at which phase transitions occur are indicated by the
red dashed lines. The cavity radius rc is indicated by a red dot. Right: Fixed φ = 0.095,
rc = 1.5, and varying b.
depends on the value of rc, φ and Λ, and must be found numerically. In the given example,
this occurs at approximately φc ∼ 0.08. We emphasize again that the radiation phase
globally minimizes the free energy here. For comparison, we plot the same free energy for
the Born-Infeld-de Sitter black hole for b = 10 and φ = 0.141 on the right side of Figure
3.8, demonstrating that for large enough values of b the two cases are identical.
On the right of Figure 3.9, we plot G for fixed φ and varying b. Here we see that a
true reentrant phase transition emerges within a small range of values for the maximal
electric field strength b. In the given example, for b ∈ (0.57, 0.75) the large black hole
branch crosses the G = 0 line, giving rise to a reentrant phase transition from radiation
to an intermediate black hole, and back to radiation as the temperature increases. The
thermodynamically stable state is pure radiation at both small and large temperatures,
with a charged black hole as the stable state at intermediate values. Above b = 0.75,
the cavity radius rc is reached before the large black hole branch crosses the G = 0 line,
and we have a zeroth order phase transition from a large size black hole to radiation. To
our knowledge this is the first time these particular types of reentrant phase transitions
from black holes to radiation have been observed. The fact that a black hole exists within
an intermediate temperature range while radiation is the preferred state at both low and
high temperatures is a curiosity that is so far only seen when an isothermal cavity and
Born-Infeld gauge field are present.
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3.4 Summary
The introduction of an isothermal cavity as an equilibrating mechanism allows for the study
of a wealth of thermodynamic phenomena in various asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes.
We have shown that Born-Infeld-de Sitter spacetimes admit interesting new phase struc-
tures that are not present in either traditional Maxwell theories or in asymptotically AdS
spacetimes, namely the existence of a tube-like structure in F − T − P space analogous
to the swallowtail typically seen in AdS spacetimes, but which is compact in the sense
that there is an upper and lower bound of pressures for which a small/large black hole
phase transition occurs. In the Maxwell case studied in Chapter 2, this swallowtube repre-
sented a series of first-order small→large black hole phase transitions. The non-linearities
of Born-Infeld theory significantly alter this structure, so that each slice of the tube instead
represents a reentrant phase transition when b is small enough. Notable is the fact that the
boundedness of the electric field strength means that the swallowtube is cut off at P = 0
for a wide range of values for rc and q (i.e. the phase transition survives in the P → 0
limit). This is in contrast to the Maxwell case where the tube pinches off at both ends at
non-zero pressure, and the phase transition disappears as P → 0.
We have also observed for the first time reentrant phase transitions between charged
black holes and pure radiation in the Gibbs ensemble where the potential is fixed. We find
that for a certain range of φ, Born-Infeld black holes are stable at intermediate values of
the temperature, provided the parameter b is in an intermediate range of values. Otherwise
either cold radiation or hot radiation is the more stable state. Finally, we note that the
isothermal cavity necessarily introduces non-linearities in the equation of state P (T, V )
that prevent the oscillations associated with Van der Waals-like phase transitions (typi-
cally seen in asymptotically AdS spacetimes) from occurring. This was seen in Chapter
2 in the Einstein-Maxwell case, and remains true even with the inclusion of Born-Infeld
electrodynamics. It seems that the equilibrating mechanism (isothermal cavity in dS vs.
reflecting boundary conditions in AdS) plays a larger role in determining the nature of
the equation of state than does the inclusion of field non-linearity. It remains to be seen
if this is still true in higher dimensions, when angular momentum is considered, or when
considering other modifications to Einstein-Maxwell theory. Some of these possibilities will
be explored in the chapters to follow.
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Chapter 4
Black Holes with Scalar Fields
Having studied the effect of gauge fields (both in the context of Maxwellian electrodynamics
and its non-linear extension), we now turn our attention to generalizations of the Einstein-
Hilbert action which include a scalar field φ, and the effect such inclusions have on the
thermodynamic description of black holes. There is an obvious motivation to consider such
extensions coming from our desire to eventually understand the thermodynamic properties
of astrophysical black holes. These are never of the idealized, isolated variety described by
the standard metrics. Rather, they reside in environments where other matter fields are
constantly interacting with the black hole, the simplest model for which is a scalar field.
Though there is a rich history in examining the interplay between scalar fields and the
gravitational interaction, there has been comparatively little interest in the thermodynamic
aspects of black holes endowed with scalar fields, despite the strong motivations available
from cosmology, field theory, and particle physics. Among these are the recent discovery
of a fundamental scalar in nature (the Higgs boson), as well as the ubiquity of scalar fields
in cosmology, where they are used to model dark matter, neutron stars, the early universe,
and more [109–112]. Indeed, scalar fields arise quite generally in effective field theory
descriptions of fundamental fields after coarse-graining, and also underlie the mechanism
of inflation [113, 114]. Examining their role in black hole thermodynamics therefore is
essential if we are to eventually understand the thermodynamic properties of astrophysical
black holes.
Some attempts at understanding this interplay have already been made, notably with
the Bronnikov-Melnikov-Bocharova-Bekenstein (BMBB), the Martinez-Troncoso-Zanelli
(MTZ) and the Achucarro-Gregory-Kuijken (AGK) pierced black hole solutions [115–118].
These early examples, originally the only known exceptions to the “black holes have no
(scalar) hair” theorem [119] have now given way to a large number of solutions of Einstein
gravity and its extensions [120]. However in the context of black hole thermodynamics,
particularly for asymptotically de Sitter black holes, they have received relatively little
attention. The BMBB black hole has been shown to lack any sensible thermodynamic
interpretation [121], owing to the divergence of the scalar field at the horizon, while also
being generically unstable [122]. However the situation for the MTZ black hole, which
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is the analogous solution for Λ > 0, is somewhat more promising. There, the entropy
and temperature are both found to be finite, and there appears to exist non-trivial phase
structure when charge is present [123]. However, these preliminary investigations (the ones
with Λ 6= 0 in particular) are not formulated in the extended phase space as we will do
here.
Another motivation for including a scalar field in the action comes from alternative the-
ories of gravity, a large class of which are scalar-tensor theories. These theories generically
contain a scalar field and have proven to be very resistant to exclusion by observational
tests. They also possess a substantial phenomenology and have significant theoretical in-
terest due to the ubiquity of scalar field–gravity coupling in unifying theories and cosmol-
ogy [124]. These are metric theories of gravity (as defined in Section 1.1.1) which contain
an extra scalar ‘gravitational field’ φ coupled directly to the metric g (the basic aspects of
which are presented in the subsequent section). The earliest and most well-known example
of a scalar-tensor theory is Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory, in which the gravitational coupling
G is allowed to vary in spacetime and is encoded in the scalar field profile. The theory
is, like general relativity, in agreement with all current astrophysical observations, though
it contains a tunable parameter, which can be used to ensure the theory falls within ex-
perimental constraints. Nonetheless, more general scalar-tensor theories remain extremely
interesting as they are equivalent in many cases to some counterpart f(r) theory of gravity,
which are often used to model dark matter in cosmology [125].
With these motivations in mind, a number of open questions concerning the role that
scalar fields play in the context of black hole thermodynamics naturally arise. Can sen-
sible thermodynamics be formulated with conformal coupling, or are more complicated
couplings required? Which classes of scalar-tensor theories admit reasonable thermody-
namic descriptions of black holes, and how do boundary conditions imposed on the scalar
field affect or constrain the allowed phenomena? Do general features seen in the phase
structure of de Sitter black holes (Hawking-Page transitions, swallowtubes, etc.) survive
when a scalar field is introduced, or do new features appear? In order to shed some light
on these questions, we consider a more general class of solutions recently reported by
Anabalon and Cisterna [126]. There, a large class of analytic (asymptotically de Sitter)
solutions to Einstein gravity with a conformally coupled scalar field were discovered, a
subclass of which are the well-known MTZ and BMBB solutions. In this chapter we will
examine the thermodynamic aspects of these Anabalon-Cisterna (AC) black holes, in an
effort to answer some of the questions posed above, and towards a better understanding of
black hole thermodynamics with matter fields at play. We emphasize that these AC black
holes are solutions to Einstein gravity with a non-minimally coupled scalar field, rather
than the scalar-tensor theories described above (a sometimes subtle distinction which we
clarify in Section 4.1). Even still, there are good motivations for studying non-minimally
coupled scalar fields, and given the close parallels between these two classes at the level of
the action we expect that at least some qualitative features of the thermodynamic aspects
will be transferable.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we discuss the inclusion of scalar
fields in the gravitational action, and clarify the distinction between scalar-tensor theories
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and scalar fields coupled to gravity. In Section 4.2 we describe the theory being considered,
defining the relevant quantities and commenting on various limits being considered. In
Section 4.3, we calculate the on-shell Euclidean action for these conformally coupled de
Sitter black holes, and determine the free energy of the spacetime. In Section 4.4, we
examine the phase structure of these black holes, using the temperature to determine
regions where interesting phase structure may be present, and demonstrate the presence
of Hawking-Page-like transitions through the free energy. Finally, we summarize the main
results and comment on future avenues of research.
4.1 Scalars in Gravitational Theories
We have discussed two different ways in which a scalar field might arise in the action for
a given gravitational theory. One is as a fundamental geometric field as occurs in generic












where ω(φ) is a coupling function, V (φ) is the potential of the scalar field, and Imatter is
the action of any matter fields present. Variation of the action with respect to the metric































where g is the D’Alembertian associated with the metric g, and T is the trace of the
matter stress-energy tensor. The well-known Brans-Dicke theory is recovered in the limit
where ω(φ) = const. and the potential V (φ) vanishes.
Similar structure at the level of the action emerges when one considers the scalar field
to be part of the matter content of the theory (rather than a geometric field) when a non-
trivial coupling is assigned between the matter and curvature. Historically, and indeed in
the ΛCDM description of the universe (whose bases are general relativity and the Standard
Model), the gravitational and matter sectors factorize as
ITotal = IEH + Imatter (4.4)
where IEH is the Einstein-Hilbert action and Imatter is the action of any matter fields present.
This prescription for describing matter in the presence of gravity is known as the minimal
coupling prescription. In quantum field theory, the minimal coupling prescription means
that fields only couple through their charge distributions, rather than higher multipoles
of the distributions. In the context of gravity, it means that matter fields only couple to
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gravity through the measure
√
−g d4x, and not directly to the curvature R.
Despite minimal coupling underlying the ΛCDM description of matter and gravity, there
is good reason to consider instead a non-minimally coupled prescription, which involves
the appearance of a 1
2
εRφ2 term in the action. For one, inflationary theories generically
contain non-minimally coupled (ε 6= 0) scalar fields, and their viability is highly sensitive to
the choice of ε [127,128]. Furthermore, non-minimal couplings generically arise in quantum
corrections to a given action even if no such coupling exists in the classical theory [129].
The value ε = 1/6 is particularly significant, and is known as the conformal coupling
prescription, so named because it renders the action invariant under a conformal rescaling
of the metric gab → Ω2(x)gab. Conformal coupling allows one to circumvent early ‘no-hair’
theorems formulated either in asymptotically flat spacetimes or with minimally coupled
scalar fields (for reviews see [120, 130]). ε = 1/6 is also the unique choice for which the
Green’s functions of the field reduce locally to their Minkowski space counterparts, and
propagation of massive particles on the light cone is avoided [131]. All said, we have
motivations along a number of axes for considering the implications that scalar fields have
for black hole thermodynamics, especially with the conformal coupling prescription1.
4.2 Self-Interacting Scalar Fields
In light of the preceding discussion, we will consider the AC class of exact solutions to
Einstein’s equations with non-zero cosmological constant and a conformally coupled, self-
interacting scalar field [126]. This large class of solutions describes a variety of topologically
distinct spacetimes, including everywhere-regular black holes and wormholes, which further
have everywhere regular scalar field configurations. The general theory is described by the
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where we have set G = 1, and the cosmological constant determines the de Sitter length






, and α4 = −2πΛ9 ,






m(ξ − 1)− ξr
m(ξ − 1) + r
, (4.6)
1Einstein gravity with a non-minimally coupled scalar field is subsumed by the so-called generalized
scalar-tensor gravity (GSTG) theories. In that context, the two seemly different cases discussed above are
in fact one and the same.
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while the Euclidean2 metric for the spacetime is
ds2 = Ω(r)
[














− Σ2r2 , Σ ≡
√
Λ (ξ2 − 1)2
3 (ξ2 + 1)
.
Here, ξ is an arbitrary dimensionless parameter yielding the MTZ solution when equal to
zero, m is the mass parameter, Λ is the cosmological constant, and dΩ22 is the metric on
S2. We have also defined Σ = Σ(Λ) for convenience. Note that the above solution can
actually be seen to arise from the MTZ solution through a conformal transformation and
field redefinition, as shown in [132]. However, even though the two solutions are related in
this way, it has been shown that such a relationship does not imply the thermodynamic
properties of the solution are the same. Rather, such transformations can significantly
affect the thermodynamics, warranting the investigation of the system defined by (4.5)
[133,134].
Though a number of geometrically distinct solutions arise in various limits of the general
theory defined above (detailed in [135]), we focus mainly on the case where Λ > 0 and
0 ≤ ξ < 1. This gives rise to a black hole spacetime with the conformal structure of
the Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution, with a new asymptotic region replacing the inner
singularity, and an everywhere finite value for the scalar field (as long as r > m). The
focus on positive ξ arises from the fact that the spacetime possesses a curvature singularity
at r = m(1−ξ) due to the divergence of the scalar field there. When ξ ≥ 0, this singularity
is always hidden behind the event horizon, while for ξ < 0 one can have a naked singularity
for certain values of {m, ξ,Λ}. There is also a curvature singularity at r = 0. Note that
the conformal factor Ω diverges on the horizon in the limit m→ 0, unless the limit ξ → 0
is taken first.
The spacetime possesses three distinct horizons: a cosmological, an event, and an inner


















3 (ξ2 + 1)
4
√
Λ (ξ2 − 1)
. (4.9)
In the Nariai limit, the only possible location for the cavity is at rc = rNariai, where both
the entropy and energy (as determined by (5.33)) diverge. However they diverge in such a
way that the temperature acquires a finite value.
2The Lorentzian counterpart is easily obtained via Wick rotation τ → it.
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4.3 Evaluating the Euclidean Action
In this section, we evaluate the on-shell Euclidean action for the theory defined above. As
before, we must supplement the action (4.5) with a Gibbons-Hawking-York-type boundary
term for the action to be stationary and to have the correct composition properties for the
path integral [50, 136]. In the case of the scalar-tensor theory defined above, the required























K d3x , (4.10)
where the equations of motion have been used to simplify the bulk part. In the boundary
part, kab is the metric on the boundary (with determinant k), and K is the trace of the
extrinsic curvature of the boundary defined by an inward pointing normal vector sa as
K = 1
2
Lskaa. As always, the requirement that the S2 corresponding to the event horizon










1− 2 Σ rh
) . (4.11)
This is the inverse Hawking temperature of the black hole (and is invariant under conformal
rescaling of the metric), which reduces to the known temperature of the MTZ solution when
ξ = 0. Equilibrium in the system is achieved by fixing the temperature at the cavity β −1
to simply be the Hawking temperature redshifted to the cavity radius, thus determining
the periodicity in locally observed time for quantum fields at rc, namely
β = βh
√
f(rc) Ω(rc) . (4.12)
The contributions to the Euclidean action (4.10) are
V (φ) =
Λξ√































where primes indicate derivatives with respect to r. Performing the integrations gives the
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(4.16)
where Ξ ≡ rh(Σ rh − 1). In the semi-classical approximation, equation (1.29) is justified
by observing that the dominant contributions to the path integral come from metrics that
are classical solutions to the equations of motion. In our case, there are two distinct ones3:
the Schwarzschild-de Sitter-like solution given by (4.7), and the “empty” de Sitter-like
solution where m = 0. The path integral over (4.7) contains contributions from graviton
fluctuations far away from the black hole. In order to isolate the contribution to the
partition function coming from the black hole itself, we subtract from the black hole action
the same action evaluated for m = 0, matching the metrics on the boundary ∂M. Despite
a lack of divergences in the Euclidean action with finite boundary (the usual motivation
for including a subtraction term being to regulate them), in our case this subtraction still
serves to set the reference point for the free energy to be the empty de Sitter spacetime.
We will often refer to this phase as the ‘radiation phase’ or ‘thermal de Sitter’. Note that
even when m = 0, the scalar field does not vanish, though it does achieve a constant value.
Hawking-Page-like transitions are sometimes insensitive to the choice of background
subtraction, such as in charged black holes in the canonical ensemble, because the pure
radiation phase is inaccessible to black holes with fixed non-zero charge. However, in
our case performing this subtraction correctly is critical, since a shift in the free energy
above/below the F = 0 line (which corresponds to the radiation phase) may wash out any
Hawking-Page-like phase transitions present. One cannot naively take the rh → 0 limit of
(4.16) to obtain this subtraction term. Rather, the Euclidean action must be re-evaluated
for the m = 0 solution, taking care to match the metrics between this and the m 6= 0
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] . (4.17)
With these considerations the Euclidean action for the Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole
with conformally coupled scalar field is simply
ITotal = IE − I0 . (4.18)
This is in contrast to the Euclidean action obtained in [137], where instead of the canonical
3Note that Minkowski space is not a solution to the classical equations of motion when Λ 6= 0, and
so it does not contribute to the path integral. This justifies the use of the empty de Sitter space as the
“background subtraction” instead of the commonly employed flat space.
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ensemble considered here, a microcanonical ensemble without boundary is used for the
MTZ black hole. One can obtain this result by taking the limit rc → rcosmo in (4.16),
which gives
ITotal = 0 . (4.19)
The action in this case identically vanishes as there is no charge for the scalar field, in
agreement with Equation (22) of [137]. Our result is more general though, since we have
not set ξ = 0. Even in this more general case the action vanishes without charge when no
cavity is present. Of course, when the action vanishes one cannot obtain a sensible notion
of energy and entropy for the spacetime through the canonical relations (1.30), further
motivating the inclusion of the cavity.
4.4 Thermodynamics and Phase Structure
The action (4.18) allows us to calculate all thermodynamic quantities of interest using
(1.30). In particular, we will be interested in examining the equilibrium temperature
(4.12) and free energy F to look for possible phase transitions within the spacetime. We
remind the reader that we work in units where ~ = C = G = 1 unless otherwise specified.
4.4.1 The First Law
Before analyzing the phase structure, we should discuss the first law of thermodynamics
for these black holes. As stated, we have
dE = TdS + V dP − λdAc . (4.20)
where we are working in the extended phase space where
P = − Λ
8π
. (4.21)
The natural question to ask is whether a suitable generalization of the first law is required
in the presence of the scalar field, as it was in Chapter 3 for Born-Infeld theory. Formally,
we may consider adding a term representing the variation of the scalar charge along with
its conjugate potential, so that






In the context of string theory [138], such a first law appears generically for black holes
as both their mass and area depend on the values of the moduli fields φ∞ at spatial
infinity. These moduli label different ground states of the theory, as the string coupling
gs is related to the vacuum expectation value of the dilaton φ at infinity. The moduli do
not correspond to new conserved charges however, as they are not associated with a new
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integration constant [139]. The question of whether or not an inclusion of the form (4.22)
is warranted is thus subtle. This issue was recently explored in [140], where black holes in
Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity were considered. In that work, it was shown that neither
the Smarr formula nor the first law require the addition of a scalar charge term. For our
purposes, we can therefore take the extended first law to read
dE = TdS + V dP − λdAc , (4.23)
where the quantities have their usual meaning from the previous chapters.
4.4.2 Equilibrium Temperature
Working in the regime of equilibrium thermodynamics requires the assignment of a single
equilibrium temperature to the system under consideration. As we have seen, the cavity ap-
proach is particularly well suited to de Sitter spacetimes, where the differing temperatures
associated with the event and cosmological horizons drive the system out of equilibrium.
Fixing the temperature at the surface of the cavity circumvents this issue by forcing the
spacetime to equilibrate to the cavity temperature. The spacetime considered here, in
contrast to the previous cases, is unique in that the event and cosmological horizons are
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, (4.24)
where ∆ = {h, cosmo}. However, this is not the temperature that an observer between
the two horizons (at r = rc for example) would experience, who instead sees the black hole





Thus, even though equilibrium in terms of particle flux is already manifest between the
two horizons (as the surface gravities are equal), equilibrium as understood by observers
in the spacetime is still achieved by fixing the temperature at the cavity to be equal to T .
In this case, the temperature at the cavity required for equilibrium is
T =
Σ (1− 2 Σ rh)
(




rc + rh (1− Σ rh) (ξ − 1)
)√
(Σ r2h + rc − rh)
2 − Σ2rc4
. (4.26)
With this in mind, we begin with a study of the equilibrium temperature (4.26) of the
spacetime under consideration. A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the existence
of complex phase structure is the multivalued nature of the horizon radius rh as a function
of temperature. This is because the existence of multiple black hole phases at a given
temperature is manifest in the multiple (real, positive) values of the horizon radius rh,
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which correspond to the different sizes of black holes that exist at that temperature for a
given set of fixed parameters {Λ, ξ}. The horizon radius thus plays the role of the order
parameter for the system. These phases may be unphysical for other reasons, or otherwise
be inaccessible through quasistatic transformations, so ultimately the free energy F must
be evaluated to determine whether a phase transition actually occurs at the given tem-
perature, but an examination of T (rh) nonetheless provides useful insight as to where in
parameter space such transitions might exist. For example, one can immediately rule out
the presence of small-large phase transitions if the temperature is a monotonic function of
the horizon radius. Note that even if T (rh) is monotonic, Hawking-Page-like phase transi-
tions may still occur.






























Figure 4.1: Equilibrium temperature T as a function of x = r+/rc for fixed cavity radius
rc = 2, showing regions where rh is multivalued at fixed temperature, signalling a possible
phase transition. Left: Varying pressure Λ with ξ = 0. Right: Varying pressure Λ with
ξ = 0.2.
In Figure 4.1, we plot the equilibrium temperature T (rh) of the black hole spacetime
for various choices of Λ and ξ. For convenience, the function is written in terms of the
relative size of the black hole with respect to the cavity, x ≡ rh/rc. On the left of Figure
4.1, we consider different values of Λ with ξ = 0, corresponding to the MTZ black hole.
We observe that the temperature is always positive and monotonically increasing with
respect to the size of the black hole4, eventually diverging as the black hole fills the cavity
entirely (rh → rc). For large enough Λ (as in the red curve) the temperature asymptotes
before rh reaches rc. This corresponds to a black hole whose mass is large enough to
pull the cosmological horizon inside the cavity for the given value of Λ. Since we require
rh < rc < rcosmo, this places an upper limit on the black hole size. Despite the apparent
jump in the figure, the new maximum moves smoothly from x = 1 as Λ increases. When
Λ < Λmax, the cosmological horizon always lies outside of the cavity regardless of the size
of the black hole. This maximal value, below which the entire spacetime is available to the
4The apparent crossings near x = 0.8 are coincidental.
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black hole, occurs at
Λmax =





In the case of the MTZ black hole, we therefore expect to only see a Hawking-Page-like
phase transition, which we will confirm by examining the free energy.
The case for non-zero ξ is markedly different. On the right of Figure 4.1, we again
plot T (rh) for varying Λ, this time with ξ = 0.2. In this case, there is a region bounded
by a minimum and maximum pressure (indicated by the red horizontal lines) where rh is
multivalued for fixed T . The three distinct values of rh that exist at a particular equi-
librium temperature in this region represent (up to) three coexistent black hole phases.
Further analysis is required to assess whether these phases are accessible to the system.
For example, the divergence of the scalar field φ(r) and the vanishing of the conformal
factor Ω(r) (which leads to a singular inverse metric) place further constraints on the valid
parameter space. Both of these occur at r = m(1− ξ), requiring that rh > m(1− ξ). From
(4.8) this places a constraint on ξ such that
(1− Σ rh)(1− ξ) < 1 (4.28)
for non-zero rh in order for the divergence to be hidden behind the event horizon. This
‘cosmic censorship bound’ is always satisfied for ξ ≥ 0, while for ξ < 0 it can be violated.
4.4.3 MTZ Black Holes (ξ = 0)
We consider first the case where ξ = 0, corresponding to the de Sitter MTZ black hole [117].







, V (φ) = α4φ
4 (4.29)









The spacetime has the geometry of the lukewarm Reissner-Nordstrom-de Sitter black hole
[141,142]
In Figure 4.2, we plot the free energy F (T ) of the MTZ black hole as a function of the
cavity temperature (parametrically using rh). The black line, where F = 0, corresponds to
the free energy of the empty5 de Sitter spacetime (the radiation phase). For each colored
curve, the black hole size increases from left to right, with the leftmost end terminating
where m = 0. For low temperature, the radiation phase globally minimizes the free energy.
As the temperature increases, eventually a critical point is reached (marked by a red dot)
where the free energy of the black hole becomes lower than that of the radiation phase, and
5Empty in the sense there is no black hole. There is still a scalar field present in the spacetime.
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Figure 4.2: Free energy of the MTZ (ξ = 0) black hole in the canonical ensemble, with
varying Λ. The black F = 0 line corresponds to the radiation phase. Red dots mark the
critical temperature at which the black hole begins to dominate the thermal ensemble and
a first-order Hawking-Page-like phase transition occurs.
a Hawking-Page-like first-order phase transition occurs. As the black hole size increases
further, the free energy monotonically decreases until the cavity radius is reached, where the
temperature diverges. When Λ becomes large enough (as in the red curve, where Λ = Λmax)
the Nariai limit is achieved at exactly the cavity radius, so that the line terminates on the
right side at rh = rc = rcosmo.
4.4.4 AC Black Holes (ξ 6= 0)
Next we consider the more general class of solutions given by ξ 6= 0. In this case the scalar
field and metric functions are given by (4.7), with the total Euclidean action still being
(4.10). In Figure 4.3 we plot F (T ) as before, with ξ = 0.2 and various choices of Λ. The
results are qualitatively similar to that of the MTZ black hole, with Hawking-Page-like
phase transitions from radiation to a large black hole occurring at a critical temperature
that depends on the cavity size and cosmological constant. As before, the black hole size
rh increases from left to right along each curve, terminating at the left where rh = 0.
There is again a maximal value for Λ given by (4.27) where the cavity radius coincides
with the Nariai limit, as in the red curve of Figure 4.3. Below this limit, we always have
rh ≤ rc < rcosmo, and the temperature diverges as the black hole horizon approaches the
cavity. At exactly Λ = Λmax, the system exists at a finite temperature whose free energy
is equal to that of radiation, however both the energy and entropy diverge. Despite Figure
4.1 suggesting otherwise, there are no small-large black hole phase transitions present, even
though for some choices of Λ and ξ, T (rh) has three real roots. In all cases where this is
true, only one of the roots turns out to satisfy (4.28).
In Figure 4.4 we again plot the free energy, this time for various ξ at fixed Λ. On the
left, we show positive values of the scalar parameter, while on the right we show negative
values. When ξ > 0, the behaviour is again similar to the MTZ case, where a Hawking-
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Figure 4.3: Free energy of the AC (ξ 6= 0) black hole in the canonical ensemble, with
varying Λ. The black F = 0 line corresponds to the radiation phase. Red dots mark the
critical temperature at which the black hole begins to dominate the thermal ensemble and
a first-order Hawking-Page-like phase transition occurs.
Page-like phase transition occurs at a critical temperature whose exact value depends on
the value of ξ and Λ. Again there is a minimum temperature for the spacetime, achieved
when m = 0, and the temperature diverges as the cavity is approached.
On the other hand when ξ < 0, qualitatively different behaviour emerges. In this case
it is possible for (4.28) to be violated, so even though the free energy of the black hole
crosses the F = 0 line as it would for a Hawking-Page-like phase transition, the transition
itself does not necessarily occur. On the right of Figure 4.4 we plot the free energy for
various negative values of ξ. Marked with a circle on each curve is the minimal value of
rh that satisfies (4.28), below which there is a naked singularity. The dashed portions of
the curves indicate that the bound has been violated. When ξ is sufficiently negative, no
black hole of any size can exist within the cavity, as in the red curve where ξ = −0.4.
For intermediate values (as in the yellow curve where ξ = −0.2) there is a branch of black
holes that are regular outside the horizon. However, as the temperature decreases, a naked
singularity forms (the Kretschmann scalar diverges) before the black hole can reach a free
energy that is lower than radiation, so no transition occurs. The blue curve demonstrates
a scenario where ξ is sufficiently small so that the critical temperature is reached before
a naked singularity forms, and a Hawking-Page transition occurs. This is the case for a
given (fixed) cavity radius. It is always possible to choose the location of the cavity to
ensure that the HP transition occurs before a naked singularity forms. In other words, for
a given value of Λ and ξ, one can always choose an appropriate value for rc such that a
curve similar to the blue one is obtained, as opposed to the yellow one. In this way, the
correct choice of boundary location is essential for the avoidance of naked singularities and
the persistence of the HP transition.
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Figure 4.4: Free energy F as a function of temperature T for fixed cavity radius rc = 2 and
varying ξ. For each curve, a Hawking-Page-like transition occurs at the critical temperature
marked by a red point. Left: ξ > 0. Right: ξ < 0. Along the dashed portions of each
curve, a naked singularity is present. The colored point on each curve indicates that
equality in (4.28) has been reached.
4.5 Summary
We have studied the phase structure of a new class of asymptotically de Sitter black holes,
conformally coupled to a real scalar field. The presence of an isothermal cavity, equivalent
to fixing boundary value data on a finite surface in the spacetime, allows us to establish a
notion of thermodynamic equilibrium in these asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes, which
normally are not in equilibrium due to the two horizons present. What we have shown
is that the Hawking-Page-like transition from a black hole spacetime to one filled with
radiation occurs generically for these black holes. In the limit where the scalar field pa-
rameter ξ tends to zero, corresponding to the MTZ black hole, the HP transition is present
throughout most of the parameter space, except in the special case where the event and
cosmological horizons simultaneously asymptote to the boundary at rc when the Nariai
limit is approached. In this case, the black hole phase is unstable and always has a higher
free energy than the empty spacetime.
When ξ < 0, the situation is more complex. There is now a cosmic censorship bound
that must be satisfied due to the divergence of the scalar field φ and vanishing of the
conformal transformation Ω. This means that while HP transitions are possible, ξ must
be sufficiently small for the given values of Λ and rc in order for the phase transition to
occur before a naked singularity forms in the spacetime.
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Of note is the distinct absence of the ‘swallowtube’ behaviour seen in previous examples
of asymptotically de Sitter black holes. Indeed, even the typical small-large black hole phase
transition does not occur for this class of black holes. This is not surprising insofar as the
geometry here is that of the lukewarm Reissner-Nordstrom-de Sitter black hole [141, 142],
which represents a measure-zero element of the parameter space for those black holes. It
is possible that the consideration of a charged scalar field would produce some of these
more exotic transitions that are common to AdS black holes. What is significant is the
fact that the Hawking-Page phase transition appears to persist even when the geometry
is coupled to matter, in this case a scalar field. Though the class of solutions considered
here represents a special choice of potential for the scalar field for which exact solutions
exist, we expect that similar results will hold for more ‘realistic’ potentials. Eventually, we
would like to be able to understand the thermodynamic properties of astrophysical black
holes, which may well couple to scalar fields in the form of dark matter or as effective
descriptions of other fields. This work is a step in this direction.
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Chapter 5
Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter Black Holes
Having studied the prototypical case of Einstein-Maxwell gravity in Chapter 2, a well-
motivated example of a modification to ordinary electrodynamics in Chapter 3, and the
effect of matter content in Chapter 4, we now turn our attention to modifications of the
gravitational sector itself. Since its inception, General Relativity has largely stood on
its own as the unique metric theory of gravity in four dimensions that obeys the strong
equivalence principle. It has also enjoyed unparalleled success in its agreement with just
about every conceived experimental test and observation, the historic examples being the
perihelion precession of Mercury (known as early as 1859 through the work of Le Verrier),
gravitational lensing around massive objects (measured in the famous Eddington experi-
ment during an eclipse in 1919), and gravitational redshift (the first confirmations being
astrophysical measurements by Popper in 1954 and terrestrial ones by Pound, Rebka, and
Snyder in 1959) [143–146].
Despite its historic success, which mounted over the coming decades as experimental
technology quickly evolved, there has been interest in alternative theories of gravitation as
early as general relativity itself. These include Whitehead’s quasilinear theory of gravity,
the torsional Einstein-Cartan theory, and Fierz-Pauli’s massive graviton theory, to name a
few [147–149]. Many such alternatives were quickly excluded, as even the early weak-field
experiments would severely constrain how much a theory could deviate from the predictions
of general relativity. Today, strong field tests of general relativity from binary black hole
mergers and a wealth of cosmological considerations including structure formation and
the CMB constrain alternative theories even further [150–152]. However, there remains
significant interest in the study of alternative theories of gravity, as it is known that general
relativity is merely an effective, low-energy description of some more fundamental theory.
As a result we are motivated to consider not only observational consequences of alternatives
to GR, but also theoretical ones, as we do in the present chapter.
One such class of alternatives are the popular scalar-tensor theories described in Chap-
ter 4. In those theories, auxiliary fields are added to the gravitational action that encode
the geometry of spacetime alongside the metric g. Rather than including new fields in
the description, one can instead consider modifications to the Einstein-Hilbert action in
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the form of additional metric-dependent terms only. Though there are many categories of
such theories, the majority fall into the so-called f(r) theories1, and higher-curvature (or
higher derivative) theories. In this chapter, we will focus on higher-curvature corrections
to Einstein gravity, and consider their implications for de Sitter black hole thermodynam-
ics. Such corrections are ubiquitous in approaches to quantum gravity where they arise as
quantum corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action, and are expected to occur quite gen-
erally in high-energy regimes [153]. In this chapter we will consider one such correction in
the form of Gauss-Bonnet gravity. Gauss-Bonnet theory arises from the leading correction
to the Einstein-Hilbert action contained in the Lovelock class of theories [154]. Lovelock
gravity is in many ways the natural generalization of Einstein gravity to higher dimensions,
providing the most general possible prescription for adding higher curvature corrections
to the action while maintaining second-order equations of motion (thus being ghost-free).
Moreover, the boundary terms for Lovelock theory have long been known [155–157], which
is advantageous for the present study. In the years following the work contained in this
chapter, further theoretical developments have even led to a formulation of Gauss-Bonnet
gravity in four dimensions [54, 158], making the present studies even more interesting. In
the realm of AdS black holes, higher-curvature theories have resulted in a number of inter-
esting observations [24, 28, 30, 159–175], the most notable being the existence of multiple
re-entrant phase transitions, triple points, and λ-type superfluid transitions [16, 33]. One
of our goals here is to explore to what extent these interesting features carry over to the
de Sitter case. Additionally, older [176] and more recent [177] work has considered the
thermodynamics of asymptotically flat Gauss-Bonnet black holes in cavities; our work can
be considered the natural generalization of these studies to de Sitter space.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.1, we present the Gauss-Bonnet
theory of gravity, defining the action, metric function, and relevant boundary terms. In
Section 5.2, we consider uncharged black holes. The on-shell action is evaluated and
all relevant thermodynamic quantities are calculated. We use the first law to derive the
conjugate variables. We also construct the free energy of the spacetime and study its phase
structure. In Section 5.3, we repeat this analysis for charged black holes. We conclude
with a summary of the results.
5.1 Gauss-Bonnet Gravity
As noted, Gauss-Bonnet gravity can be understood as a modification of Einstein gravity
through the addition of a term to the Einstein-Hilbert action that is quadratic in the
curvature. Such a term is only non-trivial in d ≥ 5: due to the Chern theorem it is a pure
boundary term in d = 4 and identically vanishes in lower dimensions. As a result, the
black holes we consider here are necessarily higher dimensional2. The (Euclidean) action
1These can often be recast in the form of a scalar-tensor theory.
2As mentioned in the previous section, recent work indicates that a non-trivial formulation is possible
in d = 4, though at the time this was not known.
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γF ijniAj , (5.1)
where we have included a Maxwell field in addition to the gravitational terms. Here, R is
the Ricci scalar, Λ is the cosmological constant, λGB is the Gauss-Bonnet coupling (which
has units of inverse length squared), X4 is the Euler density, and Fab is the electromagnetic
field strength tensor. The terms appearing in the first line are the usual bulk terms from
which the equations of motion are derived. The boundary terms ensuring a well-posed
Dirichlet problem appear in the second line. Finally, the third line contains the relevant
boundary term for the Maxwell field to ensure that the system is in the fixed charge
ensemble. Here gab is the full spacetime metric, while γij is the induced metric on the
boundary. The vector nµ is the outward pointing normal to the constant r hypersurface.
For a constant r surface in a (Euclidean) spherically symmetric geometry, this boundary
metric takes the form
γijdx




γ that appears in the boundary action is the square root of the determinant








klKij − 2KikKklKlj −K2Kij
)
, (5.3)
with Kij the extrinsic curvature and K = h
ijKij its trace, Gij is the Einstein tensor
computed for the boundary metric γij, and the Euler density X4 is given by
X4 = RabcdRabcd − 4RabRab +R2 . (5.4)
For the (Lorentzian) metric and gauge field we have that3
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)















dt = [φ(r)− φ(rh)] dt , (5.6)














3Note that the one-form dt diverges on the horizon. We have chosen a gauge for A such that this
divergence does not lead to an ill-defined gauge field on the horizon.
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with h(x) given by the polynomial function
h(x) = − 2Λ
(d− 1)(d− 2)
− x+ λGBx2 . (5.8)
In these expressions, q and ω are two integration constants that are related to the mass M












Note that when λGB = 0 we get









which is the ordinary charged (A)dS black hole solution in Einstein gravity. However, here
we will be interested in the case where λGB 6= 0 and will work with d ≥ 5. In this case the
metric function is the solution of a quadratic equation, and we pick the root that has a
smooth limit as λGB → 0.
Our aim is to study the phase structure of de Sitter black holes including higher-
curvature corrections to the action. As usual, the phase structure will be obtained via
an analysis of the free energy which can in turn is obtained from the Euclidean on-shell
action for the theory. As in the previous chapters, equilibrium is ensured by placing the
black hole in a perfectly reflecting finite cavity, which necessitates a Dirichlet boundary
condition at the location of the cavity, whose temperature is held fixed.
5.1.1 Evaluating the Euclidean Action
In this section we will compute the on-shell action. The action (5.1) is decidedly more
complex than the cases considers thus far. A number of simplifications will allow us to
determine a remarkably simple analytic form for the reduced action, as we will show.
Working quite generally, we consider a metric of the Euclidean form
ds2 = f(r)dt2 +
dr2
f(r)
+ r2dΣk,d−2 , (5.12)
where dΣ is the line element on a space of constant curvature with k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} denoting
negative, zero, and positive curvature. The specific form of the line element can be found,
for example, in equation (4) of [168]. Using the methods of [178], it is quite straight-forward
to perform a direct computation of the on-shell action in any spacetime dimension. The
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Rather than pursue a direct integration of the action (as we did in the previous chapters)




















In producing this expression we have made use of the field equations. Specifically, we have
replaced the appearance of a rd−1h term with the corresponding factors of ω and q. Note
that, in the above, βh is the periodicity of the Euclidean time enforced by demanding no
conical singularities at the zero of f .
Let us now focus on computing the boundary term. The Euclidean solution is a smooth
manifold at the horizon with topology R2 ×Sd−2. We therefore consider a boundary term
only at the location of the cavity. To compute the boundary term, we use the convenient
notation of [178] which introduces the orthonormal projectors















to decompose the curvature into temporal, radial, and angular parts (in the last term the






























b = d− 2 . (5.17)
The boundary term is composed of various traces and contractions of the extrinsic curvature
tensor Kij. For a constant r surface, the extrinsic curvature computed for the outward-






















where k characterizes the curvature of the constant time slices of the boundary, as men-
tioned above. From the Riemann tensor we compute the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar of





j , R = (d− 3)(d− 2)k
r2
. (5.20)
We then note that the Einstein tensor of the boundary geometry is just given by




























































































































where primes denote derivatives with respect to r. With this in place, we can calculate
explicitly the on-shell action for the Gauss-Bonnet black hole.
In the following sections we will consider the uncharged case and the charged cases
separately. We will work in the fixed charge ensemble, which requires the addition of the
Maxwell boundary term appearing in the last line of Eq. (5.1). Noting that the outward






























From the expression for the bulk action in (5.14) it is then obvious that when this term is
subtracted from the bulk action the explicit charge dependence completely drops out. In
the fixed charge ensemble, the charge appears in the action only through its appearance in
f(r).
5.2 Uncharged Gauss-Bonnet Black Holes
We begin with a study of the thermodynamic properties of D-dimensional uncharged
Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black holes. Computing the full on-shell Euclidean action is
straightforward since the bulk action is a total derivative. Upon integration it gives two
contributions: one at the horizon rh, and one at the location of the cavity, rc. We will also
specialize to the case k = 1, so that the transverse sections are spheres. The boundary
term contributes only at the cavity. Performing the action calculation, followed by some

















Here βh is the periodicity of the Euclidean time, which is redshifted to a value
√
f(rc)βh
at the cavity. We wish to physically fix the temperature of the boundary to be this value,
so that β =
√
f(rc)βh, thereby ensuring thermodynamic equilibrium within the cavity.
The answer above is not quite complete. It is customary to normalize the action such
that flat, empty spacetime has zero action and energy. To achieve this, we must subtract
from the action the boundary term evaluated for an identical cavity in flat spacetime. This











and the complete action is then IE − I0. In the present work, especially in the context of
uncharged black holes, we will be interested in comparing the free energy of the black hole
solutions with the free energy of an identical cavity filled with radiation. The free energy
of the latter configuration is obtained from setting the metric function f(r) to be the one
4In other words, requiring that q → iq so that Atdt = AtEdtE — see, e.g., [52] for additional details.
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for a pure de Sitter solution in IE − I0.5 For convenience, we then consider the difference
between these two actions which is equal to

























where f0(r) denotes the metric function with the mass parameter set to zero and f(r) is
the full solution for the physical Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black hole












where we have defined
Λ ≡ (d− 1)(d− 2)
2l2
(5.31)
in the above. It is this branch that reduces appropriately to the Einstein gravity solution
when the Gauss-Bonnet coupling is turned off. However note also that when the mass
parameter is set to zero the metric function becomes








which corresponds to the pure dS vacuum of the theory. Note that the higher-curvature
corrections ‘renormalize’ the cosmological constant. The asymptotics will be sensible pro-
vided that λGB/l
2 > −1/4. This will be the case in the bulk of this work where we focus
primarily on positive coupling. If this bound is violated then the solution will terminate
at some value of r and will not extend all the way r →∞.
From the above it is now possible to compute the entropy and energy of the solutions

































5Note that, in the case of flat asymptotics, the action and energy for an empty cavity are set to zero
simply by subtracting a boundary term for an identical cavity embedded in flat spacetime. However, in
the dS case, a subtraction of the boundary term for an identical cavity in pure dS will not accomplish this
— the reason is that when the cosmological constant is nonzero the bulk action contributes also to the
total action.
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where we note that, since Ir is the difference in actions of the black holes and the cavity
filled with thermal gas, E here corresponds to difference in energies between those solutions.
Note also that since we are working on-shell, the computation of these quantities needs
to account for the fact that ω is not independent of β. The entropy here is exactly the
Iyer-Wald entropy computed for Gauss-Bonnet black holes with spherical horizons. The
energy has received “self energy” corrections due to the presence of the cavity.6 Note that
the energy implicitly depends on rh due to the appearance of the mass parameter ωd−3 in
the metric function.
As usual, the temperature T = β−1 is obtained by demanding that the variation of Ir
with respect to rh vanish. This is accomplished by first rewriting f(rc) in terms of rh, by
isolating for M in f(r = rh) = 0 and substituting back into f . We find that
∂Ir
∂rh








where again the prime indicates a derivative with respect to r. This result is consistent
with our expectation that the temperature required for equilibrium in the cavity should
coincide with the redshifted Hawking temperature at the location of the cavity.
5.2.1 The First Law
The (extended) first law of thermodynamics for uncharged Gauss-Bonnet black holes reads:
dE = TdS + V dP − λdAc + ΦGBλGB , (5.35)
where the usual work term λdAc associated with changes in the cavity area A is present,
and a ΦGBλGB term is now included to account for variations in the Gauss-Bonnet coupling.
Having determined the energy E, temperature T , and entropy S, we can determine the






and let f(r)→ f and f0(r)→ f0, though note that these functions depend on (r+, rc, γ, λGB, q).







which matches precisely our expectations.
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The uncharged case differs from the charged case only in the functional forms of f and
f0 that appear in these expressions, as well as the lack of φdQ term in the first law. One
can also show through explicit substitution that these variables satisfy the modified Smarr
relation, which in this case reads
(d− 3)E = (d− 2)TS − 2(PV + λAc) + 2ΦGBλGB . (5.41)
In Figure 5.1 we plot regions where the thermodynamic volume is positive, as a function
of rh and rc with Λ and λGB held fixed. The volume is positive in the blue shaded region.
There are two boundaries enclosing this region. The diagonal line marks the boundary
where rc > rh; since we are restricting the cavity to lie outside the event horizon, we are
automatically on the upper-left side of this line. The second, curved boundary represents
the line along which rc = rcosmo. Again we are restricting our cavity to lie within the
cosmological horizon, therefore the thermodynamic volume is positive in all regions of
interest. This picture is qualitatively identical in higher dimensions.
5.2.2 5 Dimensional Black Holes
Having derived the general results for the uncharged Gauss-Bonnet black holes, we turn
to the study of their phase structure, starting with d = 5. The quantity of interest is the
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Figure 5.1: Thermodynamic volume of the uncharged Gauss-Bonnet black hole in d = 5
with λGB = 0.1 and Λ = 0.3. The blue shaded region indicates positivity of the volume V .
The diagonal and curved boundaries mark, respectively, where rc = rh and rc = rcosmo.
free energy F = E − TS, the quantity that is minimized by the equilibrium state of the
system.
One way to examine the behaviour of this system is to realize that for a phase transition
to occur at a given temperature T , the function rh(T ) with fixed {rc, λGB, P} must be
multi-valued.7 The interpretation of this is the existence of multiple thermodynamically
competing states with equal temperature but different horizon radii rh, which will in general
have different free energies. The transition of the horizon radius being a single valued
function of the temperature to multi-valued thus (typically) corresponds to the free energy
becoming multi-valued at fixed temperature. This will not, however, tell us about the
stability of the phases or nature of the transition, which must be determined from the free
energy itself. An analytic study of the roots of T (rh) is not possible in this case since
the expression does not admit a closed form solution for rh. In Figure 5.2 we plot the
temperature as a function of x ≡ rh/rc for fixed coupling λGB and varying pressure P , as
well as fixed P and varying λGB, showing the transition from the single to multi-valued
regime.
On the left of Figure 5.2, one can see that at fixed coupling there is a compact region
[Pmin, Pmax] between the red dashed lines where T is not a monotonically increasing func-
tion of x, in which case the horizon radius is a multi-valued function of the temperature.
Below the minimum and above the maximum pressure, there is only one thermodynam-
ically allowed state. In contrast, on the right we see that at fixed pressure, there is a
maximum value of the Gauss-Bonnet coupling below which the horizon radius is multi-
7This is true throughout most of the parameter space, however there are some points where the
temperature may be single-valued but at an inflection point, signalling a second-order phase transition.
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Figure 5.2: Temperature T as a function of x = rh/rc for fixed cavity radius rc = 2
and d = 5, showing regions where rh is multi-valued, signaling a possible phase transition.
Left: Varying pressure with λGB = 0.3. The red dashed horizontal lines demarcate the
region in which T is not a monotonically increasing function of x. Right: Varying Gauss-
Bonnet coupling with P = −0.02. Above the red dashed line T is not a monotonically
increasing function of x.
valued. However there is no minimum and the phase transition (if it exists for a given
choice of parameters at fixed pressure) always persists in the limit λGB → 0. This type of
analysis gives hints as to which regions in parameter space may have multiple competing
phases, but only the free energy F can tell the whole story. The free energy of empty
de Sitter space is F = 0, so even if multiple black hole phases exist, they may not be
thermodynamically preferred, as we will see.
In Figure 5.3 we plot the free energy F = E − TS parametrically as a function of T
with rh as the parameter. The thermodynamically preferred state is the one that globally
minimizes the free energy. As the temperature of the system increases, the system will
follow the line with lowest free energy whenever a crossing is reached. On the left of Figure
5.3, we plot the free energy at fixed value of the Gauss-Bonnet coupling and varying
pressure. There is a crossing of the black hole free energy with itself, corresponding to a
first order small-to-large black hole phase transition. However, since this crossing is above
the free energy of thermal de Sitter space (F = 0), the relevant transition occurs at the red
dots where the black hole free energy line crosses F = 0. This represents a Hawking-Page
phase transition from radiation, or thermal de Sitter space, to a large black hole, and is
generically seen in asymptotically AdS black holes.
We briefly clarify the notion of the Hawking-Page transition in de Sitter space. Here
the transition is between a thermal gas confined to the cavity (this is what we mean by
‘thermal de Sitter’) and a black hole confined to the cavity. The temperature of both the
gas and the black hole will generically be different from the temperature associated with
the cosmological horizon. This is justified by the presence of the cavity: the boundary
conditions imposed by the cavity allow for the control of the temperature of the cavity and
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Figure 5.3: Free energy of the Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black hole in d = 5 with rc = 2,
showing a Hawking-Page phase transition from radiation to a large black hole, where the
free energy crosses F = 0. Left: Varying pressure with λGB = 0.3. Right: Varying Gauss-
Bonnet coupling with P = −0.03. For very small values of λGB the free energy limits to
the Einstein case where there is a Hawking-Page phase transition with a minimum black
hole temperature.
its contents independently of the cosmological horizon.
On the right side of Figure 5.3, we plot the free energy at fixed pressure for varying
coupling λGB. Here we see that below a critical value of the coupling (in this case λGB ∼
1.3), a crossing forms in the black hole free energy, though because it is always above
F = 0, we again only have a Hawking-Page phase transition where the large black hole
branch crosses F = 0. In the limit λGB → 0, corresponding to Einstein gravity, we
recover the results presented in Chapter 2. Note that while the Hawking-Page transition is
present for any choice of λGB, three situations are distinguished by the number of unstable
phases available to the system. When λGB = 0, there are two black hole phases, when
0 < λGB < 1.3 there are three black hole phases, and when λGB > 1.3 there is only one.
The presence of the Gauss-Bonnet correction also gives rise to unstable black hole phases
down to T = 0, while in the Einstein limit λGB → 0 there is a minimum temperature black
hole where the free energy reaches a point.
5.2.3 6+ Dimensional Black Holes
When d > 5, there are two cases of interest. When λGB > 0, there is again only a Hawking-
Page transition from thermal de Sitter space to a large black hole, with a minimum black
hole temperature as in the Einstein limit of the d = 5 case. This is encoded in the fact
that the temperature is never more than double-valued as a function of x = rh/rc. When
λGB < 0 however, we observe a small-large black hole phase transition, since the small
black hole branch now has lower free energy than the radiation phase, and is the preferred
state of the system at low temperatures. We demonstrate this in Figure 5.4, plotting the
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free energy for fixed pressure and varying coupling for d = 6. Note that unlike in the
d = 5 cases, when the coupling is negative, the small black hole branch (represented by the
near-horizontal lines) has free energy less than that of radiation, and is not continuously
connected to the large black hole branch. The phase structure is qualitatively identical for
higher dimensions, with only the precise value of the critical temperature differing for a
given choice of cavity size, pressure, and coupling.
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Figure 5.4: Free energy of the Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black hole with d = 6, rc = 2,
P = −0.03, and varying Gauss-Bonnet coupling. Left: With λGB > 0, there is a first-order
phase transition from thermal de Sitter to a large black hole. Right: With λGB < 0, there
is a first-order small-large black hole phase transition. Note the free energy of the small
black hole branch is below that of radiation in this case. This behaviour is qualitatively
the same in higher dimensions.
As is well-known, at sufficiently negative coupling Gauss-Bonnet gravity exhibits patho-
logical behaviour such as naked singularities or negative string tension (if viewed as arising
from α corrections in string theory) [179]. However, small negative couplings cannot be
completely ruled out via analysis of physicality conditions [180]. Note also that when
one considers the dynamical stability of these black holes, the coupling is further con-
strained [181], and that these black holes will be dynamically unstable in higher dimen-
sions [182]. These constrained merit further investigation, especially in light of our results
here where a change in sign of the coupling leads to very different phase structure.
5.3 Charged Gauss-Bonnet Black Holes
We next consider the inclusion of a U(1) gauge field in the action (5.1), and study the
resulting thermodynamics. In general, the presence of a Maxwell-like field leads to re-
entrant phase transitions and van der Waals-like behaviour. This is tied to the r6−2D
falloff of the charge term that appears in the metric function when such a field is present,
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however now the metric function takes the form












The energy E, temperature T , and entropy S therefore take the same functional form
as in the uncharged case, namely (5.32)–(5.34), differing only by the form of the metric
function f(r). The free energy F = E − TS thus also takes the same general form as in
the uncharged case.
5.3.1 The First Law
When charge is present, the first law must be supplemented by an additional φ dQ term,
with φ representing the electric potential of the spacetime measured at the cavity, and Q
the total charge:
dE = TdS + V dP + λdAc + φ dQ+ ΦGBdλGB (5.44)
We can again derive the conjugate quantities {V, φ, λ, λGB} from the first law. We omit
the expressions here as they are structurally identical to those in Section 5.2.1 with the
appropriate replacement of the metric function with the charge-dependent one. One can
again verify through direct substitution that the Smarr relation holds for these quantities,
which in the presence of charge reads
(d− 3)E = (d− 2)TS + (d− 3)φQ− 2PV + 2ΦGBλGB . (5.45)
As before, we examine the thermodynamic volume to check for positivity. In Figure 5.5,
we plot regions where V > 0 for varying charge q.
When q = 0 we reproduce Figure 5.1. With non-zero q, regions where the thermody-
namic volume is positive are smaller than in the uncharged case. The inner boundary of
the shaded regions correspond to the location of the inner horizon r− of the charged black
hole. Outside of these regions, the volume is not negative, but rather imaginary. Since we
are restricting the cavity to lie within r− < rc < rcosmo, we have an everywhere positive
thermodynamic volume as in the uncharged case.
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Figure 5.5: Thermodynamic volume of the charged Gauss-Bonnet black hole in d = 5
with λGB = 0.1, Λ = 0.3, and varying charge. The shaded regions indicate positivity of
the volume V . The diagonal boundary marks where rc = rh.
5.3.2 Phase Structure
We again turn to an analysis of the free energy F = E−TS to uncover the phase structure,
this time for charged Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black holes. Figure 5.6 shows a plot of the
free energy of the black hole both for varying pressure and varying coupling.
While the free energy in Figure 5.6 looks identical to the uncharged case, the interpre-
tation is different in an important way. Since we are working in the canonical ensemble,
the charge q of the black hole is fixed. This means that there is no Hawking-Page phase
transition at the crossing of the black hole free energy with the F = 0 line, because a black
hole cannot fully evaporate while its charge is held fixed. Instead, we have a small-large
black hole phase transition where the black hole free energy line crosses itself. The sys-
tem will follow the branch with lowest free energy, so the black hole suffers a jump from
small rh to large rh at the crossing. With the cavity present, there is not only a minimum
critical pressure Pmin below which a kink forms in the free energy, but also a maximum
pressure Pmax. These critical pressures coincide with the values of [Pmin, Pmax] at which x
becomes multi-valued at a given temperature. At these critical pressures, a cusp forms in
the free energy where a second order phase transition occurs, as in the red curves of Figure
5.6. Outside of the range [Pmin, Pmax], the free energy is monotonic and there is no phase
transition.
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Figure 5.6: Free energy of the charged Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black hole with d = 5
and rc = 2, showing a first-order phase transition from a small black hole to a large black
hole. Left: Varying pressure with λGB = 0.3. Right: Varying Gauss-Bonnet coupling
with P = −0.03. In the λ→ 0 limit we have a small-large phase transition.
On the right side of Figure 5.6, we vary instead the Gauss-Bonnet coupling with pressure
held fixed. For couplings above a certain value (in this case λGB = 1.3) there is only one
phase. Below this value, a crossing forms and we have a small-large phase transition.
Notably, in the Einstein limit λGB → 0 this small-large transition persists, unlike in the
uncharged case considered previously. Unlike the uncharged case, when charge is present
all of the qualitative features of the d = 5 black hole remain the same in higher dimensions;
only the precise values of the free energy and critical points change, but all other phase
structure and limiting behaviour is identical.
Unlike the typical ‘swallowtail’ behaviour seen in asymptotically AdS black holes (see
for example [31]), the free energy here forms a tube in F − T − P space, as shown in
Figure 5.7. This ‘swallowtube’ behaviour, first observed in Chapter 2, is in stark contrast
to the swallowtails that arise in black hole systems without cavities. In those systems,
there is only a maximum pressure Pmax below which the phase transition is present. Here,
there is also a minimum pressure |Pmin| > 0 that is reached where another second-order
phase transition occurs, and only between these two pressures is there a small-large black
hole phase transition. In Figure 5.8, we plot the coexistence curve for the black hole and
compare it to a typical AdS black hole. These curves are lines in P − T space along which
the small and large black hole phases simultaneously exist and have equal free energy.
Note the striking difference: when a cavity is present, the coexistence line terminates at
two second-order phase transitions as opposed to one. One can also vary the charge q at
fixed values of the pressure and coupling, as shown in Figure 5.9. Here we see a single
critical value of the charge qc for a given choice of Λ and λGB, below which there exists a
small-large black hole phase transition, persisting down to q = 0. Notice that swallowtubes
only exist in F−T−P space: both in F−T−q and F−T−λGB space we see a swallowtail
instead, with just one critical value of the respective parameters q or λGB.
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Figure 5.7: Free energy of the Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black hole in d = 5 with rc = 2
and λGB = 0.3, showing the formation of a swallowtube corresponding to a compact region
of first-order phase transitions from a small to large black hole. Each line corresponds to a
constant-pressure slice, while red dots mark the location of the critical temperature within
each slice. The red line is the coexistence line.
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Figure 5.8: Coexistence curves for black holes, along which the small and large black hole
phases coexist. Left: The uncharged Gauss-Bonnet black hole with rc = 2 and varying
λGB. The large dots mark the critical pressures Pmin (Pmax), above (below) which there
is no phase transition. At these points a second order phase transition from small to
large black hole transition occurs. Right: The uncharged AdS black hole, illustrating the
difference when there is no cavity present. There is only one second order phase transition
at the red dot Pmax.
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Figure 5.9: Free energy of the charged Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter black hole with d = 5,
rc = 2, and Λ = 0.3, showing a first-order phase transition from a small black hole to a
large black hole below a critical value of the charge q. In this case, qc ∼ 0.8.
5.4 Summary
We have studied the phase structure of both charged and uncharged de Sitter black holes
in Gauss-Bonnet gravity, in the canonical ensemble. The presence of an isothermal cavity,
equivalent to fixing boundary value data on a finite surface in the spacetime, allows us to
have a notion of thermodynamic equilibrium in these asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes,
which normally are not in equilibrium due to the two horizons present. What we have seen
is a host of interesting phenomena. In the uncharged case, there exist Hawking-Page-like
phase transitions throughout most of the parameter space, with a number of unstable black
hole phases present. In the special case of λGB < 0, we find a region of first order small-large
black hole phase transitions, where the free energy of the small black hole branch becomes
smaller than that of radiation. Interestingly, while exotic re-entrant phase transitions
and triple points are seen in 6-dimensional uncharged Gauss-Bonnet black holes in AdS
spacetimes, here we see only a Hawking-Page phase transition in the 6-dimensional case.
This touches on an important point: that while anti-de Sitter space acts like a ‘box’ that
confines radiation much like a cavity does (allowing the black hole to reach thermodynamic
equilibrium), these two methods of achieving equilibrium leave their imprint on the phase
structure. One cannot understand the thermodynamic behaviour of a black hole without
also considering how it is being maintained at equilibrium, for the exact method by which
this is achieved affects significantly the resulting behaviour, even if the mechanisms seem
qualitatively alike.
When charge is present, the story is considerably different. We generically see first
order small-large black hole phase transitions encoded in the presence of a swallowtube in
the F − T − P space, with second order phase transitions at the minimum and maximum
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pressures representing the end points of the tube. This swallowtube behaviour appears to
be a characteristic feature of black holes embedded in isothermal cavities, as we have seen
throughout Part I. Interestingly, such tubes only exist in F − T − P space. When either
the charge q or coupling λGB are varied, only a swallowtail emerges. These parameters do
however control the size of the swallowtube in F − T − P space, and for any particular
choice of P for which a tube exists, one can find values of q and λGB such that the two ends
of the tube (corresponding to a second order phase transition) meet. Based on previous
work [166] we would expect that the merging of two critical exponents would yield novel
critical exponents. However, the investigation of this expectation is difficult here as there
is no first-order phase transition present in the case where the ‘merged’ critical exponent
occurs — it is a truly isolated second-order phase transition. It is an open question as to
whether different critical exponents emerge at this point, and how universal such behaviour
is when a cavity is present.
Finally, recent developments [54, 158, 183] indicate that Gauss-Bonnet gravity (or a
version of it) can in fact be formulated in D = 4, in such a way that the Gauss-Bonnet
term (5.4) contributes nontrivially to the dynamics. The resulting theory is a Horndeski-
type scalar-tensor theory that contains, among others, spherical black hole solutions for
both positive and negative cosmological constant. Despite unanswered questions regarding
the space of solutions and the nature of divergences which occur in the asymptotic region,
significant attention has been given to the theory as it contests general relativity in its
uniqueness as a four-dimensional, ghost-free metric theory of gravity. Our studies here
should certainly be extended to this four-dimensional case.
This concludes our foray into the extended phase space thermodynamics of asymptotically
de Sitter black holes. At the end of each chapter we have attempted to summarize im-
portant results and possible extensions of the work contained therein. Nonetheless, the
reader should look to the Epilogue where we provide a summary of the main results of
each chapter, the broad lessons one should take away from this work, as well as a dis-
cussion of the most important avenues to explore in the future. In Part II of this thesis,
we will make strides towards understanding gravitational thermodynamics in more general
settings (where convenient boundaries like the event horizon are unavailable) through a






The task of understanding the microscopic degrees of freedom of the gravitational field
has a long history8, one which has led to significant advances in our understanding of
physics and mathematics across dozens of often disparate fields. As we have emphasized in
Part I, a key observation guiding our exploration has been that gravity appears to possess
thermodynamic properties, most readily manifest in Hawking radiation and the laws of
thermodynamics for black holes. Undoubtedly, significant progress has been made in un-
covering the structure of gravity at the microscopic scale, yet a fundamental understanding
is still lacking. How do we answer the questions that seem to naturally arise in the dis-
cussions, namely, “What is the energy of gravity?” and “What does the entropy count?”.
Black hole thermodynamics appears to provide at least partial answers, but there is still
much work to be done towards resolving them in full.
There is a sense in which the subject of black hole thermodynamics seems rather con-
trived. We are in principle making statements about the thermodynamic properties as-
sociated with the very geometry of space, yet binding ourselves to the existence of the
event horizon, a surface that is teleological, null, and frankly bizarre. We are of course
being disingenuous in adopting such a viewpoint. Black holes provide a extremely conve-
nient environment where the connection between thermodynamics and geometry is readily
apparent9, and the insight gained from their study has been profound. Still, one is left won-
dering why it is so difficult to discuss thermodynamics in the absence of such boundaries
— after all, gravitation hardly requires the presence of a black hole. Can we somehow un-
derstand the thermodynamic properties of the gravitational field in more general settings?
This question is not new, and the answer is likely contained in a particularly exceptional
property of gravity.
Unique to the gravitational interaction is its holographic nature [3,185,186], captured by
both the universality of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (being related to various entropy
bounds [40, 187]), as well as the vanishing of the Hamiltonian of general relativity (a
consequence of diffeomorphism invariance). As a result of this property, the notion of
a boundary plays a central role in the discussion of gravitational thermodynamics. We
have already mentioned several examples of frameworks which could be reasonably called
‘holographic’. In perhaps the most well-known realization of this principle, AdS/CFT,
8See [184] for a brief history of quantum gravity research.
9In the derivation of the first law presented in Section 1.4.1, one can choose a boundary other than H,
but in so doing the resulting quantities lose their simple interpretations as temperature, entropy, etc.
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bulk degrees of freedom in supergravity can be mapped to gauge theory degrees of freedom
on the conformal boundary of AdS [188]. Another notable example is the membrane
paradigm, where one effectively replaces the interior of a black hole with a fluid living on
the stretched horizon, the two being indistinguishable to an external observer [189]. This in
some ways resembles also the fluid/gravity correspondence [190], where a long-wavelength
limit of Einstein’s equations is mapped to the boundary of AdS in the form of a classical
fluid, though there the fluid is relativistic and the boundary is at infinity, rather than the
black hole10. Of course, the relationship between bulk and boundary degrees of freedom
is not unique to black holes and string theory; it is a general property of gauge theories
that transformations which are pure gauge in the bulk can (when bounded regions are
considered) give rise to physical symmetries, and thus non-trivial degrees of freedom, on
the boundary [191–193]. This is a theme that is prevalent not only in quantum gravity,
but condensed matter as well [83]. Though the holographic principle takes on many guises,
these are all in essence statements of the fundamental idea that the information contained
in a bulk region of space-time can be encoded purely in the boundary of that region.
Each of these examples of bulk/boundary correspondence come with their own limita-
tions. In AdS/CFT, the duality critically relies on the asymptotic properties of anti-de
Sitter space, whose boundary is timelike and can be reached with finite affine parame-
ter. The boundary CFT correlators live only at I, where the asymptotic symmetry group
SO(2, d) underlies also the d-dimensional CFT. Our understanding of situations where
Λ = 0 is still rather incomplete [194, 195], but in this flat space holography the boundary
is still at (null) infinity. In the membrane paradigm, the stretched horizon is confined to
within epsilon of the event horizon H, a surface that is teleological and null. The canon-
ical examples of holography thus offer a limited perspective, because one is constrained
to situations where knowledge of the boundary of space or the end of time is required.
From a practical point of view this is unsatisfactory; as local observers we generally lack
the ability to access these types of boundaries. From a theoretical point of view, given the
holographic nature of the gravitational interaction, and the fact that gravity is something
we observe not just globally, but also (quasi-)locally, there is no a priori reason to discount
the formulation of a bulk/boundary relation for more general surfaces.
Recent developments in addressing these issues has led to the concept of using a grav-
itational screen as a quasi-local observer [196, 197]. A gravitational screen represents the
time evolution of a two dimensional space-like hypersurface, which serves as the boundary
of a bulk region of spacetime. Projecting Einstein’s equations onto the screen yields the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous fluid, allowing for a mapping between
bulk geometric degrees of freedom and boundary fluid degrees of freedom. However, un-
like in the membrane paradigm or AdS/CFT, the boundary is not restricted to the event
horizon of a black hole or to spatial infinity. This approach is in some ways reminiscent of
other quasi-local approaches to gravity, such as the original work of Brown and York [198],
rigid quasilocal frames [199], and other 2+2 formulations of general relativity [200–202],
though no fluid interpretation is given in those constructions.
10Even black hole thermodynamics is in a sense a holographic approach, with thermodynamic quantities
being defined in terms of the event horizon, whose entropy scales with its area rather than its volume.
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Our goal in Part II of this thesis will be to extend the concept of the gravitational
screen to the relativistic regime, drawing a connection between two manifestly covariant
frameworks: general relativity in the bulk, and non-equilibrium relativistic hydrodynam-
ics on the boundary. In so doing, we make steps towards the resolution of many of the
issues presented above. The bulk and boundary theories are placed on an equal foot-
ing, and non-Newtonian phenomena can be properly incorporated into the fluid descrip-
tion. We will draw much inspiration from both the membrane paradigm and fluid/gravity
correspondence—indeed those examples should in principle arise as various limits of ap-
propriately chosen screens. Beyond demonstrating the construction of the formalism, we
further clarify the interpretation of the fluid pressure as the screen’s normal acceleration,
finding that the correct bulk/viscous splitting must include an expansion-dependent term.
We also explicitly construct several examples of gravitational screens both in Minkowski
and Schwarzschild spacetimes and examine the properties of the corresponding holographic
fluids. Finally, we examine how the fluid entropy is linked to the curvature of spacetime,
and remark on the salient features of the correspondence. The organization is as follows:
In Chapter 6 we present the gravitational screen formalism. We detail both the geo-
metric construction of the screen and all of the elements that enter into the description
of the boundary hydrodynamic system. We show how to relate the screen variables to
those of the fluid system, and derive various conservation laws. Finally, we establish the
dictionary that maps the geometric quantities to the hydrodynamic ones.
In Chapter 7, we present some explicit examples of our dictionary in action. We show
how phenomena like entropy production can be interpreted geometrically, and construct
several examples of screens in various backgrounds. We derive the equation of state of
the screen fluids, along with other relevant thermodynamic quantities, and discuss various
subtleties involved in the fluid interpretation. Finally, we close by commenting on a number




In this chapter, we will develop the relativistic gravitational screen framework, and con-
struct the dictionary we will use to relate the screen geometry to a hydrodynamic system.
We begin in Section 6.1 by presenting the geometric construction of a gravitational screen,
and demonstrate how conservation of energy and momentum arises from various projections
of the Einstein equations onto the boundary. In Section 6.2 we review important features
of relativistic hydrodynamics, and derive conservation of energy/momentum equations for
the boundary fluid. We treat separately the case of the equilibrium (perfect) and non-
equilibrium (dissipative) fluids, and further discuss the thermodynamical laws governing
quasistatic evolutions of the system. Finally in Section 6.3, we construct the mapping
between the bulk geometric variables describing the screen and the boundary variables
describing the relativistic hydrodynamic system. We comment on the interpretation of the
mapping, and discuss some of the limitations and open questions that arise.
6.1 Gravity
We begin with a discussion of the geometry of the gravitational screen, and define all of
the relevant quantities we will use in describing its features and evolution. A gravitational
screen Σ is a 2+1 dimensional timelike hypersurface, which is viewed as the time evolution
of a 2-dimensional boundary S of some 3-dimensional bulk (connected) region of spacetime.
For the time being we consider spherically symmetric boundaries only, though the geometry
can in principle be more complex. The screen is characterized by sa, the outward pointing
spacelike unit vector normal to S, and ua, the timelike unit vector tangent to Σ. By
construction we have that sas
a = 1, uau
a = −1, and saua = 0. Throughout, Latin indices
are used for vector and tensor components, where their dimension is made clear from their
definition. Figure 6.1 illustrates the construction.
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Figure 6.1: A gravitational screen Σ and a spatial section S.
From the bulk metric gab we can construct the metrics on Σ and S as:
Σ : hab = gab − sasb (6.1)
S : qab = hab + uaub (6.2)
Here, hab projects into the space orthogonal to s
a and encodes the intrinsic geometry of Σ.
Likewise, qab further projects into the space orthogonal to u
a. The screen is topologically
R×S2, admitting a smooth codimension-one foliation by the leaves S, which are level sets
of some time function t(x) inherited from the bulk foliation.





b ∇csd . (6.3)
while the geometry of the boundary surface S is encoded in the extrinsic curvature tensors
Θsab ≡ q ca q db ∇csd , Θuab ≡ q ca q db ∇cud , (6.4)
the normal one-form
ωa ≡ q ba (sc∇buc) , (6.5)
and the normal accelerations,
γu ≡ sbua∇aub , γs ≡ −ubsa∇asb . (6.6)
Together these quantities completely characterize the geometry of S and its embedding
in M. The quantity γu is the radial acceleration of a screen observer and will play an
important role in our work. In the case where ua is not hypersurface orthogonal, there will
also be a non-zero twist vector
εa ≡ ub∇bsa − sb∇bua , (6.7)
which measures the deviation from orthogonality of the congruence ua to the spacelike
hypersurfaces which foliate Σ.
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The extrinsic curvature Hab and projector hab can be used to construct the surface










, H ≡ habHab . (6.8)
Square brackets represent the discontinuity of a quantity across the boundary between
the regions exterior (V+) and interior (V−) to the boundary, so that [A] ≡ A|V+ − A|V− .
This is the Brown-York stress-energy tensor for a hypersurface embedded in spacetime
and is justified by Israel’s junction conditions [198, 203]. The form of Sab arises from
the requirement that Einstein’s equations are consistent in the distributional sense in the
presence of singular surface stress-energy. It expresses the intuitive notion that if a closed
surface has non-zero stress-energy, the extrinsic curvature and metric necessarily differ on
either side of the surface (see [203] for details).
Eventually we will interpret (6.8) as the stress-energy tensor of a relativistic fluid living
on the surface Σ. We adopt a holographic point of view, where the fluid stress-energy
tensor (supported entirely on Σ) and the equations governing its evolution map to the
gravitational dynamics and geometry within the screen. To this end, we require [Hab] →
Hab and [H] → H, so that the screen becomes the boundary1 of our spacetime. In our
case, this can be accomplished concretely by imposing a Z2 identification at Σ so that
the screen acts like a mirror. The interior region is thereby replaced entirely by a surface
stress-energy tensor
Sab = Hhab −Hab , (6.9)
This is in the same spirit as the membrane paradigm [189], where the stretched horizon is
taken to be the boundary of the spacetime, and boundary conditions for the fields present
are chosen on the stretched horizon such that an external observer cannot distinguish
the membrane from the ‘real’ black hole. A few conceptual points are worth addressing
here. In the membrane paradigm, the stretched horizon is placed very close to the event
horizon, such that crossing it and returning would require Planckian accelerations [204].
In this paradigm, we consider arbitrary timelike screens and so in principle an observer
could pass through the screen and communicate her/his findings to the outside world.
Moreover, the apparent location of the screen differs for different external observers, unlike
the event horizon which is a global property of the spacetime. The former issue is one of
interpretation: the claim is not that the universe is filled with fluid bubbles inside of which
spacetime vanishes, rather, that any observer external to some region V− can understand
its gravitational features in terms of a relativistic boundary fluid2. The latter issue is
resolved by the fact that the different observers are related simply by various boosts, and
so can consistently map their observed screen variables to one another.
1This is markedly different from merely considering a surface within a spacetime. See Appendix B for
more details.




With the definitions above and the general form of the surface stress-energy tensor (6.9),
we can already see how the screen geometry might be recast in hydrodynamic terms. We






= (q ca − uauc)(q db − ubud)∇csd
= q ca q
d
b ∇csd − q ca ubud∇csd − q db uauc∇csd + uaubucud∇csd
= Θsab + q
c
a ubs
d∇cud − q db uauc(∇[csd] +∇dsc)− uaubucsd∇cud
Hab = Θsab + ωaub + uaωb − γuuaub (6.10)
We can then determine S̃ab using :
S̃ab = Hhab −Hab
= (γu + θs)(qab − uaub) + γuuaub − ωaub − uaωb −Θsab
= γuqab − γuuaub + θsqab − θsuaub + γuuaub − ωaub − uaωb −Θsab




= −θsuaub − ωaub − uaωb + (γu + 12θs)qab − Θ̃sab (6.11)
where θs ≡ qabΘsab is the expansion and Θ̃sab ≡ Θsab − 12θsqab is the trace-free part of
Θsab. Note that the form of (6.11) does not depend on ua being hypersurface orthogonal.
This expression for the surface stress-energy is already suggestive of a mapping between
the screen geometry and a hydrodynamic counterpart. Consider a fluid living on a 2+1
dimensional timelike hypersurface defined by a timelike unit tangent vector ua and 2D
projector qab. Such a fluid has a stress-energy tensor
Sab = euaub + πaub + uaπb + pqab + Πab , (6.12)
where e is the fluid energy density, πa is the momentum density, p is the isotropic pressure,
and Πab is the spatial stress tensor, given by
e ≡ uaubSab πa ≡ −qbaucSbc Π̃ab ≡ qcaqdbScd − pqab . (6.13)
The stress-energy tensor (6.11) on the boundary Σ can seemingly be interpreted as a fluid
stress-energy tensor provided we make the following identifications:








, πa = −
ωa
8πG




This mapping from geometric variables describing the screen and thermodynamic variables
describing a fluid formally suggests that we can understand at least part of the bulk
gravitational physics inside of Σ in terms of a relativistic boundary fluid. What remains to
be shown however, is that these identifications can derived consistently through Einstein’s
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equations and satisfy the necessary constraints, and to examine the conditions under which
the quantities in (6.14) result in a system that obeys the known laws of thermodynamics
and hydrodynamics. We would also like to determine the extent to which the screen is
‘holographic’, in the sense that it preserves information about the bulk despite being lower
dimensional. In the remainder of this chapter, we make steps towards these goals.
6.1.2 Conservation of Energy
The identifications (6.14) demonstrate that at least a partial mapping is possible between
variables describing the screen and those describing a fluid system. To make the corre-
spondence more precise, we will examine Einstein’s equations projected onto the screen,
and compare them to their hydrodynamic counterparts. Einstein’s equations with zero
cosmological constant are Gab ≡ R− 12Rgab = Tab. Their projection onto the hypersurface
Σ is given by the Gauss-Codazzi equations,
DbS
ba = −Tcbschba , (6.15)




b ∇cVd is the covariant derivative on Σ. Equation (6.15) can further be
projected along the timelike direction as
DbS
baua = −Tsu (6.16)
where Tsu ≡ saubTab represents the energy flux density flowing across the screen. This is
the conservation of energy equation for the screen. Using (6.11) we have that
1 2 3 4 5
−Tsu = −Db(θsuaub)ua −Db(ωaub)ua −Db(uaωb)ua +Db[(γu + 12θs)q
ab]ua −Db(Θ̃abs )ua
Evaluating the terms individually:
1 = −Db(θsubua)ua
= −Db(θs)ubuaua − θsDb(ubua)ua
= ubDbθs − uauaθsDbub − θsubuaDbua
= Duθs + θsθu − ubucDcubθs
= Duθs + θsθu
2 = −Db(ωaub)ua
= −uaubDbωa − uaωaDbub






= −uauaDbωb − uaωbDbua
= Dbω
b − ub ωcDcub
= Dbω
b


















5 = −Db(Θ̃abs )ua
= −Db(Θ̃abs ua) + Θ̃abs Dbua
= Θ̃abs Θuab
All together we have
(Du + θu)θs = −(8πG)Tsu + (γu + 12θs)θu + Θ̃
ab
s Θuab − (da + 2aua)ωa (6.17)
where we have used the fact that uaωa = ubu
cDcu
b = ub ω
cDcu




a for a vector V a which is tangent to S.
6.1.3 Conservation of Momentum
The conservation of momentum equation is found by instead projecting (6.15) in the spatial
direction as
(DbS
ba)qac = −Tsc (6.18)
where Tsc ≡ saTac and it is understood that the index c represents components tangent to
S. Tsc represents the momentum flux density across the screen. Again using (6.11) we can
expand (6.18) as







































= duωc + θuωc
4 = −Db[(γu + 12θs)q
ba]qac















where εab is the antisymmetric part of Θuab. All together we have that
(8πG)Tsc = θsauc + (
3
2
θuqbc + Θ̃ubc + εbc)ω
b + duωc− (dc + auc)(γu + 12θs) +DbΘ̃
b
sc . (6.19)
6.1.4 The Radial Constraint
We also have a constraint equation for the rr component of the Einstein tensor coming
from the Gauss-Codazzi equations. The constraint is:
− 2Tabsasb =3R +HabHab −H2 . (6.20)
Using (6.10) and the fact that ωau
a = 0 we find that this reduces to the following condition:
−2Tabsasb =3R + (Θsab + ωaub + ωbua − γuuaub)(θabs + ωaub + ωbua − γuuaub)− (γu + θs)2
=3R + Θsabθ
ab
s − 2ω2 + γ2u − γ2u − 2γuθs − θ2s
=3R + Θ̃sabθ
ab
s − 2ω2 − 2γuθs − 12θ
2
s . (6.21)
The d-dimensional Ricci scalar evaluated on a (d− 1)-dimensional surface is
dR =d−1R + ε(K2 −KabKab) + 2ε∇a(nb∇bna − na∇bnb) (6.22)
where Kab is the extrinsic curvature of the (d− 1) surface defined by the normal vector na,
which is normalized to n2 = ε. In the case of the surfaces Σ and S, the normal vector is
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ua, the extrinsic curvature is Θuab, and ε = −1, so we have that










u − 2(da + aua)aau + 2θ̇u (6.23)
The constraint equation thus becomes (having reintroduced the factor 8πG):
−(16πG)Tss =2R + 32θ
2




s − 2(da + aua)aau − 2ω2 − 2γuθs − 12θ
2
s
With the gravity equations in hand, we can proceed with discussing conservation of
momentum and energy for a relativistic viscous fluid, which we will derive in the next
section.
6.2 Relativistic Hydrodynamics
As discussed earlier, there are already a number of contexts in which the geometric features
of boundaries within a spacetime can be understood to have fluid-like properties. With
the exception of the fluid/gravity correspondence and AdS/CFT, all of those examples
draw analogues between gravitational features and Newtonian fluids. For example, in the
membrane paradigm the conservation equations for the stretched horizon are shown to be
in correspondence with the Navier-Stokes equations, a decidedly non-relativistic proxy for
the gravitational features of the black hole. This is also the case for earlier work involving
gravitational screens themselves. Our main goal here will be to elevate the fluid side of
these correspondences to the relativistic regime, placing it on an equal covariant footing
with the gravity side. We review some of the essential aspects of relativistic hydrodynamics,
and study the covariant conservation laws for a relativistic hydrodynamic system. We refer
the reader to a number of texts that give much more substantial treatments of the subjects
discussed herein [205–208].
At all times we assume that the time scales of the system’s dynamics are large compared
to the time scales of the microscopic physics, and that each fluid element is small enough
to be locally in thermodynamic equilibrium, while at the same time containing a large
enough number of particles that microscopic dynamics are averaged out. We denote the
rest-mass density of the fluid with ρ, the fluid four-velocity with ua (which is normalized
to uaua = −1), and the fluid acceleration with aa = ub∇bua (which also satisfies aaua = 0).
Describing the fluid at the statistical level is the Lorentz invariant distribution function
f = f(x, p), which gives the particle number density in phase space at time t, and depends
on the properties of the microscopic constituents of the fluid. Though we will largely
bypass the direct use of the distribution function, it plays an important role in defining
various quantities at the statistical level.
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Our understanding of relativistic fluid systems is broadly separated into two regimes,
equilibrium and non-equilibrium (dynamical, or dissipative) systems. The study of systems
at equilibrium is especially appealing because the laws of thermodynamics can be easily
formulated, and adiabatic or quasistatic processes allow us to move from one equilibrium
state to another in a way that is often physically reasonable. Indeed, a great number of
physical systems possess a separation of scales (usually in the temporal sense) that allows
for such an equilibrium description. In the context of gravity, equilibrium thermodynamics
encompasses the celebrated ‘laws of black hole thermodynamics’ formulated by Bardeen,
Hawking, and Carter, and has led to entire fields of research into the thermodynamic
behaviour of black holes [11]. However, where dynamical processes are concerned (such
as the formation/evaporation of a black hole) we often find ourselves in a regime where
the first law fails to provide an adequate description. From the fluid perspective, such
non-equilibrium scenarios fall into the dissipative regime, where viscous effects and heat
fluxes lead to entropy production in the fluid. These far from equilibrium scenarios are the
ones we seek to eventually understand, and will require the machinery of non-equilibrium
hydrodynamics, though we focus mainly on equilibrium phenomena in this chapter.
Our discussion begins with the relativistic conservation laws, which can be constructed
from various moments of the distribution function f . The first moment of the distribution
function gives the number density current Na and rest-mass density current Ja of the fluid,







= nua , Ja = mNa = ρua . (6.24)







In the absence of sources, the rest-mass density current and stress-energy tensor are both
divergence-free, leading to the covariant conservation laws for a generic relativistic fluid,
∇aT ab = 0 , ∇aJa = 0 (6.26)
while conservation of rest-mass is expressed by the continuity equation,
∇aNa = ∇a(ρua) = 0 (6.27)
These equations may of course be supplemented on their right hand side by source terms
if appropriate. In practice the relativistic equilibrium distribution function f is unknown,
but we can avoid using it by instead specifying the stress-energy tensor directly, taking the
covariant conservation laws as a starting point3.
Finally, the number density current Na and entropy density current sa (we give precise
meaning to this quantity in the following section) for the non-perfect fluid can be written
3Likewise, (6.26) is easily derived if f is known.
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as
Na = nua + na , (6.28)
sa = sua + sa , (6.29)
where na and sa are the non-equilibrium contributions to the currents and vanish for a
perfect fluid. The picture presented here is valid in both flat and curved spacetime in any
dimension.
6.2.1 Thermodynamical Laws
Hydrodynamic systems of the variety described above are of course thermodynamic systems,
and have well defined behaviour captured by the laws of thermodynamics. The laws of
thermodynamics provide information about how the thermodynamic properties of a fluid
change when the system evolves in a quasi-static equilibrium. In this section, we derive
some useful thermodynamic relations that will be used throughout this chapter.
We begin with first law of thermodynamics, which captures how various physical pro-
cesses (such as heat exchange with the environment, through work being done on the
system, or through the creation/destruction of fluid components) lead to changes in a sys-
tem’s internal energy U . For a relativistic fluid, the first law of thermodynamics in the
fluid’s rest frame is the same as the first law in flat space, and takes the form
dU = TdS − pdV + µdN , (6.30)
where T is the temperature of the system, S is the entropy, p is the pressure, V is the
volume, N is the number of fluid particles, and µ is the chemical potential. This is the
same form of the first law encountered in Chapter 1, which can easily generalized to include
other species of particles (for multi-component fluids) or other thermodynamic potentials.
Many useful relations can be extracted directly from (6.30) through scaling arguments. In
particular, let us express the internal energy U as a function of V, S and N . Since these
are extensive4 quantities, a rescaling of V, S,N corresponds to a rescaling of U as
U(λV, λS, λN) = λU(V, S,N) . (6.31)
Differentiating with respect to λ gives:
V ∂λVU(λV, λS, λN) + S∂λSU(λV, λS, λN) +N∂λNU(λV, λS, λN) = U(V, S,N) (6.32)
Setting λ = 1 and using (6.30) gives
U = TS − pV + µN . (6.33)
4Extensive quantities are represented by homogeneous functions of degree 1, satisfying f(λx) = λf(x).
Intensive quantities (such as temperature) are homogeneous functions of degree 0, such that f(λx) = f(x).
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This is the so-called Euler relation which we will use extensively. Dividing through by V
we obtain
e+ p = Ts+ µn (6.34)
which is the Euler relation expressed in terms of the internal energy density e = U/V ,
entropy density s = S/V , and number density n = N/V . Taking the differential of the
Euler relation and using the first law again we arrive at:
dp = sdT + ndµ . (6.35)
This is the Gibbs-Duhem relation which expresses the fact that the intensive variables p, T, µ
are not independent. This equation reduces the number of independent thermodynamic
degrees of freedom in the system by one5. Finally, we can combine the Euler relation and







which is valid when the number density is a constant (dn = 0).
The Second Law
One of our primary goals is to obtain a useful notion of entropy for gravitating systems
through the properties of the holographic fluid. To this end, we require a geometric version
of the second law of thermodynamics, which we demand that any physically reasonable
fluid system must satisfy. From a kinetic theory point of view, the microscopic origin of the
second law is encoded in the so-called relativistic H-theorem, which arises from conditions
on the relativistic collision integral and states that
∂Hµ
∂xµ















where f is the distribution function. For an equilibrium distribution function f0, equality
is achieved. Away from equilibrium, ∂H
µ
∂xµ




= 0. This is the content of the second law of thermodynamics. Because
Hµ is defined in terms of the distribution function we can use it to define the fluid entropy
















AH and BH are constant coefficients that capture, respectively, the Newtonian and quan-








5Thermodynamic degrees of freedom are independent intensive variables/coordinates.
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where g(s) = 2s+ 1 is the degeneracy factor6 arising from internal spin degrees of freedom
and the ± accounts for Fermi (+) and Bose (−) statistics. The second law of thermo-
dynamics can now be written in terms of the entropy current. Consider integrating Sa
















d4x ≥ 0 , (6.41)
where the divergence theorem was used. Since the surfaces can be chosen arbitrarily, the
second law is the condition that
∇aSa ≥ 0 . (6.42)
One rarely works at the level of the distribution function f , as it is often computationally
impossible to track its evolution. Instead, adopting a more macroscopic point of view, it
is useful to write the entropy current as




such that for a perfect fluid Ra = 0 and equality is achieved in (6.42). Deviations from
equality (entropy production) are thus captured by the dissipative part Ra, which should
be built from the non-equilibrium parts of the stress-energy tensor. We comment further
on this in Section 7.2 after introducing the concept of the perfect and non-perfect fluids.
6.2.2 Perfect Fluids
We first consider the relativistic perfect (sometimes called ‘ideal’) fluid, seeking the con-
servation laws that govern its evolution. In the case of a perfect fluid, there are no viscous
effects or heat flux, and the pressure tensor is diagonal. As a result, there is no entropy
production and the fluid is at equilibrium. For a fluid living on the surface Σ with metric
hab this stress-energy tensor takes the form
T ab = (e+ p)uaub + phab , (6.44)
where e is the internal energy density of the fluid and p is the isotropic (equilibrium)
pressure. For a perfect fluid, the velocity ua is uniquely defined as the vector parallel to
the density flux Ja, and defines a frame that is comoving with the fluid called the Eckart
frame. Conservation of number density gives
∇a(nua) = ua∇an+ n∇aua = ∇un+ θn = ṅ+ θn = 0 . (6.45)
6For massless constituent particles one should instead use g(s) = 2s+ 1.
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The divergence of the stress-energy tensor is
∇aT ab = (e+ p)ua∇aub + (e+ p)ub∇aua + uaub∇a(e+ p) + hab∇ap .
Projecting this along the fluid velocity ua gives the energy conservation equation:
ub∇aT ab = (e+ p)ubua∇aub + (e+ p)ubub∇aua + ubuaub∇a(e+ p) + ubhab∇ap
= −(e+ p)θ − ua∇a(e+ p) + ua∇ap
= −(e+ p)θ − ė = 0 , (6.46)
where we have used ubu
a∇aub = 0 in the first and second line and defined ẋ ≡ ua∇ax.
Projecting in the direction orthogonal to ua (given by the metric q
ab = hab + uaub) gives
the conservation of momentum equation





b + dcp = 0 , (6.47)
where we have used that qabu
b = 0 and defined dax = qc
a∇ax. The relativistic conservation
equations for number density, energy, and momentum are thus:
ṅ+ nθ = 0 (6.48)
ė+ (e+ p)θ = 0 (6.49)
(e+ p)qcbu̇
b + dcp = 0 (6.50)
In 2 + 1 dimensions, this is a set of 4 equations for the 5 unknowns representing the fluid.
Equations (6.48) and (6.49) are scalar equations while (6.50) is a vector equation with 3
components, one of which is equivalent to the normalization condition uaua = −1. The
final ingredient needed to close the system is the equation of state. This is a (usually
phenomenological) relationship between the state variables that arises from microscopic
interactions within the fluid, and is typically cast in the form p = p(ρ, e). The equation of
state can in principle be derived from the distribution function if one knows the microscopic
physics, though often it suffices to assume a particular equation of state based on the
macroscopic features of the system being considered. In Section 7.1, we further clarify the
role of the equation of state in the screen formalism.
6.2.3 Non-Perfect Fluids
Let us turn to the case where viscous effects and heat fluxes are present and write the full
relativistic conservation equations. In the presence of heat flux and viscous effects, the
definition of the local rest frame of the fluid is ambiguous [209]. We adopt the so-called
Eckart frame, where ua is parallel to the density current, so that the continuity equation is
the same as for the perfect fluid case. We can decompose the stress tensor, number density,
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and entropy density for the non-perfect fluid into equilibrium (perfect) and non-equilibrium
(non-perfect) parts as follows:
T ab = T abeq + ∆T
ab Na = Naeq + ∆N
a Sa = Saeq + ∆S
a (6.51)





a, and T abeq represent the equilibrium contributions that yield equations (6.48) to
(6.50). The non-equilibrium parts are
∆T ab = εuaub + πh̃ab + uaqb + ubqa + Πab (6.52)
∆Na = ηua + na (6.53)
∆Sa = σua + sa (6.54)
where ε is the internal viscous energy, π is the dynamic pressure (the difference between
the total pressure and pressure at equilibrium), Πab is the anisotropic (or viscous) stress
tensor, qa is the heat (or thermal momentum) flux orthogonal to ua, na is the number
density current, η is the non-equilibrium contribution to the number density, and σ is the
non-equilibrium contribution to the entropy density. Πab, qa, and π are the thermodynamic





cd − (p+ π)qab ,






The full stress-energy tensor for the non-perfect fluid can be written:
T ab = (e+ ε)uaub + (p+ π)qab + uaqb + ubqa + Πab (6.56)
Conservation of mass gives:
0 = ∇aNa = ∇a(Naeq + ∆Na)
= ∇a(nua) +∇a(ηua + na)
= n∇aua + ua∇an+ η∇aua + ua∇aη +∇ana
= ṅ+ nθ + ηθ + η̇ + (da + u̇a)n
a (6.57)
Conservation of stress-energy gives:
0 = ∇aT ab = ∇a
[
(e+ ε)uaub + (p+ π)(gab + uaub) + uaqb + ubqa + Πab
]
= uaub∇a(e+ ε+ p+ π) + (u̇b + ubθ)(e+ ε+ p+ π) + gab∇a(p+ π) + qbθ
+ ua∇aqb + qa∇aub + ub∇aqa +∇aΠab (6.58)
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Projected in the direction of ua, (6.58) gives the conservation of energy equation
0 = ub∇aT ab =− ua∇a(e+ ε+ p+ π)− (e+ ε+ p+ π)θ + ua∇a(p+ π) + ubqbθ
+ ubu
a∇aqb + ubqa∇aub −∇aqa + ub∇bΠab
=− (ė+ ε̇)− (e+ ε+ p+ π)θ − (da + 2u̇a)qa + Πabσab (6.59)
where we used the fact that uaΠ
ab = uaq
a = ubq
a∇aub = 0, ∇aqb = (da+ u̇a)qb and defined
σab = d<aub> as the shear tensor. Finally, projecting (6.58) into directions orthogonal to
ua gives the conservation of momentum equation
0 = qcb∇aT ab = qcb(u̇b + ubθ)(e+ ε+ p+ π) + qcbgab∇a(p+ π) + qcbqbθ + qcbua∇aqb
+ qcbq
a∇aub + qcb∇aΠab




















θq ba − u̇aub
)












where we have used the decomposition ∇aub = ωab+σab+ 12θqab−u̇aub. This decomposition
breaks the covariant derivative of the fluid four-velocity into the antisymmetric twist or
vorticity tensor ωab, the symmetric trace-free shear tensor σab, and the expansion scalar
θ. This decomposition is useful in that the irreducible parts of ∇aub have straightforward
physical interpretations. Consider an ideal spherical fluid element X , which consists of a
large number of fluid molecules in equilibrium. The twist ωab describes rotations of the fluid
element about a principal axis in the local frame, the shear σab induces volume-preserving
deformations of X that also preserve the principal axes, and the expansion θ describes
deformations that change the volume of the fluid element while retaining its shape.
To summarize, the conservation of mass, energy, and momentum equations for the
relativistic non-perfect fluid are (respectively):
0 = ṅ+ nθ + ηθ + η̇ + (da + u̇a)n
a (6.61)
0 = −(ė+ ε̇)− (e+ ε+ p+ π)θ − (da + 2u̇a)qa + Πabσab (6.62)














Having derived equations (6.62) and (6.63) representing conservation of energy and mo-
mentum for a relativistic fluid, and equations (6.17) and (6.19) representing the same for
a gravitational screen, we can now see that they in fact take on the exact same form,
with each geometric variable describing the screen possessing a direct analogue in the fluid
system. We now show the conservation of momentum and energy equations side by side:
Energy conservation
0 = −Duθs − θuθs + (γu + 12θs)θu + Θ̃
ab
s Θuab − (da + 2auc)ωa − (8πG)Tsu
0 = (ė+ ε̇) + (e+ ε)θ + (p+ π)θ − Πabσab + (da + 2u̇c)qa
Momentum conservation
0 = θsauc − (dc + auc)(γu + 12θs) +DbΘ̃
b
sc + duωc + (
3
2
θuqbc + Θ̃ubc + εbc)ω
b − (8πG)Tsc




θqac + σac + ωac
)
qa
There appears to be a freedom in the choice of sign in the identifications above. This
fixed by observing that the terms Tsu and Tsc, which represent respectively the energy and
momentum flux across the screen, appear to be unaccounted for in the fluid description.
Indeed, this is because we initially took the hydrodynamic conservation laws (6.26) to be
source-free, resulting in the vanishing left hand side of equations (6.62) and (6.63). It
is clear now that non-zero Tsu or Tsc will manifest themselves as non-zero source terms
in (6.26). These terms have a natural interpretation, as any energy-momentum flux into
(or out of) the screened region would necessitate a change in the fluid’s energy-momentum
density, which is achieved by the source (or sink) terms. Consistently matching these
source terms to the fluxes above and taking into account the direction chosen for the
surface normals fixes the sign of the identifications.
The final step is to introduce a time flow vector ta with a dual t∗a describing the choice
of time foliation, which will be normal to the sphere S and normalized to
t2 = −f 2 , t∗2 = f 2 (6.65)
where f is the lapse. Choosing7 a frame such that
ta = fua t∗a = fsa (6.66)
allows us to define the rescaled geometric quantities:
γt ≡ fγu Θt ≡ fθs Θt∗ ≡ fθs θt ≡ fθs θt∗ ≡ fθs (6.67)
7Note that in general, ua may not be parallel to ta. This will be the case whenever ua is hypersurface
orthogonal (the twist vanishes), a choice that will suffice for the examples we consider in Chapter 7.
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Multiplying (6.17) and (6.19) by f 2 and rescaling the quantities as defined above, we finally
arrive at the correspondence:

















We now turn to the main features of the dictionary. In this picture, the fluid energy
density e is related to the rate of expansion of outgoing radial null geodesics at the bound-
ary. The 2D fluid pressure p is now identified with γt+
1
2
θt∗ , in contrast with the membrane
paradigm and non-relativistic screen formalism, where it is simply γt [189,196]. The pres-
sure can thus vanish for non-trivial screen geometries leading to complex thermodynamic
behaviour. The fluid expansion θ is directly related to the expansion in the time direction
of the screen. The intuition is clear: if the screen expands in the spatial direction, the 2D
volume available to the fluid increases, and the fluid expands. Neither the number density
n nor the fluid particle rest mass m map to a gravitational analogue, so that the rest-mass
density ρ = nm of the fluid remains undetermined from the dictionary. This is perhaps
expected, as we are working at a classical, macroscopic level. One can understand the
ambiguity by considering a distant observer viewing a screened region: their gravitational
probe would be unable to distinguish between a fluid with n = 1
2
and m = 2 from one with
n = 2 and m = 1
2
.
A new feature appearing in our work is the fluid twist or kinematic vorticity ωab which
is equal to the twist εab of the screen observers. The fluid twist measures rigid rotations
of fluid lines with respect to the local inertial rest frame. In contrast to the Newtonian
case, the relativistic kinematic vorticity does not fully capture the phenomenon of rela-
tivistic vorticity. This is related to the fact that relativistic hydrodynamics does not have
a straightforward Newtonian limit [209]. Traditionally, quasi-local approaches to studying
gravitational thermodynamics use shell observers whose 4-velocities are hypersurface or-
thogonal, avoiding the complications introduced by a non-vanishing twist. For the screen
constructions we consider in Chapter 7, this will turn out to be sufficient, but it is nice to
have incorporated the twist here for applications to rotating screens, where it will certainly
play a role. We also note the appearance of the non-equilibrium contributions to the en-
ergy and pressure, ε and π, to the fluid side of (6.68), which do not appear in the perfect
fluid case (6.14). No new contributions that might correspond with ε and π appear on
the gravity side. Clearly, these are absorbed into the expansion and normal acceleration,
but is not clear what the appropriate splitting should be. This can likely be determined
by considering a dynamic process such as a null shell collapsing onto an otherwise static
screen, where the distinction between equilibrium and dynamic effects is obvious.
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Now that we have a precise relationship between the gravitational variables represent-
ing the evolution of our screen, and the thermodynamic variables representing the fluid,
we can investigate different screen evolutions and background geometries. We are par-
ticularly interested in determining which situations allow for the construction of physical
screens, how the properties of various screen fluids differ from those encountered in non-
gravitational settings, and which thermodynamic considerations should be used as guides
in formulating a consistent duality between geometry and hydrodynamics.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have given the relativistic completion of the gravitational screen formal-
ism first presented in [196], and constructed the map between geometric variables describ-
ing the evolution of the screen Σ and the thermodynamic variables describing a relativistic
fluid system. With the formalism in place, we can consider explicit screen constructions
and examine the properties of the fluids that arise. We can also assign a geometric inter-
pretation to phenomena appearing in relativistic hydrodynamic systems, with the eventual
goal of providing a quasi-local measure of gravitational entropy and energy through the
‘holographic’ boundary fluid.
Of course much remains to be understood concerning the formalism presented above,
especially in the context of time-evolving screens. We have notably omitted the discussion
of how one should incorporate non-orthogonal boundaries, and the implications of a non-
vanishing twist when deviating from hypersurface orthogonality. Another important task
is to make contact with other well-known results from hydrodynamics. Here we have
focused on the essentials, conservation of energy and momentum, but in principle with the
dictionary in hand, many other gravity equations can be translated into their hydrodynamic
counterparts (and vice versa). For example, in the non-relativistic case one can show that
the radial constraint appearing in Section 6.1.4 can be mapped to the dynamical Young-
Laplace equation that appears in the study of capillary systems [196]. This equation is
purely Newtonian, so in our case we should seek the appropriate relativistic generalization.
The answer is likely given by the Darmois-Israel formalism [210], though it remains to
be seen what fluid interpretation will be given to the screen variables in this relativistic
context.
We would also like to examine the extent to which these screens are in fact holographic,
namely, are there enough degrees of freedom present in the fluid description to reconstruct
uniquely the bulk interior geometry? As Σ is not achronal, it is not obvious how the
initial-value problem should be cast. The usual theorem concerning the well-posedness of
the initial value problem for Cauchy surfaces (See [56] for example) cannot be extended
to null surfaces, much less timelike surfaces. Only recently has the initial value problem
for timelike surfaces been explored [211,212]. Of course, we take the perspective here that
the background geometry is known a priori, but this is certainly an area that requires
more exploration. Finally, as we have mentioned, we will eventually need to consider
dynamic processes to fully disentangle the dynamic fluid variables from their equilibrium
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parts. With these questions in mind, we will now move on to the direct application of
(6.68). In the next chapter, we will concern ourselves with the simplest examples of screen
constructions to demonstrate how the formalism can be applied, and comment on some of




In this chapter, we will explore various concrete applications of the dictionary (6.68).
We will be particularly interested in the extent to which these screens have fluids with
‘sensible’ thermodynamic properties, what kinds of geometries can be encoded by physical
fluids, and what equations of state they possess. Only single-component fluids will be
considered here, and we ignore the internal gravitational interaction. We emphasize that
this chapter is largely exploratory in nature, and there are many open questions concerning
the interpretation of the screen’s fluid properties. We aim to demonstrate how these
properties are determined in the most salient examples, discuss the interpretation of the
results, and comment on future applications and developments for the screen formalism.
In Section 7.1, we briefly discuss the role of the equation of state in our construction,
and its geometric interpretation. In Section 7.2, we construct the gravitational analogue
of the second law, and comment on the link between entropy production in the fluid
and gravitational wave propagation in the bulk. Finally, in Section 7.3 we apply the
gravitational screen formalism to a number of different scenarios, focusing primarily on
static, spherically symmetric backgrounds and screen geometries. We explicitly construct
the screens and determine their equations of state, along with the temperature and entropy
of the screen fluids. We close by highlighting what we have learned and promising directions
for future research.
7.1 Equations of State
The system described by (6.26) has more degrees of freedom than equations. To close the
system we require an equation of state, which describes the relationship between global
thermodynamic variables that arises from microscopic interactions within the fluid, usually
in the form p = p(ρ, e). This can be derived from the distribution function if one knows
the microscopic physics, though often it suffices to assume a particular equation of state
based on the macroscopic features of the system being considered. With the dictionary in
hand, we can assign a geometric interpretation to the equation of state for the screen fluid.
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Examining (6.68), it is clear that from the gravity point of view the equation of state
will be uniquely determined by the expansion θs and normal acceleration γu, which are in
turn determined by the screen geometry and evolution (the unit normal and tangent vectors
sa and ua, along with the 2-metric qab). This allows for two approaches: we can either fix
the screen geometry, and ask what equation of state is required to support that geometry,
or fix the equation of state, and determine what screen geometry/evolution arises from it.
We will tend towards the former, assuming a given background geometry and determining
the extent to which physically reasonable fluids can describe the geometry. Note that non-
trivial time evolution for the boundary (such as an expanding screen) generically leads to
time-dependent equations of state, as we will see in Section 7.3.2. Though uncommon, such
equations of state appear in some attempts at modelling the expansion of the universe, see
[213,214] for example. Note that the equation of state for the screen fluid, being completely
determined by the chosen geometry/evolution, will not be affected by our prescription for
assigning a temperature and entropy to the screen fluid. These variables do not have
gravitational analogues in our dictionary, and require additional input to determine.
7.2 Entropy Production
Though we focus primarily on equilibrium scenarios here, it is interesting to discuss the
origin of entropy production in non-equilibrium situations. In relativistic fluids this comes
from two primary sources, viscous dissipation and heat fluxes, the presence of which lead
to deviations from equilibrium. Using the dictionary (6.68), we eventually hope to map
these sources of entropy production directly to the geometry of the screen/spacetime.
As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the statement of the second law of thermodynamics is
that the total entropy of the fluid never decreases, such that




where Ra has non-zero divergence and is a function of the thermodynamic fluxes π, qa,
and πab. The equilibrium state of a fluid is characterized by the absence of such transport
phenomena, with π = qa = πab = 0. In this case R
a = 0, leading to strict equality in
(7.1) and a perfect fluid description. Though Ra can in principle be determined from the
full distribution function, this is generally not done. Instead, the form of Ra depends
on which description of non-perfect fluids is used. A common framework for discussing
relativistic dissipative fluids is Classical Irreversible Thermodynamics (CIT), in which a
linear dependence of Ra on the thermodynamic fluxes is assumed. Upon imposing all the
relevant constraints, one can show that the most general form of the entropy current for
such “first-order” theories is [215]










Πabσab + πθ + q
a(Da lnT + aa)
)
, (7.3)
where we have used the continuity equation and conservation of energy. The first two
terms capture the entropy production due to viscous dissipation, while the rest describe
entropy changes due to heat fluxes. The simplest possible constraints on the right-hand
side that satisfy the inequality are
π = −ζθ (7.4)
qa = −κT (Da lnT + aa) (7.5)
Πab = −2ησab (7.6)
These represent the constitutive relations of CIT, where κ is the thermal conductivity, ζ
is the bulk viscosity coefficient, and η is the shear viscosity coefficient. When translated





Θ̃abs Θuab + ζθ
2
t − ωa(Da lnT + aa)
)
. (7.7)
The first term suggests that viscous dissipation in the fluid maps to gravitational wave
production in the bulk, since this quantity is related to the Weyl tensor Cabcd in the null
limit. It would be interesting to examine a screen in a gravitational wave background to
study precisely how the rate of entropy generation is tied to the wave propagation in the
bulk.
The second term in (7.7) expresses dissipation arising from the screen expansion, while
the last term is a source term that captures entropy changes due to heat fluxes in the fluid,
which come from matter/energy fluxes through the screen. Sa and T can only be identified
with a gravitational analogue once the equation of state (i.e. screen evolution) is fixed. As
we will see, spherically symmetric screens in static, spherically symmetric spacetimes have
screen fluids with no heat flux or viscous dissipation.
CIT represents the simplest dissipative framework, with only linear departures from
equilibrium. Inherit to CIT are superluminal diffusion speeds and instabilities, though it
has proven extremely useful in Newtonian regimes and reproduces the correct equilibrium
behaviour of fluids. One can consider higher-order contributions to the dissipative flux
Ra to resolve the issues with CIT, as is done in the Israel-Stewart formalism [216]. Here,
contributions to Ra which are second-order in the dissipative fluxes are included, giving
enough freedom to cure the causality and stability issues of CIT (though the higher-order
terms often lack a simple physical interpretation). In future work, we hope to translate
well-known results from these frameworks into the gravity picture, and present a clearer
geometric interpretation of the dissipative terms that give rise to entropy production.
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7.3 Static, Spherically Symmetric Screens
In the remaining sections, we focus on the application of the formalism described above to
explicit screen constructions. We start with the general static, spherically symmetric case
in four dimensions. We consider a screen Σ whose spatial sections S are 2-spheres of fixed
areal radius r, and a spherically symmetric bulk metric gab with the general form





dθ2 + sin2θ dφ2
)
. (7.8)
Let f = f(r). The time evolution of S is represented by the timelike hypersurface Σ, whose
metric defined in terms of the spacelike normal vector sa = [0, f
−1, 0, 0] is
hab = gab − sasb = −f 2dt2 + r2
(









−f ′f 2, 0, rf, rf sin2θ
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where f = f(r) and primes denote derivatives with respect to r. Recall from Section 6.1
















2f ′ + rf (7.12)
Sφφ = r
2f ′ sin2 θ + rf sin2 θ
We now choose ua = [−f, 0, 0, 0] to be the timelike vector field tangent to Σ normalized to
uau
a = −1. Recall also that the twist vanishes in the spherically symmetric case and that
uas
a = 0. The extrinsic geometry of S is given by
Θuab = 0, Θsab = diag [0, 0, rf, rf sin
2θ] (7.13)
where the trace parts are




The normal one-form representing the fluid momentum density is
ωA = q
a
A (sb∇aub) = 0 , (7.15)
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and the normal accelerations are
γs ≡ −ubsa∇asb = 0 , γu ≡ sbua∇aub = f ′ . (7.16)
Rescaling the above according to (6.67) and using the dictionary (6.68) it is straightforward
to translate these quantities to their fluid counterparts. We summarize the results in the
table below.



















Fluid Expansion (θ) θt 0




Viscous Stress (Πab) −Θtab 0
Shear (σab) Θ̃t∗ab diag[0, 0, rf
2, rf 2 sin2 θ]
What can be said about the general properties of a fluid described by the table above?
From the fluid point of view, entropy production comes from two sources, viscous dissipa-
tion and heat flux. As we have seen, the (local) entropy production rate for the fluid in





Θ̃abs Θuab + ζθ
2
t − ωa(Da lnT + aa)
)
. (7.17)
Notice in particular that for static screens in static, spherically symmetric spacetimes,
Πab ∼ Θuab) = 0, so there is no viscous dissipation, and since there is no heat flux,
qa ∼ ωa = 0, there is no entropy production. A perfect fluid description will therefore arise
in all static, spherically symmetric background geometries. Notice also that this means
the constitutive relation is Θs(Θu) = 0 which is the constitutive relation of a fluid with
vanishing shear viscosity. The equation of state may however be highly non-trivial owing
to the functional forms of e and p. This will be clear when we specialize to particular
background geometries in the following sections.
7.3.1 Static Screens in Minkowski Space
Now let us take the results above and apply them to some explicit examples. We consider
first the simplest case of a static screen of fixed areal radius r in Minkowski space. We
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work in units where G = 1. The bulk metric (outside the screen) is simply
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (7.18)
The unit vectors tangent and normal to the screen are sa = [0, 1, 0, 0] and ua = [1, 0, 0, 0].
The screen has the following stress-energy tensor
Sab = diag [−2/r, 0, r, r sin2 θ] (7.19)
and bare geometric quantities





γs = 0 γu = 0 .
Since the fluid expansion θ vanishes (it is mapped to θu), equation (6.48) reduces to ṅ = 0
which implies that n = const. and we are justified in using (6.36). Using the dictionary,
the energy density and pressure of the screen fluid are found to be






The equation of state is therefore
e(p) = −2p ←→ p(e) = −1
2
e , (7.21)
which is the equation of state of a barotropic fluid1 This fluid has the familiar equation of
state from cosmology, p(e) = we with w = −1
2
, which appears in some quintessence and
k-essence models [208]. The strong and dominant energy conditions are satisfied, though
the speed of sound c2s = ∂p/∂e is imaginary, so classical perturbations are not supported.
In Figure 7.1 we plot e, p, and e+ p as a function of the screen radius r.
We can now use the Euler relation along with the first law (6.36) to determine the
entropy and temperature of the screen fluid. Two very different cases arise depending on
whether a chemical potential µ is included2 in the fluid description. We analyze these
separately as the limit µ→ 0 is subtle.
1A barotropic fluid is a fluid whose energy density depends on pressure only.
2Recall that µ has no gravitational analogue in our dictionary, and is thus unspecified.
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Figure 7.1: Energy density e and pressure p of the static, flat screen.
Vanishing chemical potential (µ = 0)
We begin with the case of vanishing chemical potential. This is reminiscent of a photon
fluid or non-interacting Bose-Einstein condensate, though the equations of state of those are
rather different than the one we see here. With no chemical potential, it is straightforward







→ s(e) = Ce2 . (7.22)
where C is a positive integration constant which we take to be unity. We can express this











→ T (e) = 1
2e
, T (r) = −2πr (7.24)
Figure 7.2 shows a plot of the temperature, entropy density, and total entropy of the screen
as a function of the screen radius r. The entropy density scales like ∼ r−2 so the total
screen entropy is independent of the size of the enclosed space. This is a reassuring since
from the outset we were hoping to somehow attribute the fluid entropy to the curvature
of the enclosed region.
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Figure 7.2: Temperature T , entropy density e, and total entropy S as a function of screen
radius r for the static, spherically symmetric screen in Minkowski space.
From Section 6.2.2, the conservation of energy and momentum equations for a perfect
fluid are
ė+ (e+ p)θ = 0 → θ̇s + (γu − 12θs)θu = 0




Notice that since θs and u
a are constant and θu = 0, the conservation equations are trivially
satisfied (as they should be). The temperature being negative is not particularly surprising
because e < 0 for any finite screen. That the fluid energy density is negative is a common
feature in such programs (indeed, in the membrane paradigm the identification e ∼ −θs
is the same), and arises from the binding energy associated with the gravitational field.
On the other hand, one can demand that the properties of the fluid resemble those of a
traditional one to the greatest extent possible, and explore the consequences of the demand.
That the energy density is negative is unavoidable, but perhaps a more sophisticated model
can give rise to positive temperature fluids. Next, we will examine whether a non-zero
chemical potential can resolve these issues.
Non-zero chemical potential (µ 6= 0)
With a non-zero chemical potential, the geometric properties of the screen are identical
to the preceding case; it is only the thermodynamic description that changes. In particular,








To solve this integral, we must specify the functional dependence of the chemical potential
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on r. Let us assume a constant chemical potential. We then find










↔ T (r) = −2πr
1 + 8πrµn
. (7.27)





Since r > 0 and n > 0, this implies that the fluid must have negative chemical potential,
as in most classical gases and in quantum bosonic gases. In Figure 7.3 we plot the entropy
density s, total entropy S, and temperature T for fixed r, showing that for a particular
choice of chemical potential there is a minimum screen radius that can be supported before
the temperature becomes negative, namely when µn = −1/8πr. The entropy density
approaches a constant value 4(µn)2 as r → ∞ and T approaches −1/4µn. The total























Figure 7.3: Total entropy S, entropy density s, and temperature T of a gravitational
screen at fixed radius in flat space with µn = −9. The dashed line corresponds to the
minimum supported screen radius, below which T < 0. e and T are rescaled to fit on the
graph.
It is clear that even in the absence of curvature, the screen entropy is non-zero and in
fact increases with the size of the region bounded by the screen. Of course, flat space is
scale-invariant, so it is surprising that there is a dependence at all on the screen radius. In
this way the example with µ = 0 is somehow more sensible, though the energy density of
the fluid there is still non-zero even though we have assumed a flat, vacuum spacetime.
The lesson appears to be the following: it does not make much sense to speak of
gravitational screens with physical boundary stress tensors in the absence of curvature. In
some ways this makes perfect sense. We are effectively excising a region of the spacetime
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when we impose the membrane-like conditions on the screen’s extrinsic curvature ([H]→
H), which now acts like a boundary in the spacetime. This necessarily induces a non-
trivial surface stress-energy due to the junction conditions, which an external observer
would find puzzling as the spacetime is presumed to empty in the first place, having no
gravitational content. Only a completely trivial fluid would then match their expectations.
That the total screen entropy grows with the size of the screened region indicates that
some kind of flat space background contribution is being counted, which one could hope
to remove through some renormalization procedure. However, one still has to deal with
the issue of scale invariance and the instability that occurs when the screen becomes too
small. Perhaps then, one can only assign thermodynamic meaning to the gravitational
screen when there is something non-trivial to screen, though certainly more work needs to
be done to understand the Minkowski example.
7.3.2 Accelerating Screens in Minkowski Space
In this section we briefly consider a spherically symmetric screen in flat space that is
accelerating radially outward with constant acceleration a to illustrate some difficulties
that arise for non-static screens. The metric outside the screen is
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2 (7.29)
The velocity of an observer on the screen is ua = [cosh(at), sinh(at), 0, 0] and the spacelike
unit normal to the screen is sa = [sinh(at), cosh(at), 0, 0]. The screen radius is r(t) =
a−1 cosh(at) with area A = 4πr(t)2. The stress-energy tensor of the screen is
Sab =

−2a cosh2(at) −2a tanh(at) 0 0































Θ̃sab = 0 Θ̃uab = 0
θs = 2a θu = 2a tanh(at)
γs = −a sinh(at) γu = a cosh(at)
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The energy density and pressure are therefore















This satisfies the perfect fluid conservation of energy equation










as well as conservation of momentum
(e+ p)qcbu̇
b + dcp = −(γu − 12θs)qcbu̇
b − dc(γu + 12θs) = 0
however notice that the equation of state p(e) is now time-dependent. Such equations of
state, though far less common than their time-independent counterparts, have recently been
considered in cosmology where dark energy is modelled as a fluid with an inhomogeneous
equation of state [217–219]. We note that constant acceleration is not required for this to
occur; a time-dependent equation of state is a generic feature of non-static screens. In the
present case, that screen observers experience a local acceleration a means that in principle
the screen temperature should be related to the Unruh temperature. We leave the analysis
of these types of screens for future work.
7.3.3 Schwarzschild Screens
We now turn to the important case of the Schwarzschild background, considering a gravi-
tational screen Σ with fixed areal radius r > 2m centered at the origin of the Schwarzschild
chart. We will focus here on the case of a non-zero chemical potential, and comment briefly
on the issues one encounters if µ = 0 is chosen. The background metric is





where m is the ADM mass of the black hole. The timelike unit vector tangent to the screen
is ua = [f−1, 0, 0, 0] and the spacelike unit normal to the screen is sa = [0, f, 0, 0]. The
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2f ′ + rf (7.33)
Sφφ = r
2f ′ sin2 θ + rf sin2 θ
and the bare geometric variables are





γs = 0 γu = f
′ .
This represents a fluid with









The figure below shows the behaviour of e and p as well as their sum e + p as a function
of the screen radius. The Schwarzschild case is rather more complex than the static flat
m
























Figure 7.4: Energy density e, pressure p, and enthalpy e+ p for a gravitational screen at
fixed radius outside of a Schwarzschild black hole of mass m = 1. The horizon is indicated
by a red dashed line.













There are two branches of solutions that must be considered together. Subscripts on













This is the equation of state of a barotropic fluid (as in the flat case) though the dependence
of pressure on energy density is no longer linear. Expanding p(e) for small m shows that
branch 1 limits to the flat case considered previously:
p1(e) ≈ −12e− 2e
2πm+O(m2) , p2(e) ≈ −
1
32πm
+ 2πe2m+O(m2) . (7.37)
As long as r > 2m, classical perturbations are supported by this fluid. At r = 4m, ∂e/∂p =
0 and so the sound speed cs diverges, indicating the fluid has become incompressible. We











1 + 32πme− 64πmµn
(7.38)












Figure 7.5: Equations of state e1(p) and e2(p) for the Schwarzschild screen, with m = 1.
The first branch has a well-defined m→ 0 limit while the second does not.
Evaluating the integral explicitly, the entropy density and temperature can be found as




































In Figure 7.6 we plot these as a function of screen radius for fixed mass and µn, along with
the total screen entropy S(r) which is just the density integrated over S.











Figure 7.6: Total entropy S(r), entropy density s(r) and temperature T of a gravitational
screen at fixed areal radius r in a Schwarzschild background with m = 1 and µn = −0.01.
T and S are rescaled to fit on the graph. The dashed red line corresponds to the event
horizon rh = 2m.
The temperature and entropy density approach constant values at large-r, while the
total entropy increases without bound (as in the flat case). As the screen fluid replaces the
interior of S, we interpret this entropy as the entropy of the screened region. However,
we still need to develop a renormalization/subtraction scheme to correctly remove the
‘vacuum’ contribution to the entropy arising in Minkowski space. The correct way to
account for the flat space contribution remains an open problem in our work. In any case,
what will remain true is that the entropy achieves a finite value at the horizon, which can
be normalized to give the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy through the integration constant
(which we had set equal to unity previously). Let us assume such a normalization, so that
s ≈ 1/4 for a screen very close to the horizon. The limit as Σ→ ∂H is a null limit where
ua → sa, and θu → 0. Close to the horizon, the expansion will be negligible compared to
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the normal acceleration γu. From the Euler relation
3 and the dictionary we have:












Let ε = r − 2m and perform a near-horizon expansion ε → 0. With the entropy density
defined above, this becomes
Ts ≈ 1
32πm
+O(ε) → T ≈ 1
8πm
(7.42)
which is just the usual Hawking temperature of the Schwarzschild black hole. This is
not surprising because in this limit the normal acceleration, which is equal to the surface
gravity κ, dominates over the expansion. In the null limit the temperature becomes exactly
T = 1/8πm. This limit coincides with the membrane paradigm, where a near horizon
expansion is assumed, while our formulation does not require the screen to be close to the
black hole. As the screen is pulled back from the horizon, the temperature defined above
receives corrections due to θt∗ becoming non-negligible. It remains an open question as to
what meaning to assign to the fluid temperature. Away from the horizon it is not simply
equal to the redshifted Hawking temperature, though it is comforting that our formalism
can incorporate well-known results from the special case of a horizon-like screen.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have given some explicit examples of screen constructions, focusing on
spherically symmetric and static examples. We have shown that for such cases, a perfect
fluid resides on the boundary Σ, whose equation of state is sensitive to the background
geometry. We have also shown that time-dependent screen evolution generically leads to
time-dependent equations of state, leaving the analysis of these situations for future work.
Though the interpretation of the Minkowski space screen is difficult, in a Schwarzschild
background things become more clear. We are able to consistently derive the equation of
state, temperature, and entropy of the screen fluid, noting that since we are working at the
purely classical level T and S can only be determined up to a constant. One approach to
arrive at an explicit result for these quantities is to take the limit as the screen approaches
a surface whose entropy is known. We show this in the case of the event horizon, where
the fact that we should obtain S = A/4G~ in the limit where the screen approaches the
horizon can be used to fix the normalization and determine the fluid temperature, which
is found to be the Hawking temperature.
We remark again on the fact that T and S are unspecified in the dictionary (6.68).
Though not surprising, this means that determining the entropy and temperature of the
screen fluid requires additional input. We appealed to the Euler relation to do so, noting
3Note that in the null limit we must have that µ→ 0 otherwise the temperature will receive a (constant)
correction +µn.
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that the inclusion of the chemical potential term µn was essential if one demands ‘reason-
able’ fluid properties. Of course, the screen fluid can never fully resemble a traditional
fluid; at the very least the energy density is negative owing to the attractive nature of the
gravitational interaction. This does not, however, prevent us from using the tools of rela-
tivistic hydrodynamics to examine the properties of such a fluid. One apparent subtlety in
our application of the Euler relation is important to mention. Recall that it was derived
not from the extensivity of S, V,N , but rather the assumption that the internal energy is
a homogeneous function of degree one in these variables. There are examples where this
is not the case, leaving the possibility of different constructions for T and S. This was
the case in Chapter 2, where a black hole in a finite radius cavity was shown to satisfy
e+ p = 2Ts instead, so the energy is a homogeneous function of degree one-half in S. To
avoid potential ambiguities in the choice of Euler relation, one can instead appeal to the
experience of local screen observers to assign a temperature to the fluid. For example, the
motion of fluid observers on the fixed-radius Schwarzschild screen is not geodesic. Near
the horizon, they appear to be locally Rinder observers, and in a semi-classical setting
can be expected to experience a temperature T = a/2π where a ∼ κ. This is also true
of the accelerating screen observers, and can perhaps be used as a guide for assigning a
temperature to the screen fluid without any assumptions about the Euler relation. We
leave this interesting possibility for future exploration.
This concludes our construction and first application of the relativistic gravitational screen
formalism. Though we have highlighted many open questions concerning its interpreta-
tion and technical construction, we hope to have also demonstrated the potential of the
framework in answering fundamental questions about the holographic nature of gravity.
We hope to eventually devise, in a consistent way, quasi-local notions of the entropy and
energy of arbitrary gravitational systems, and most of all, provide an avenue for under-




What have we learned?
In Part I of this thesis, we investigated the thermodynamics and phase structure of
a number of asymptotically de Sitter black hole solutions. In Chapter 1 we found that
in the Einstein-Maxwell case, uncharged black holes exhibit first-order HP transitions
with a locally stable supercooled region. Charged black holes showed pressure-dependent
compact small-large phase transitions indicated by a ‘swallowtube’ in F − T − P space,
whose coexistence line terminated in the P − T plane at two second-order critical points.
This swallowtube is a feature unique to de Sitter, and arises from the presence of the
cosmological horizon rather than the cavity. In Chapter 3, we showed that Born-Infeld
black holes exhibit this same swallowtube structure, though when the BI parameter b is
small, each constant-P slice contains a reentrant (small-large-small) phase transition. We
also demonstrated the first example of a radiation-black hole-radiation transition in the
grand canonical ensemble. In Chapter 4, we examined Schwarzschild-de Sitter black holes
with a conformally coupled scalar field. We found that HP transitions occur generically,
though the scalar field introduces a cosmic censorship bound which places restrictions on
the choice of cavity location. Finally, in Chapter 5 we investigated Gauss-Bonnet-de Sitter
black holes in D ≥ 5, where we found small-large transitions with a minimum temperature
when the GB coupling is positive.
In all cases we derived the various thermodynamic potentials that entered into the
appropriate generalizations of the first law, and verified that the Smarr relation can be
suitably extended. We also showed that the analogy between HP transitions and liquid-
gas van der Waals transitions are not as universal as once believed. Though ubiquitous in
AdS spacetimes, they appear to be absent in de Sitter, at least when a cavity is used as the
equilibrating mechanism. This is despite the fact that on the surface, the cavity appears
to play the same role as the asymptotic structure of AdS. The presence of the cavity
necessarily modifies the equation of state in a non-trivial way, such that the oscillations in
the P−V plane characteristic of the liquid-gas transition do not appear. More work should
be done to understand fully whether such transitions are possible. At the very least, we
have shown yet another example in which AdS is a truly unique space.
In Part II, we generalized the gravitational screen formalism by promoting the fluid side
to the relativistic, dissipative regime, and incorporated the twist εab on the gravity side. We
constructed the dictionary, relating in a consistent way the geometric and hydrodynamic
variables, and discussed the interpretation of the map. We showed how entropy production
is linked to gravitational wave generation, and provided an avenue for exploring higher-
order dissipative frameworks from a geometric point of view. We examined a number of
examples of screens, finding the equation of state of the holographic fluid and determining
its entropy and temperature. We found that in the limit as a screen approaches the horizon,
we formally recover the membrane paradigm, and can deduce that the temperature of the
black hole is approximately equal to the Hawking temperature, with corrections arising
from the separation between screen and horizon. We also show that the screen entropy
can be tied to the curvature of the exterior Schwarzschild geometry, though the question of
how to normalize this quantity remains unanswered. Finally, we demonstrated the critical
role the chemical potential plays in the holographic description.
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From a broader perspective, I hope to have convinced the reader that the study of the
thermodynamic aspects of gravity is worthwhile, interesting, and an essential part of our
journey towards a deeper understanding of the fundamental nature of reality. There are
three main lessons from the present work that I would like to emphasize.
The first is that in a thermodynamic context black holes possess an extremely rich and
interesting phenomenology, especially in their phase structure where many analogies to
everyday thermodynamic systems arise. That black holes display behaviour akin to the
evaporation of water, supercooling of helium, quark deconfinement, and much more, speaks
to the universality of the coarse graining procedure and the power of thermodynamics in
physics. We have also seen that gravity in many contexts behaves no differently than these
ordinary systems, despite the unique role the gravitational interaction takes on among the
fundamental forces. In this work we have shown that despite many technical difficulties,
these ideas and phenomena can indeed be extended to asymptotically de Sitter black holes,
which display an equally varied and interesting thermodynamic landscape.
The second is that there is much subtlety in even these equilibrium contexts, and one
should always be mindful of the physical interpretation of their framework (where possible).
My experience is that we are often too easily satisfied with the state of affairs once a notion
of equilibrium is available for our system, where it is often thinly disguised behind the first
law. In de Sitter, there are a number of ways to formally achieve equilibrium in the sense
that one has something resembling the first law, but the interpretation of such a law takes
on a dramatically different meaning in each context. Indeed, sometimes one doesn’t really
have equilibrium at all despite a first law appearing. Our cavity approach has a simple
physical interpretation: the black hole is being placed in a reflecting box. One could even
imagine some advanced civilization doing this in the laboratory. However, we have seen
that in many cases this reflecting box has a profound impact on the phenomenology. Many
situations where one might have guessed the thermodynamic behaviour would mirror the
AdS case turned out to be strikingly different. The broader lesson here is that one should
always be mindful of the assumptions that form the basis of the system at hand, and not
be hasty in judging two situations to be similar based on surface-level features.
The third is that much can be learned by looking for connections and relations between
disparate systems. Theoretical physics centers around constructing mathematical models
to explain observed phenomena, and these models are at some level nothing more than a
collection of labels with rules for their manipulation. Often times, when a simple relabelling
relates two models describing completely different systems (as was the case in Chapter 7),
it reveals profound and deep connections between those systems. This has proven to be
the case many times over (in the relationship between supergravity and conformal field
theory [4], between asymptotic symmetries and the gravitational memory effect [220], etc.)
often revealing an underlying unifying theory which explains both facets, as was the case
with electromagnetism. It is not surprising then that the greatest ideas and inspirations
often emerge at the intersection of different fields, and we should always strive to integrate
the vast pools of knowledge available from others into our own endeavours.
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Where do we go?
Though I have touched on many unresolved questions both conceptual and technical
throughout this work, there are three avenues of exploration that I would like to highlight
as being especially interesting and relevant for future investigation.
Rotating Black Holes
Much of our motivation for studying de Sitter black hole thermodynamics, especially
compared to the well-known AdS cases, comes from their astrophysical significance. As-
trophysical black holes are almost certainly of the Kerr-de Sitter variety; as nearly all
observable stars rotate [221], there is little reason to expect that a black hole would form
with zero angular momentum (at least, a vanishingly small probability of doing so). Clearly
then, we should extend our analysis to these Kerr-de Sitter black holes, the likes of which
have been studied extensively in asymptotically AdS space. Beyond the issues already
present in de Sitter, Kerr black holes complicate matters further as there is no real Eu-
clidean metric associated with a rotating black hole. One can consider complex metrics
which yield a real thermodynamic action, but the interpretation of such constructions is
not entirely clear [95]. The choice of cavity geometry is also more subtle. A natural choice
may be a set of zero angular momentum observers (ZAMOs), such that the cavity is ax-
isymmetric and rotating with the black hole. Such observers however do not rotate at the
same angular velocity as would be required for a heat bath to be in equilibrium with a
Kerr black hole. Exploring these questions will be an important step towards elevating our
understanding of thermodynamics in de Sitter space to the same degree that anti-de Sitter
space enjoys.
The Dual Description
As we have mentioned, there has been significant interest in the phase structure of
AdS black holes owing to their dual interpretation in AdS/CFT, though we stress that the
implication these exotic bulk transitions have for their corresponding boundary CFTs is
not often explored, and should be. Can we hope to learn something about strongly coupled
systems from de Sitter thermodynamics? There has been some work towards realizing a
dS/CFT correspondence in analogy with the well-known AdS/CFT examples [39], however
the situation is significantly more complicated for de Sitter. This stems from the serious
problems one faces when attempting to construct a stable de Sitter vacuum in string the-
ory, about which a number of no-go theorems have been formulated [222,223]. The issues
arise from the fundamental role that boundary correlators play in string theory; in AdS
the natural boundary is timelike, while in de Sitter the spatial sections are compact. Still,
there is at least one example of such a correspondence between bulk dS3 and a CFT on
the S2 at null infinity [39], though the precise form of the bulk theory is not known. In
any case, it is natural to ask what interpretation these Hawking-Page-like phase transitions
have in the context of dS/CFT, if they can at all be realized there (our cavity is at a finite
radius after all). This connection certainly warrants more exploration given the wealth of
insights we have gained from studying the AdS case.
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Unifying Frameworks
The gravitational screen formalism, being quite general in its construction, should be
able to realize many interesting limits. We have already shown (though not in explicit
detail) how one can recover the results of the membrane paradigm by taking the limit as
the gravitational screen approaches the event horizon of the black hole. Already in the
membrane paradigm, the first law of thermodynamics as discussed in Part I is manifest, so
in this sense the screen formalism can rather trivially recover known results from black hole
thermodynamics. In principle, we should be able to consider an appropriate limit where
the screen tends towards the boundary of some asymptotically anti-de Sitter space, and
in so doing recover the fluid/gravity correspondence as well. It will also be interesting to
examine how the screen construction relates to the cavity approach we pursued in Part I,
having a similar ‘boundary thermodynamics’ flavour. The explicit demonstration of these
various limits would serve to unify these opposing views on gravitational thermodynamics
into one coherent framework, something we hope to eventually achieve.
Non-equilibrium Systems
The study of black hole thermodynamics rests firmly in the realm of equilibrium ther-
modynamics. We operated at all times under the assumption that the timescales involved
(evaporation for example) are large compared to the typical equilibration timescale of the
system, assumed all evolution was quasi-stationary, and ignored entirely any backreactions
that might be present from Hawking radiation. Even in our treatment of gravitational
screens and their dual hydrodynamic interpretation, we focused mainly on static cases
where a perfect fluid (equilibrium) description arises. This leaves open many questions
(some of which we touched on in Chapter 7) about the nature of entropy production and
viscous dissipation, which arise from distinctly non-equilibrium processes. It is clear, how-
ever, that eventually nonequilibrium processes must be considered if we are to uncover the
statistical mechanical nature of gravitational entropy. Consider the example of Hawking
radiation, where the result TH = (8πm)
−1 is really just constraining the asymptotic form of
the density matrix at I+. It says little of the dynamics of the radiative process, yet many
of the apparent ‘paradoxes’ arise due to the equilibrium approximation, and are perhaps
resolved by moving away from this regime [224]. In our screen formalism, we saw that there
is an ambiguity in the splitting of the viscous and equilibrium parts of the pressure and
energy, something which undoubtedly will require us to consider dynamic processes where
these can hopefully be separated. The point is, only so much can be done at equilibrium.
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Closing Remarks
Above all else, I hope to have conveyed that the subject of black hole and gravitational
thermodynamics lies at the center of a dramatically interconnected web. Throughout my
work in this area, I have experienced a regular amazement at the frequency with which
concepts from different fields find application in unexpected areas. The most impactful
ideas often result from a confluence of knowledge from across these areas, while ignoring
(or lacking the ability to translate from) other fields has frequently stagnated progress. I
hope that my work here contributes in some small way to our collective understanding of
black holes and the gravitational interaction, and that I have perhaps added a strand or
two to the web of theoretical physics.
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Here we demonstrate the evaluation of the reduced action Ir for Einstein-Hilbert-
Maxwell gravity using an alternative method where the action is written as a total deriva-
tive, rather than being explicitly integrated. We begin with the action






















and the following ansatz for the metric in terms of the radial coordinate y ∈ [0, 1]:
ds2 = f(y)2dτ 2 + α(y)2dy2 + r(y)2dΩ2 (A.2)
The horizon is located at rh = r(0), and has topology S
2. The boundary has topology
S1 × S2, is located at y = 1, and has an S2 component (the cavity) with area 4πr2c , where
rc = r(1). The temperature of the boundary is given by the proper length of the circle S
1:
T−1 = β =
∫ 2π
0
f(1)dτ = 2πf(1) (A.3)







in order for the near-horizon geometry to be flat. With the constraints in place we first










R− 2Λ + F 2
)
(A.5)





















where primes indicate derivatives with respect to y. The field strength tensor is Fab =
∂aAb−∂bAa. For a static, spherically symmetric spacetime, the gauge freedom allows us to
write Aa = Aτ (y) with all other components vanishing. The boundedness of Aa at y = 0
and y = 1 requires




where φ ≡ φ(0) − φ(1) and k is a constant. With this, the Maxwell part of the action
reduces to:































Next we solve the Hamiltonian constraint Gτ τ + Λg
τ
τ − 8πT τ τ = 0 for Λ and insert it into















Now we turn to the boundary action. The electromagnetic boundary term makes no














K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the boundary surface, k is the metric on that
surface, and the subtraction term K0 is chosen such that I = 0 when m = 0. K is defined







where Kab = ka
ckb
d∇csd and kab = gab − sasb is the metric on the boundary. Using (A.12)













































Before proceeding further, we return to the Hamiltonian constraint, rewriting it as a total
170
derivative with respect to y:
Gτ τ + Λg
τ












































































The integration constant is found by requiring that the near-horizon geometry (the y − τ
plane near y = 0) be isometric to R2, and that the Euler number be χ = 2. With the












The second condition, along with (A.9) and the fact that r(0) = rh gives that









































We now use the conditions (A.17) along with integration by parts and the product rule



















































































As noted in the main text, we choose K0 such that the action vanishes when m = 0 (which










which is easily verified to be the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the boundary when
m = 0. With this choice we arrive at the reduced action:






















In this way, we avoid direct radial integration of the bulk action, which may be very difficult




Replacing Spacetime with Screens
Here we review the junction conditions that lead to boundary stress tensors in the
presence of metric discontinuities. We also clarify the difference between merely positing
a surface within a spacetime, and treating the surface as a boundary of that spacetime.
Consider a hypersurface Σ with normal vector field na which separates two regions V+
and V− of spacetime, with respective metrics g+ab and g
−







where Θ(l) is the Heaviside distribution and l is an affine parameter along congruence of
geodesics which orthogonally pierce the boundary, chosen such that l = 0 at Σ. Then,
using (B.1) one can evaluate the Riemann tensor, finding that
Rabcd = Θ(l)R
a




bd]nc − [Γabc]nd (B.3)
and square brackets indicate the discontinuity of the quantity across Σ. There is an appar-
ent curvature singularity (the third term) at the boundary Σ. Inserting the above into the
field equations, one can absorb the delta function part of the singularity into a contribution





ab + δ(l)Sab . (B.4)
The last term has the interpretation of the stress-energy of a thin shell on the boundary
Σ. Some algebra allows one to write Sab in terms of the induced metric hab and extrinsic
curvature Hab of Σ. One finds that
Sab ≡ [H]hab − [Hab] . (B.5)
The result is intuitive if one imagines a surface Σ whose spatial section is an S2 with
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radius R. Suppose one had a thin shell of matter evenly distributed across Σ with total
mass m. Already from Newtonian physics one realizes that the interior metric g−ab must
be Minkowski, while the exterior metric g+ab will be the Schwarzschild metric, so there is
clearly a discontinuity
[Hab] = Hab|V+ −Hab|V− (B.6)
in the extrinsic curvature between the two sides, which contributes to the stress-energy
tensor (B.5). In our work, as in the membrane paradigm, Σ is treated as the boundary of
the spacetime. This is significantly different from the situation above, as the stress-energy
tensor only receives a contribution from the extrinsic curvature in the exterior region. To
accomplish this, one imposes a Z2 symmetry at the boundary, such that the interior is a
mirror copy of the exterior. One then has
[Hab] = 2Hab|V+ . (B.7)
The resulting surface stress-energy tensor is markedly different. In particular, assuming
an exterior metric of the form
ds2 = −f(r)2dt2 + dr
2
f(r)2
+ r2dθ2 + r2 sin(θ)2dφ2 (B.8)




, Sθθ = 2(r
2f ′ + rf), Sφφ = 2r sin
2(θ)(rf ′ + f) (B.9)
while the stress-energy tensor resulting from (B.6) is
Stt = −
2f 2(f − 1)
r
, Sθθ = r
2f ′ + r(f − 1), Sφφ = r sin2(θ)(rf ′ + f − 1) (B.10)
These are clearly very different.
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